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Preface 

Mihi 

 

 

Ko Cymru te whenua  

Ko Eryri te maunga 

Ko Banwy te awa 

Ko Vyrnwy te moana 

Ko Robin Amber Atherton tōku ingoa 

 

 

 

I was born in England to my father, whose father was a Yorkshireman, and whose 

mother was a Welshwoman from Anglesey, and my mother, whose parents were both 

from Yorkshire. I was raised partly in South Africa, but mostly in Cymru (Wales) in a 

small village called Y Foel nestled in the hills in the mid-central part of the principality. 

At primary school I learnt Welsh in full-immersion and delved into the Welsh world feet 

first, learning to recite Welsh poetry, sing Welsh songs and participating in cultural 

competitions, known as eisteddfod. My roots are firmly planted in the alluvial soils of 

the Banwy region, it is where I feel empowered and connected; it is my foundation, my 

home, my tūrangawaewae.  

My love for Papa-tū-a-nuku (Mother Earth), the world around us, and my interest in 

languages and travel, brought me to Aotearoa to continue my studies. It felt 

comfortable here, like a second home, and I started to learn Te Reo Māori. Being the 

mother of a Māori child, my world and Te Ao Māori (the Māori world) become closer 

with each passing day.  

My PhD research has taken me all over this beautiful land, collecting leaf samples and 

measuring karaka/kōpi tree trunks. I am fortunate to have seen hidden coves and inlets, 

cliffs and coastal banks, isolated hilltops and bluffs, that few others have. Through my 

study of the karaka tree, my roots have sunk deep into Papa-tū-a-nuku, and Aotearoa is 

now my home. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mā te rongo, ka mōhio; 

Mā te mōhio, ka mārama; 

Mā te mārama, ka mātau; 

Mā te mātau, ka ora. 

 

 

Through resonance comes cognisance; 

through cognisance comes understanding; 

through understanding comes knowledge; 

through knowledge comes life and well-being. 



 

Abstract 

 

Polynesians translocated a number of plant species around the Pacific region. Many of 

these tropical crops were probably introduced to New Zealand, however, only a few 

survived owing to the cooler climate. Compensating for the loss of introduced crops, 

Māori cultivated endemic species they discovered in New Zealand. This project focuses 

on cultural and evolutionary aspects of the cultivation of one of these, karaka 

(Corynocarpus laevigatus Forst. & Forst.), which was cultivated for its highly nutritious 

kernel. Originally it is thought to have been restricted to the northern North Island. Its 

occurrence in the southern North Island, the South Island, Chatham and Kermadec 

Islands is strongly associated with Māori and Moriori archaeological sites and considered 

to have resulted from translocations as part of its cultivation. For this project, hypotheses 

were formulated based on existing written accounts of oral histories, published studies 

on karaka and informal observations and recollections. Oral histories exist regarding the 

origins of some translocated populations and have the potential to play an important 

role in tracing the history of karaka.  

 

The relationships among the five Corynocarpus species were investigated by analyzing 

DNA sequences amplified using universal nuclear and chloroplast markers to test 

hypotheses of the inter- and intraspecific relationships of the genus. Nuclear markers 

suggest a closer relationship between C. laevigatus and C. dissimilis whereas the 

interpretation from chloroplast markers is less clear. This is indicated by the rbcL and 

trnL-trnF networks, which both show a reticulation suggesting support for both C. 

laevigatus and C. similis being more closely related to each other and C. laevigatus and 

C. dissimilis being more closely related. Nevertheless, in all cases, all markers suggest a 

close relationship between C. laevigatus and Corynocarpus species to the north of New 

Zealand (C. dissimilis in New Caledonia and C. similis in Vanuatu).  

 

Using universal primers, intraspecific variation within karaka was found to be too low 

for studying translocation histories within New Zealand and extensive marker 

development was necessary. The first step in the development of chloroplast markers 

was characterisation of the chloroplast genome as a reference for different strategies in 



molecular marker identification. A protocol was developed for the isolation of 

chloroplasts and the sequencing of the chloroplast genome using the Illumina Genome 

Analyser II. This protocol was also shown to be effective in the characterisation of 

chloroplast genomes in other elements of the New Zealand flora. 

 

The sequence variability of the karaka chloroplast genome was investigated as a potential 

source for seed dispersal markers. A set of seven chloroplast molecular markers was 

developed and evaluated in terms of their potential for elucidating the history of karaka 

translocation during Māori settlement of New Zealand. Long-range polymerase chain 

reaction products were amplified from the chloroplast genome sequenced using Illumina 

Genome Analyser II, which enabled the identification of 48 putative chloroplast single 

nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs). Sanger sequencing validated 16 of these detected 

SNPs. High resolution melting (HRM) was evaluated as an accurate, sensitive and fast 

PCR-based method to screen SNP variations in the chloroplast genome of karaka. 

Sufficient resolution in the data enabled an evaluation of the phylogeographic 

distribution of karaka to provide insight into the extent of human-mediated dispersal of 

the tree in New Zealand.  

 

The results of the analysis of species-specific markers show the potential of the 

chloroplast genome to study recent events in plant history, and the use of HRM to assay 

several hundred accessions for a suite of chloroplast SNPs. They show an interesting 

relationship between Kermadec Island karaka and mainland karaka, and between 

Rekohu/Chatham Islands karaka and mainland karaka. To be able to pinpoint the 

location of the source for Rekohu/Chatham Islands karaka, more genetic work is 

required. However, these results are promising in their ability to trace the translocation 

of one of New Zealand’s most important ethnobotanical species. By developing a more 

detailed picture of the genetic variation of karaka, this work has the potential to be the 

foundation for a deeper study into the translocation of the species. This has implications 

for further understanding the level of domestication in karaka, which at present cannot 

be ascertained.  
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General Introduction 

 

 

1.1 Chapter overview 

The aim of this project was to use a molecular (DNA) approach to reconstruct the 

translocation history, and dispersal in New Zealand, of the evergreen tree karaka, 

Corynocarpus laevigatus (Forst & Forst), and to use the inferences of the patterns in the 

genetic data as a proxy for human mobility. The use of molecular markers to determine 

the natural and translocated range of karaka can also be utilised to determine the nature 

of domestication events; when a plant begins its journey towards full domestication, is 

there an initial loss of genetic variation, or does this loss occur over time? 

 

Karaka was one of the most important staple food crops for the ancestors of modern 

Māori. It replaced some of the Polynesian crops that were introduced to New Zealand 

but failed to thrive due to their tropical nature. This chapter serves as an introduction to 

the species; as well as its taxonomy, biology, dispersal, distribution and uses. 

Domestication is defined and described and the term applied to the translocation and 

possible cultivation of karaka. 
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1.2 Introduction 

 

Karaka (Corynocarpus laevigatus, Figure 1.1) is a broadleaved evergreen lowland tree 

endemic to New Zealand and its outer islands. The nutritious kernels were a staple part 

of the Māori diet. Karaka is a feature of Māori oral history, and these accounts tell of its 

arrival in New Zealand, while others talk of its uses other than as a food source. There is 

no doubt karaka had begun its journey along the domestication continuum, but to what 

extent that has occurred, is not currently known.  

1.2.1 Corynocarpaceae  

1.2.1.1 Taxonomy 

 
Corynocarpus was circumscribed by J. R. and G. Forster1 in 1775 and described from 

specimens collected in New Zealand during James Cook’s second voyage (1772-1775) 

(Hemsley, 1903). The species of Corynocarpus have been clearly defined, however, the 

genus has proved difficult to place within the natural phylogenetic system (Carlquist & 

Miller, 2001). It had previously been placed in the Myrsinaceae, Theophrastaceae, 

Terebinthaceae and Anacardiaceae, amongst others (Hemsley, 1903). Engler (Engler, 

1897) redescribed and figured C. laevigatus as the type of a new family, 

Corynocarpaceae. In 2000, analysis of sequences from the chloroplast-encoded gene 

rbcL firmly placed Corynocarpus in its own distinctive family, Corynocarpaceae, next to 

Anisophylleaceae, Begoniaceae, Coriariaceae, Cucurbitaceae and Datiscaceae which 

comprise the order Cucurbitales (Wagstaff & Dawson, 2000). Carlquist and Miller 

(2001) confirmed this placing after analysis of the wood of Corynocarpus within 

Cucurbitales, three superfamilial clades are supported by floral structure: 

Tetramelaceae/Datiscaceae, Tetramelaceae/Datisaceae/ Begoniaceae and 

Corynocarpaceae/Coriariaceae (Matthews & Endress, 2004).  
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1.2.1.2 Distribution 

 
The family Corynocarpacaea consists of five species found in tropical to warm 

temperate areas in the southwest Pacific (Figure 1.3). Corynocarpus similis is found in 

Vanuatu, the Solomon Islands, New Britain, New Ireland, and the Bismarck 

Archipelago; C. cribbianus is found on the island of New Guinea (French, 2006) and 

northeastern Queensland (van Steenis, 1951). Corynocarpus rupestris occurs in isolated 

locations in Australia and has two subspecies: (i) C. rupestris subsp. rupestris, also 

known as Glenugie Karaka, occurs in the Clarence Valley near Coffs Harbour, near 

Grafton and in the Tenterfield area of New South Wales and is listed as vulnerable 

(Briggs & Leigh, 1996); (ii) Corynocarpus rupestris subsp. arborescens occurs in 

southeast Queensland (Guymer, 1984 cited in Wagstaff & Dawson, 2000). Corynocarpus 
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dissimilis is endemic to New Caledonia (Hemsley, 1903) and C. laevigatus is confined to 

mainland New Zealand (Aotearoa) and its offshore islands, Rekohu/Chatham Islands 

and the Kermadec Islands (Molloy, 1990). Figure 1.3 shows the morphological 

distinctiveness of each of the species. Wagstaff and Dawson (2000) suggest a 

palaeotropical center of origin for Corynocarpaceae, followed by two independent 

radiations into cooler climates. The first radiation comprised C. cribbianus and C. 

rupestris extending through New Guinea to central Australia, and the second comprised 

C. similis, C. dissimilis and C. laevigatus, with C. laevigatus reaching New Zealand, 

through New Caledonia several million years ago (Figure 1.2). Species are 

morphologically distinct from one another (Figure 1.4). 
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1.2.1.3 Corynocarpus in New Zealand 

 
Uplifting of the southern end of the Norfolk Ridge during the Oligocene extended the 

New Caledonia landmass to 32˚S and land connections via island chains (Herzer et al., 

1997) could have facilitated dispersal of karaka into New Zealand from New Caledonia 

(Stowe, 2003). Fossilised kernels of karaka were discovered at Landslip Hill in 

Southland, New Zealand dating back to the early Miocene (~24 mya2) (Campbell, 2002) 

confirming the arrival in New Zealand during the mid-tertiary. Macrofossil remains of 

the other species (Avicennia, Pomaderris, and Pouteria) found at Landslip Hill indicate a 

deltaic-coastal ecosystem similar in nature to the vegetation of modern northern New 

Zealand and New Caledonia (Campbell, 2002).  

 

In the late Oligocene-early Miocene the area around Gore, Southland, would have been 

at a latitude of more than 50˚S (Cook et al., 1999). It is unlikely that these plants would 

survive a similar modern day latitude suggesting global temperatures in the mid-

Cenozoic were warmer (Campbell, 2002). The mid-Pliocene saw a gradual reduction in 

the number of taxa of tropical and subtropical affinities in the northern South Island, 

and by the Pleistocene most of these taxa had disappeared from the flora (McGlone, 

1985).  

 

Tectonic and glacial events have determined the distribution of species in New Zealand; 

climate also plays a significant role. The southern limit of many of the species restricted 

to the northern North Island is approximately 38°S; this boundary is where the warmer 

climate of the northern region meets the cooler climate of the southern (Garnier, 1958). 

The northern North Island contains a high number of endemic plants. In the ecological 

zone above 39ºS latitude the total number of endemics is 125, with endemics making up 

5.7% of the total flora of that region; above 38ºS the figures are 95 and 11% respectively 

(McGlone, 1985). Of these endemics, a large proportion is woody plants and tall trees. 

Northland has been a tectonically stable region of New Zealand, retaining a diverse flora 

and has acted as a refuge for some components of the flora during the Pleistocene. 

McGlone (1985) believes major refugia in this region occurred north of latitude 38-39°S. 

During glacial periods, Northland is thought to have the only large continuous tract of 
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forest in New Zealand (McGlone, 1985).  

 

Karaka’s association with other plants in the Miocene (Campbell, 2002), which are now 

confined to Northland, has been purported by some to suggest that its range prior to 

human arrival in New Zealand was probably restricted to Northland (Stowe, 2003). 

Extensive work on the extant distribution of the species classified karaka populations as 

either cultural or unknown (Stowe, 2003). Cultural populations were those that were 

found growing within 500m of a registered archaeological site (pa, storage pits, terraces, 

gardens, stone walls, middens or cultivation areas) and unknown populations are those 

that had no association with the above site types. In most regions of New Zealand 

karaka classified as cultural far outnumbers those classified as unknown. However, in 

Northland, they occur in equal numbers. This adds weight to the suggestion that 

Northland could be the natural range for karaka, although Stowe (2003) suggests that 

range could be as far south as Taranaki and Wanganui in the western North Island, and 

as far east as the Coromandel Peninsula, due to the number of karaka classified as 

unknown occurring across this region.  

 

Karaka is a climax broadleaf forest species naturally found growing with puriri (Vitex 

lucens), taraire (Beilschmiedia tarairi) and kohekohe (Dysoxylum spectabile). Platt 

(2003) considers it reasonable to assume that where these four trees co-exist, karaka 

trees are natural components of the surrounding flora. Today, karaka grows mainly in 

coastal regions from Cape Reinga to Banks Peninsula, although populations do occur 

inland, particularly in the North Island (Figure 1.5). Translocated populations have 

subsequently naturalised in unmanaged vegetation (Burrows, 1996) to the point where 

it has been considered a weedy invader in forest remnants in the Wellington region, 

(Costall et al., 2006) where regeneration of karaka in existing plant communities has 

been described as aggressive (Sawyer et al., 2003). 
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1.3 The biology of karaka 

1.3.1 Phenology 

 
Karaka is a tall, spreading evergreen tree growing to a height of approximately 15 metres, found 

mainly in coastal regions throughout New Zealand (Clarke, 2007). Trees flower and fruit from 

10 years old, sometimes younger (Molloy, 1990), and fruit ripening times range from January to 

April depending upon latitude (Allan, 1961 cited in Stowe, 2003). The fruit are small drupes, up 

to 5cm in length, with smooth skin that turns orange when ripe. The flesh of the drupe covers a 

tough fibrous endocarp, inside which is the highly prized seed. Seeds contain a bitter, toxic 

compound called karakin which, in its untreated state, is poisonous to humans (Skey, 1871). 

Karakin interferes with ATP synthesis resulting in weakness, hind leg paralysis, and convulsions 

(Parton et al., 2001; p. 345). Karakin is known to be toxic to brown kiwi causing anorexia, 

lethargy, and the inability to walk (Shaw & Billing, 2006) and to honeybees, causing an inability 

to fly (Palmer-Jones & Line, 1962). Kererū are not affected by karakin but have been described 

as appearing drunk after gorging on karaka fruit (Shaw & Billing, 2006). Cattle and sheep often 

eat the fruit whole and remain unharmed by the toxin (Molloy, 1990). 

 

Karaka seeds show evidence of recalcitrance, like many trees of tropical and subtropical 

affinities. Recalcitrance is a broad term relating to the susceptibility of a plant to post-harvest 

desiccation and intolerance to freezing temperatures. Recalcitrance can impair germination 

and seeds are usually shed when the water content is high and when they are more sensitive to 

desiccation (Bannister et al., 1996). Despite this, karaka seed is capable of germinating within 

days of falling from the tree (Burrows, 1996; Dijkgraaf, 2002). Although germination can occur 

soon after falling from the tree or soon after sowing, the peak is usually May-July (Burrows, 

1996). 

 

1.3.2 Pollination biology 

 

Garnock-Jones et al. (2007) describe karaka as exhibiting gender dimorphism. Trees are called 

male or female even though many male trees set fruit. When assessed, flowers on male karaka 

trees were found to produce a large amount of pollen and each flower had a well-formed ovule. 

On female trees flowers had fully formed anthers but these contained no pollen (Garnock-Jones 

et al., 2007). Female trees typically set large numbers of fruit on every inflorescence but males 

trees varied in their fruit set, generally producing fewer fruit than female trees. The low fruit 
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production on male trees might be explained by early acting genetic load owing to self-

pollination (Garnock-Jones et al., 2007). Figure 1.6, shows a visual comparison.  

 

 

 

 

1.3.3 Life-cycle strategy 

The life-cycle strategy of an organism can indicate the likelihood of it becoming 

invasive. MacArthur and Wilson (1967) proposed two life-cycle types, which describe 

opposite life-cycle strategies: r-selected species are those with short life-spans, reaching 

sexual maturity quickly and shedding numerous well-dispersed seed, whereas K-selected 

species are long-lived, produce large seed that fall and germinate under the parent plant 

and have shade-tolerant seedlings. In New Zealand, examples of r-species include 

Leptospermum scoparium (manuka) and Schelfflera digitata (pate), both of which are 

rapid invaders of disturbed areas and tree-fall gaps and K-species examples include 

Beilschmeidia tawa (tawa) and Prumnopitys ferruginea (miro) (Ogden, 1989). Stowe 

(2003) describes karaka as exhibiting the features of a K-selected species. At the extreme, 
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K-species should be self-perpetuating in-situ with a J-shaped frequency distribution for 

population size and/or age (Stowe, 2003) Karaka tends to form groves, and has the 

potential to remain in situ indefinitely (Stowe, 2003) .  

The characteristics of the K-selected life-cycle of karaka would suggest it is not a 

coloniser of disturbed sites. However, Costall et al. (2006) suggest some of these life-

cycle traits are what have resulted in karaka being described as a ‘weedy’ invasive in 

fourteen sites in the southern North Island, including Taranaki and Wellington regions. 

From their investigations into the invasive nature of karaka, Costall et al. (2006) 

recommend management of karaka invasiveness in the form of elimination or control, 

depending on local cultural values.  

In the South Island, karaka do not appear exhibit this invasive tendency, existing in 

patchy and isolated dense groves (Molloy, 1990). Stowe (2003) suggests the ability of 

karaka to spread rapidly and become invasive varies with region, according to the 

presence or absence of dispersal agents, climate and predation by mammals 

 

1.3.4 Dispersal of karaka  

Endozoochory, the ingestion and dispersal of seed by animals and birds, is the dispersal 

mechanism for most tree species. Karaka relies largely on frugivores, both native and 

non-native, for dispersal of its large fruits.  

Kererū 
It is widely believed that kererū (Hemiphaga novaeseelandiae) (Figure 1.7A), the New 

Zealand native woodpigeon, is currently the sole native dispersal agent of karaka berries 

(Sawyer et al., 2003), (Wotton & Ladley, 2008). Kererū are the largest extant volant bird 

native to New Zealand (Lord et al., 2002) and are capable of flying long distances. The 

gape size is 14 mm although it is capable of distending to enable it to swallow fruits up 

to 25 mm diameter (Gibb, 1970 cited in Clout & Hay, 1989). Karaka form quite a large 

part of the kererū diet [at certain times of year] and karaka now relies almost exclusively 

on kererū for dispersal (Dijkgraaf, 2002). In a study of the diet of kererū, Dijkgraaf 

(2002) found that karaka comprised just 4% of feeding observations, suggesting kererū 

do not favour karaka fruit. However, this study was conducted over a four year period in 
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which karaka did not fruit heavily in all years. Added to this is the short fruiting period 

of karaka compared to puriri (Vitex lucens) and taraire (Beilschmiedia tarairi), the 

preferred fruits of kererū. 

 

 
 

In the Chatham Islands, Pearson and Climo (1991 cited in Campbell, 2006) found that 

parea (Hemiphaga novaeseelandiae chathamensis), the Chatham Island woodpigeon, 

only used kōpi/karaka for loafing and preening and not for eating. In a later study 

(Powlesland et al., 1997) feeding observations on kōpi/karaka accounted for 2.2% of 

total observations for the month of April confirming parea do eat them as a major part 

of their diet. However, when compared to matipo (Myrsine chathamica) and mahoe 

(Melicytus chathamicus), which, respectively, make up 24.3% and 36.5% of the 

observations in the same month, it is clear that karaka is not the preferred food of the 

parea, just as it is not on the mainland for kererū. 

 

Kererū have long seed retention times for larger seeds such as tawa, miro, taraire and 

pūriri ranging from 90-180 minutes although seed passage time in kererū increases as 

seed size increases (Wotton et al., 2008). Pigeons can fly several kilometres in one flight 

and this, coupled with long seed retention times, can lead to greater dispersal distances 

making kererū an important seed disperser for large-seeded trees (Wotton et al., 2008). 

Campbell (2006) believed karaka seeds would be dispersed by kererū in areas of existing 

forest rather than in scrub or regenerating scrub where gorse is the nurse species.  
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The kererū is also an important dispersal agent for tawapou (Pouteria costata) 

(Dijkgraaf, 2002) a species that was found growing with karaka in Miocene deposits in 

Southland (Campbell, 2002) (see Section 1.2.1.3) and which looks strikingly similar to 

karaka (Figure 1.7B). The taxonomy of Pouteria is yet to be resolved; some taxonomists 

place it in the genus Planchonella others split its species into two separate genera, 

Pouteria and Planchonella. Many species of Planchonella are locally known as karaka or 

kalaka (or as cognates of these words) in the Pacific region (see Section 1.5). 

 

Other birds capable of dispersing karaka and with a gape size of similar size or larger are 

summarised in Table 1. Of these, the species of extinct moa, being the largest of all the 

New Zealand birds, would seem to be an obvious disperser of large fruit. Moa had a 

gape size of up to 5cm (Clout & Hay, 1989) and would have been capable of swallowing 

karaka fruit and dispersing them over long distances.  

 

Moa species 

Clout & Hay (1989) suggest moa may have had a role similar to that of the cassowaries 

(Casuarius casuarius) in North Queensland and Papua New Guinea, consuming great 

quantities of fallen fruit and depositing the seeds several kilometres away (Figure 1.8).

However, moa consumed a varied diet consisting mainly herbs and sub-shrubs. Wood 

et al. (2008). Upland moa (Megalapteryx didinus) fed on both woody and herbaceous 

plants and were seed dispersers for a range of plants, including Fuchsia excorticata 

(Wood et al., 2012b). Wood et al. (2012b) found that the diet of this species of moa 

contained 67 different plant species and, for the first time, found nectar-rich flowers of 

Fuschia and Phormium made up part of the diet.  

 

Although considered potentially important seed dispersers, larger and denser seeds (e.g. 

Prumnopitys, Elaeocarpus) may have been retained in moa gizzards longer, and not pass 

into the droppings intact, as smaller seeds do (Wood et al., 2008). Another South Island 

moa, the little bush moa (Anomalopteryx didiformis), had a diet consisting of fibrous 

material from the forest understory (Wood et al., 2012a) and based on this evidence 

they were probably not important dispersers of seeds. As yet, there is little information 

of the diets of moa living in the North Island where the three species with the largest 
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fruit (Elaeocarpus spp., Corynocarpus and Dysoxylum spectabile) grow more abundantly 

(Lord et al., 2002). These three species do grow in the northern South Island but not in 

areas where moa gizzards have been studied (Lord et al., 2002). Whilst it is known that 

moa did not selectively consume large seeds nor were they specialist frugivores (Lord et 

al., 2002) there is no evidence that they ignored them and therefore could have been a 

dispersal agent for fallen karaka fruits in the North Island before humans arrived. 

 

 

 

 

Huia 

Heteralocha acutirostris, or huia, were a species of New Zealand wattlebird that went 

extinct in the early 20th century. Buller (1888 in Clout & Hay, 1989) records that huia ate 

the fruits of pigeon wood (Hedycarya arborea) 6-10mm diameter, hinau (Elaeocarpus 

dentatus) 8-10mm diameter, and Coprosma sp. 3.5-12mm diameter. Huia had a gape of 

15mm (Table 1), bigger than that of kererū (14mm), but it did not have a distensible 

gape. Clout & Hay (1989) believed that had the diet of huia been better recorded, the list 

of fruit-producing species they ate would have increased. However, the curved shape of 

the huia bill would have been more suited to insect foraging rather than handling and 

eating fruits (Dijkgraaf, 2002) and huia was probably an unlikely disperser of karaka 

kernels.  
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Kōkako 

Kōkako are a species of forest-dwelling New Zealand wattlebird. Before kōkako were 

restricted to their current highly reduced range in the northern North Island, they 

would have been important dispersers of seeds across New Zealand. However, it is 

unlikely they would have rivalled the distances covered by kererū as they are weak fliers 

and have a permanent range not exceeding 11 hectares (Clout & Hay, 1989). Kōkako are 

listed as frugivores of up to 35 species including Prumnopitys ferruginea, Dysoxylum 

spectabile, Litsea calicaris, Elaeocarpus dentatus, Ripogonum scandens, Hedycarya 

arborea, Nestegis cunninghamii, Rhopalostylis sapida, Alectryon excelsus, Prumnopitys 

taxifolia with fruit larger than 10mm diameter being stripped of its pericarp rather than 

swallowed whole (J.R. Hay, unpubl. in Clout & Hay, 1989).  

 

 

 

 

 

Brushtail possum 

The introduced common brushtail possum (Trichosurus vulpecula) eat the fruits of 

native species and seed passing through their gut is capable of germination, although 

results differ widely depending upon the plant species (Williams et al., 2000). Williams 
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observed possum eating karaka berries but only the ripe fruit was eaten and not the 

kernel.  

1.4 The cultural significance of karaka 

Colenso (1880) lists three wild uncultivated plants as providing staple foods to Māori: 

hinau (Elaeocarpus dentatus), karaka and tawa (Beilschmiedia tawa). He describes 

karaka fruits as ‘scarcely edible’ and their processing as ‘incredibly labour intensive’. 

However, after preparation, karaka kernels could be kept for a long time, up to two or 

three years (Colenso, 1868). Colenso (1880) describes karaka as “of inestimable value to 

the Māori as a common and useful article of vegetable food, second only to their prized 

kūmara tuber.” Whole communities would go to the karaka woods to collect fruit from 

the ground and trees and bring them back in baskets to prepare them (Colenso, 1880). 

The karaka groves did not bear fruit consistently from year to year, and seasons of 

sparsity were disastrous for tribes because of the importance of the kernels in the Māori 

diet, (Colenso, cited in Skey, 1871). 

1.5 Corynocarpus in the Pacific region 

Corynocarpus species are also used as a food resource in the Pacific.  Corynocarpus 

similis is the most widely distributed species (Wagstaff & Dawson, 2000). Cabalion & 

Poisson (1987) report that the kernels of C. similis are poisonous, containing up to 1% 

karakin. One of Cabalion and Poisson’s co-researchers in Vanuatu recorded an oral 

history from the Lowo Peter family living in Happyland village south of Erromango, 

which recounted that the fruits were unsafe to eat and that even livestock refused to eat 

whole seeds, but instead removed the fruit and ate that (Cabalion & Poisson, 1987). The 

fruits are the largest of all Corynocarpus at about 10cm x 6cm (according to the 

diagrams drawn by Pat Molloy (1990). In coastal regions on the islands of Aneityum 

and Tanna in Vanuatu, C. similis is grown in smallholder plantations and in gardens 

and fallow areas amongst other important fruit crops such as coconut, breadfruit 

(Artocarpus altilis) and Tahitian chestnut (Inocarpus fagifer) (Clarke & Thaman, 1993). 

In Vanuatu, an anonymous author (Anon., 1992) wrote that fruits of C. similis require 

“…a very careful preparation in order to eliminate the toxic substances they contain.” 

He goes on to say the fruits are “…only used in the event of a natural disaster when 
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famine threatens.” They have a high nutritional value but only a few fruit are harvested 

from each tree at a time (Anon., 1992) 

Corynocarpus cribbianus is one of 22 species in the Solomon Islands traditionally eaten 

to supply dietary carbohydrates and one of 11 that has traditional uses as a seasonal or 

minor food or when other food resources are scarce (Plant Genetic Resource Center, 

1996b, pp11-12). The exocarp of C. cribbianus is known locally on the Solomon Islands 

as 'ibo kwao’ and ‘ibo bala’, and is used, once cooked, as a food source. The fruits are 

quite large (approximately 6cm x 6cm in drawings by Molloy (1990)) and are pounded 

until soft to make them edible (Plant Genetic Resource Center,1996b). In the south-

eastern Solomon Islands, C. cribbianus is a locally important tree species found planted 

in gardens or protected in groves and is found growing around former inland settlement 

sites (Clarke & Thaman, 1993). Corynocarpus cribbianus is a native fruit tree of Manus 

Island, the largest of the Admiralty Islands in northern Papua New Guinea, it also grows 

on some small islands near Madang, on the northern coast of mainland Papua New 

Guinea (Plant Genetic Resource Center, 1996a). The tree is common and widespread 

and produces edible fruit all year round, which can be eaten raw or cooked. The fruit of 

C. cribbianus is known as ‘mundroi’ in Tok Pisin3 (French, 2006). There is no mention 

of the kernel being eaten, nor that it may be poisonous.  

Both C. cribbianus and C. similis are listed as a foraged fruit tree species in a table of 

Oceanic fruit trees in (Lebot, 2008). French (1994) describes C. cribbianus as a very 

fibrous fruit and probably not suitable for export. Corynocarpus species were at one time 

probably more intensively exploited, and even though they are found growing wild 

throughout Melanesian lowland forests, they are rarely cultivated these days (Blench, 

2004). 

1.5.1 The name karaka and its cognates in the Pacific region 

The name karaka and its cognates are used in the Pacific region for species other than 

Corynocarpus. Polynesian settlers to New Zealand transferred their word for one species 

in their homeland to one with similar morphological characteristics (Leach, 1984) or 

uses in their new found home.  
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With reference to Niūe, Smith (Smith, 1903) page 181 wrote: 

 

“In the names of the trees and plants there is often an identity of name with 
those of the Maori, though sometimes the plants themselves differ widely. 
Thus Kalāka (Karaka), Maile (Maire), Pilīta, (Pirita), Tara (Tawa), Kafīka 
(Kahika), Mohūku (Mouku).” 
 

A search for trees in the Pacific region with a name similar to karaka reveals many 

cognates for the word. In Samoa, Planchonella linggensis is known as ‘Ala’a. The name is 

known from all the islands of Samoa but on Aunu’u and Apilina, which lack P. 

linggensis, the name applies to P. grayana (a rare tree elsewhere in Samoa) (Whistler, 

1984).  

 

Kalaka is used for Planchonella grayana in Tonga and Niue and probably on Rapa 

(karaka) and Atiu (Cook Islands) in eastern Polynesia (Whistler, 1984). According to 

Tupou et al. (2001), kalaka refers to Planchonella costata in Tonga and Drake (1996) in 

the flora of 'Eua Island, Tonga, lists kalaka as the common name for P. garberi and P. 

grayana. In Tonga, karaka is also an inland forest tree, Elaeocarpus tonganus, with tough 

white timber that does not warp (Buse & Taringa, 1995). In Fiji qualaka (properly 

written nggalaka) is the name of a tree (Christian, 1925). Best (1977) records karaka as 

“…… a tree-name in Mangaia island, as kalaka is at Niue, but neither seems to be allied 

to our New Zealand tree.” 

 

Kalaka, qualaka, nggalaka and ‘Ala’a are all cognates of karaka and whilst these names 

refer to a different genus and several of its species it is likely that karaka in New Zealand 

was so named due to its morphological similarity to Planchonella species in tropical 

Polynesia. In fact, S. Percy Smith (Smith, 1893) writes “The Kalāka is so like the New 

Zealand Karaka in its habit that the one might be taken for the other at a short distance, 

but they are different species.” In Mangaia, the tree called kalaka is not used as a food, as 

noted by Christian (1925): 

 

“The natives do not make use of the berries, either prepared for food, or 
crushed in order to poison fish. As in the case of the kalaka of Niue the tree 
is evidently called karaka from its nuts.” 
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In Māori, horehore is a term applied to the covering of the kernel of karaka; karaka 

horehore are kernels with the mealy fruit still attached. The prepared kernels used as a 

food supply are called kōpia, while kōpi is another name used for the tree [on 

Rekohu/Chatham Islands] (Best, 1977). 

 

The Forsters record no vernacular name for karaka, and Banks and Solander (a Swedish 

botanist) write it chalacha. This would probably have been Solander’s way of writing it 

as an Englishman would have used k's instead of ch's for the hard sound (Hemsley, 

1903).  

 

1.6 The ‘introduction’ of karaka to New Zealand 

The first settlers of New Zealand relied on local vegetation as food-plants, and did not 

bring any crop species with them from their homelands (Wilson, JA, 1906 as cited in 

Buck, 1949). Wilson stated that these early settlers did not have karaka as a food source. 

However, (Buck, 1949) suggests this statement is not correct “…..for karaka is 

indigenous New Zealand.” and that Wilson had inferred this based on knowledge he 

had of Turi4, captain of the Aotea waka, introducing karaka from Rangitahua, in the 

later Fleet period (Buck, 1949).  

 

Smith (1891) describes how Māori came “…...fully prepared to occupy a new country 

bringing wives, families and several plants….. and, as some traditions say, certain birds 

and plants which are known to be natives of the country.”  In the same proceedings he 

supposes the island where Turi stayed, Rangi-tuhia, whilst journeying to New Zealand 

in the Aotea waka (voyaging canoe), could, in fact, be Sunday Island, now more 

commonly known as Raoul Island, part of the Kermadec Group. Because the Aotea 

tradition lays claim to introducing karaka to New Zealand, Percy Smith suggests karaka 

was collected on the island and brought to New Zealand in this way (Smith, 1893). 

Seven years later, Heteraka Tautahi dictated the traditions of the Aotea canoe to Percy 

Smith (Smith, 1900). In this account, whilst no direct reference is made to collecting 

karaka on Rangi-tahua intentionally, it does talk of stopping at an island called Rangi-
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tahua and the Aotea waka bringing karaka with them to New Zealand. The Aotea 

brought karaka to Taranaki and Turi planted a karaka grove in Patea and called the 

place Pou-o-Turi. Buck (1949) suggests Turi was attracted to the ripe berries on karaka 

trees on Rangitahua which means the Aotea would have been there around February or 

March. Buck (1949) adds that while Turi may have brought karaka from the Kermadec 

Islands, he certainly did not bring them with him from Hawaiki, and his introduction 

merely added to karaka already growing in New Zealand. 

However, in another tradition it was Kupe5, who planted a variety of karaka called oturu 

at Patea (Matorohanga, 1995). Percy Smith’s notes during the translation of Te 

Matorohanga’s account of Kupe briefly describe the karaka called oturu:  

 “The karaka-oturu is described to me as like the ordinary karaka 
(Corynocarpus laevigatus), but with smaller leaves and berries and fewer of 
them, with a low growth. There are some trees of the same species growing 
at Nuhaka, Hawkes Bay, the seed of which is said to have been brought here 
by the Kura-haupo canoe, under Whatonga. If this karaka at Patea bore a 
few fruit on the west side of the tree it denoted a lean year-if on the east, or 
inland side, it meant a prolific year for all cultivated foods. The Rev. T. G. 
Hammond, who knows Patea and its history better than any man, does not 
recognize this tree. It is also related of Turi, who commanded the Aotea 
canoe, and who settled down at Patea, that he brought the karaka tree with 
him.” 

In another account written by John Houston (1965 pp. 27), Turi made the final part of 

his journey from Aotea [harbour] to Patea by foot. He sent Pungarehu ahead and 

instructed him to plant karaka seeds [brought on the Aotea canoe] all along the route to 

provide a plentiful supply of food. In the same account, Turi established a grove of 

karaka trees at Papawhero, on the north bank of the Patea River (Houston, 1965 pp. 32). 

Another oral history from the East Coast (Gisborne region) mentions an iwi called Te 

Whakatane, whose ancestor Tama-tea-nuku-roa was the captain of the Nukutere waka 

(voyaging canoe). His son, Roau, was credited with the introduction of ti (cabbage tree, 

Cordyline terminalis), taro (Colocasia esculenta) and karaka (Best, 1972). According to 

Kai tahu oral history their ancestors “brought this tree [karaka] from the North Island to 

Kaikoura (South Island) [where] it flourishes but very few trees are further south” Beattie 
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(1994, cited in (Leach & Stowe, 2005)). 

 

It is important to note that there are many oral histories pertaining to this period of 

settlement in New Zealand. However, for many iwi (tribes), for example, Ngā Rauru, 

there are traditions of voyaging between the Pacific Islands and New Zealand that pre-

date that era. This contact with the Pacific span generations, each iwi laying claim to 

introducing elements of the flora and fauna important for identity and survival (Nick R. 

Roskruge, personal communication, July 25th 2013). 

 

1.7 The cultivation of karaka 

 “According to tradition, karaka were brought by people on voyaging canoes, 
distributed by people living in coastal areas, and planted on tracks as a food 
resource, or to identify tapu places, burial grounds or caves.” (Haami, 2004) 

 

Māori deforested large areas of New Zealand to encourage growth of aruhe (Pteridium 

esculentum, bracken) and to provide clearings for gardens, housing areas and for 

planting karaka (Wilmshurst et al., 2004). Karaka pollen was found in pollen cores from 

two sites in the Mimi and Waitoetoe catchments in north Taranaki and its sudden 

appearance in the sections of the cores corresponded to the deforestation period and 

early Māori settlement period.  This suggests karaka did not grow historically in 

Taranaki and was probably brought to the region by Māori and planted in recently 

deforested clearings (Wilmshurst et al., 2004). In the Mimi and Waitoetoe catchments 

karaka are still present in small groves today (Wilmshurst et al., 2004). Platt (2003) 

states that karaka are found at many pa6 sites in Taranaki and that many are large-

fruited compared with natural stands in Auckland, suggesting selection by Māori for 

increased fruit size.  Karaka pollen was also found in pollen cores from the Coromandel 

Peninsula by Byrami (2002), with its first appearance corresponding to the same 

deforestation period.  

 

In order to authenticate rights to tribal lands for native land court proceedings, 

Hākaraia Maumau kept a notebook of pepeha for his local iwi as a written record 
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(Haami, 2004). In this notebook he makes reference to taupahī (seasonal camping 

grounds) which were located near food resources such as kūmara, karaka groves, aka 

(Metrosideros fulgens) vines, rat runs, eel weirs, fishing grounds, bird-snaring sights or 

berry-producing trees (Haami, 2004). He also makes reference in these pepeha to 

ngakinga karaka (karaka grounds) and mahinga karaka (karaka gardens, or harvest 

locations) for example: 

 

 
Ko Waiaute he mahinga kai he mahinga karaka nā Aupaki 

Wai-aute is a garden and a karaka preparing place that belonged to Aupaki 
 

Ko Te Tuhi he pā karaka i a Te Pū-Hā 
Te Tuhi is a clump of karaka trees belonging to Te Pū-Hā 

 
Ko Manu-hāro he mahinga karaka nga Hika-toa 
Manu-hāro is a karaka cultivation of Hika-toa 

 
 
 
Hemsley (1903) believed karaka, both in a wild and formerly cultivated state, thrived 

only in the warmer parts of New Zealand and Featon & Featon (1889) regard all karaka 

occurrences in the South Island as the remains of cultivation.  Kirk (1889) states that it 

is very rare in the South Island, being restricted to a few localities in the Nelson, 

Marlborough and Canterbury districts. 

 

At the end of the 19th century, karaka was noted as a species that grew abundantly near 

the sea, forming groves, and where it grew inland probably resulted from propagation 

by Māori for food use (Featon & Featon, 1889).  The fruit was important as a food to 

Māori and at this time it formed a ‘staple article of subsistence’ (Featon & Featon, 1889).  

Karaka was of particular importance as a food to Māori in regions of New Zealand 

where other cultivated crops, such as kūmara (Ipomoea batatas) and other introduced 

sub-tropical plant foods were not grown, for example the region between Wellington 

and Castlepoint along the Wairarapa coast (Best, 1977). In Palmerston North 

(Papaioea), in the Manawatu region, a large karaka grove, which formed part of one of 

several ‘foodstores’ for Māori along the Manawatu River, still exists today (Anon, 1988).  
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Buck (1949) makes reference to the presentation of baskets of preserved karaka berries 

by a party of Ngati Ruanui at a tangi (funeral). Featon & Featon (1889) mention the use 

of a chaplet of the leaves of karaka to adorn the heads of Māori when approaching the 

graves of their ancestors. It was also used medicinally to heal wounds. The leaves were 

placed, shiny side down, over wounds to heal them (Macdonald, 1973). If the leaf was 

turned upside down it had a drawing effect and this was used to treat boils (Macdonald, 

1973). This was a standard approach in Māori traditional medicine) (Riley, 1994). Given 

the importance of karaka to Māori, its documented use and historical associations with 

places of settlement, karaka provides a unique opportunity to document the process of 

plant domestication in its incipient stages.  

1.8 Incipient domestication  

1.8.1 Domestication defined 

 
Domestication can be defined as an evolving mutualism between human groups and 

plant or animal populations (Zeder, 2006) which has selective advantages for both: 

humans fulfill their resource needs and crop-plants have a reproductive advantage over 

their wild progenitors. Human selection on the phenotype of managed or cultivated 

plant populations causes changes in the genotype of the population making them more 

useful to humans (Clement, 1999). Domestication does not occur in an instant, rather it 

is a ‘cumulative process’, the nature of which is determined by the biological species and 

human society involved (Zeder et al., 2006). Not all domestication events take the same 

course. Different domesticates and different societies will follow different 

‘developmental trajectories’ of domestication. Genetic markers permit genome-wide 

investigation of genetic diversity in crops and their progenitors. While it is mainly 

neutral or non-coding loci and organellar genomes that are the focus of much genetic 

research into domestication (Zeder et al., 2006), in most cases of domestication novel 

biological forms have arisen through selection of transcription factors (Sun et al., 2009). 

1.8.2 Genetic diversity 

 
Whether selection is intended or not, genetic diversity in crop plants is expected to 

reduce over time (Emshwiller, 2006). When a small number of individual plants are 
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selected and removed from their wild habitat and placed in a new habitat the diversity in 

the new population is reduced as founders represent only a small amount of the genetic 

diversity of the wild population. This is broadly termed ‘bottlenecking’ and more 

specifically ‘the founder effect’ (Ladizinsky, 1985). The number of founding individuals 

and the duration of the bottleneck determine the characteristics of the genetic 

bottleneck (Emshwiller, 2006).  However, crosses between wild populations and 

‘cultigens’ during incipient domestication through the wild-weed crop complex may 

lessen the founder effect (Debouck, 1999). Wild relatives of crop plants can be 

considered to be reasonable representatives of ancestral, pre-domestication population 

of the crop and can be used as a reference to contrast the genetic diversity in the 

domesticated crop to provide evidence of genetic bottlenecking (Doebley et al., 2006).  

 

Most studies contributing to our knowledge of domestication have been carried out on 

annual crops (Doebley, 2004); (Matsuoka et al., 2002)(maize); (Huang et al., 2012) 

(rice); (Peleg et al., 2011) (wheat); (Labate et al., 2009)(tomato); (Wills, 2006) 

(sunflower) and very little is known about the genetic processes involved in the 

domestication of long-lived perennials.  Genetic variation in trees is structured very 

differently from annuals due to their inherent biological differences, including the 

length of their sexual cycle, breeding system, level of genetic diversity in the wild and 

their ability to hybridise (Miller, 2008). In a comprehensive review of perennial 

domestication Miller and Gross (2011) reviewed several studies of domestication in 

annuals and perennials, and determined that genetic bottlenecking in annual fruit crops 

retains 5.5-119.5% (averaging 59.9%) of the variation at neutral loci in the wild relatives 

of those crops, whereas perennial crops retain, on average, 98.4% (64.8-126.9%). The 

bottleneck in perennials is much wider due to a combination of the number of sexual 

cycles since the crop plant and its wild progenitor diverged, multiple distinct ancestral 

populations (both geographically and genetically) and hybridisation.  

 

The natural range of karaka is believed to be Northland, therefore, translocated 

populations beyond this region have no opportunity to hybridise with their wild 

relatives. This is an advantage for this kind of study because other crop species are often 

cultivated in the vicinity of their wild relatives. Hybridisation allows for gene flow 

between cultivated populations and their wild progenitor, which ultimately contributes 
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to genetic variation in the cultivated populations. This can also complicate attempts at 

determining if domesticates have single or multiple origins. The observed patterns in 

genetic diversity among sympatric species can be a result of incomplete lineage sorting 

or hybridisation (Miller, 2008), (Petersen et al., 2012) or perhaps a lack of resolving 

power in the molecular markers employed in the study (Petersen et al., 2012). When a 

plant begins its journey towards full domestication is there an extreme loss of genetic 

diversity early on in the process due to the selection of a small number of individuals 

selected from the source population? Or is it more likely that the genetic diversity 

present in the source population is retained initially, but then lost gradually over time? 

1.8.3 Domestication model 

Using Clement’s model of domestication (1999), the extent to which karaka has been 

domesticated can be evaluated, at most, as being incipiently domesticated. According to 

Clement incipient domestication can be described as follows: 
 

 “ A population that has been modified by human selection and 
intervention (at the very least being promoted), but whose average 
phenotype is still within the range of variation found in the wild 
population for the trait(s) subject to selection. The variance of this average 
is probably smaller than that of the original wild population, however, as 
selection has started to reduce genetic variability.” 

 
Hence, the extent to which karaka found at cultivated sites are morphologically distinct, 

(and also represent only a subset of the genetic diversity of naturally distributed karaka) 

can be considered the extent to which karaka has been domesticated. However, garden 

and orchard plants often do not show characteristic morphological changes allowing 

them to be recognized as domesticates in the archaeological record (Leach & Stowe, 

2005). Selection for non-morphological characteristics, such as sweeter-tasting or non-

toxic fruit, does not necessarily alter the morphology of a particular plant. Leach (2005) 

states that it is not only morphological characters that give us the clues to 

domestication; a species’ appearance outside of its natural range can also be an indicator 

of anthropogenic intervention.  
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Origins of karaka in New Zealand 

 

 

 

2.1 Chapter overview 

 

This chapter is presented in the format of a scientific journal paper, ready for submission 

in New Zealand Journal of Botany. It is intended as a stand-alone chapter and for this 

reason some parts may overlap with sections from other chapters. It begins by briefly 

discussing the study species, and then introduces a review of the literature on the 

vegetation history of lowland species in New Zealand. This provides a framework for 

understanding the natural distribution of karaka before human settlement of 

Aotearoa/New Zealand. Analyses of chloroplast and nuclear loci of other species of 

Corynocarpus provided some insight into the relationships within the genus as a whole. 

The molecular systematics of karaka are discussed as well as the results of re-sequencing 

some already tested accessions and markers (Wagstaff & Dawson, 2000) with accessions 

from the Three Kings Islands, not previously sampled.  

 

 

2.2 A note on attribution 

 

This chapter is mostly my own work. However, the work was undertaken with assistance 

from Trish McLenachan, the Laboratory Manager for the PLEB Laboratory in the 

Institute of Fundamental Sciences at Massey University in Palmerston North. Trish 

carried out some of the WAXY, rbcL and trnL-trnF PCR, prepared them for sequencing, 

and edited the sequences.  
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2.3 Abstract 

This chapter reports genetic analyses of nuclear and chloroplast markers used to test 

hypotheses of the inter- and intraspecific relationships of karaka in New Zealand. A 

previous study used nuclear ITS and chloroplast rbcL DNA sequences to reconstruct 

phylogenetic relationships for the genus Corynocarpus. The results described here extend 

the taxon sampling for karaka ITS sequences, and complement these with results for a 

low copy number nuclear DNA marker WAXY. The previously published discrepancy in 

findings from rbcL and ITS analyses suggested conflict in the phylogenetic information 

at these two loci. This was further investigated by re-sequencing and determining 

additional rbcL sequences, as well as characterisation of chloroplast trnL-trnF sequences. 

Our results show a clearer picture of the relationships between the species with the use of 

additional nuclear and chloroplast markers, previously untested in Corynocarpus. The 

results indicate karaka was already part of the flora of these islands long before the 

human settlement of New Zealand. 

 

 

2.4 Introduction 

 

2.4.1 Corynocarpaceae 

 

The Corynocarpaceae family consists of one genus and five species found in tropical to 

warm temperate areas in the southwest Pacific. Corynocarpus similis is found in 

Vanuatu, the Solomon Islands, New Britain, New Ireland, and the Bismarck 

Archipelago; C. cribbianus is found on the island of New Guinea (French, 2006) and 

northeastern Queensland (van Steenis, 1951). C. rupestris occurs in isolated locations in 

Australia and has two subspecies. C. rupestris subsp. rupestris; also known as Glenugie 

Karaka, it occurs in the Clarence Valley near Coffs Harbour, near Grafton and in the 

Tenterfield area of New South Wales and is listed as vulnerable (Briggs & Leigh, 1996). 

C. rupestris subsp. arborescens occurs in southeast Queensland (Guymer, 1984 cited in 

Wagstaff & Dawson, 2000). C. dissimilis is endemic to New Caledonia (Hemsley, 1903). 

C. laevigatus is confined to mainland New Zealand (Aotearoa) and its offshore islands, 

Rekohu/Chatham Islands (hereafter Chatham Islands) and the Kermadec Islands 

(Molloy, 1990) (Figure 2.1). Based on ITS and rbcL DNA sequence analyses, Wagstaff 
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and Dawson (2000) suggested a palaeotropical center of origin for the Corynocarpaceae 

followed by two independent radiations into cooler climates with the first comprising C. 

cribbianus and C. rupestris extending through New Guinea to central Australia, and the 

second comprising C. similis, C. dissimilis and C. laevigatus reaching New Zealand, 

through New Caledonia several million years ago.  

 

 
2.4.2 Vegetation history of lowland species in New Zealand 

 

There are no major current geographical barriers to the spread of species, in general, in 

New Zealand (McGlone, 1985; McGlone et al., 1993; McGlone et al., 2001). However, 

climate appears to have played a significant role in determining which species are 

present (Lee et al., 2001) and their distribution in the two islands. Cockayne (1928) and 

Wardle (1963) both agree there is a significant phytogeographic boundary at 

approximately 38-39°S (corresponding to Waipiro Bay in the Gisborne region to 

Kawhia Harbour in the Waikato region, see Figure 1.9 in Chapter 1). Several New 

Zealand plant species are distributed across the North Island to a southern limit of 

approximately 38˚S, for example, Metrosideros excelsus, Litsaea calicaris, Beilschmiedia 

tarairi and Agathis australis (Eagle, 2006). This boundary is situated where the warmer 

climate of the northern region meets the cooler climate of the southern region (Garnier, 

1958). 

 

During the last glacial maximum (LGM) it has been suggested that many plant species 

were restricted to refugia1 in the northern North Island, northern South Island and 

southern South Island (Wardle, 1963). These regions contain high levels of endemism, a 

characteristic of glacial refugia (Petit et al., 2003). In the ecological zone north of 39˚S 

latitude, the total number of endemics is 125 with endemics making up 5.7% of the 

total flora of that region; north of 38˚S the figures are 95 and 11% respectively (Wardle, 

1963). Of these endemics, a large proportion is woody plants and tall trees. Northland 

has been a tectonically stable region of New Zealand retaining a diverse flora and has 

acted as a refuge for some components of the flora during the Pleistocene and major 

refugia in this region occurred north of latitude 38-39˚S (McGlone, 1985). Near-
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complete conifer-broadleaf forest persisted in the far north of Northland during the last 

glacial maximum (from ca. 29 ka2 to ca. 19 ka) when much of the forest cover south 

towards Auckland was more open and dominated by Nothofagus and shrubby genera 

(Newnham et al., in press). Pollen profiles suggest the rest of New Zealand was 

dominated by scrubland, with discrete pockets of woodland and woody shrubs, 

indicating several woody species survived the LGM in situ (Newnham et al., in press). 

Recent evidence of beetle fossils from a site in Westland, in New Zealand’s South Island, 

suggest this area was vegetated by a closed-canopy woodland, which is in direct contrast 

to palynological3 interpretation for the same area (Burge & Shulmeister, 2007). This led 

to the suggestion that perhaps much more of New Zealand south of Northland was 

forested (Burge & Shulmeister, 2007). Newnham et al. (in press) suggest the difference 

is simply semantics, and perhaps the woodland Burge and Shulmeister (2007) describe is 

woody shrub and small woody trees, rather than typical tall forest (Newnham et al., in 

press). 

 

A phylogeographic study of five species of Metrosideros in New Zealand (Gardner et al., 

2004) using chloroplast markers, suggests the genus exhibits a ‘classic’ glacial refugia 

pattern, with levels of genetic diversity higher in the postulated glacial refugia areas of 

Wardle (1963). In this case Northland and the Nelson region in the South Island, where 

the climate was warmer have higher levels of endemism. Similarly, Veronica speciosa, 

now a threatened species, historically occurred from Scots Point in Northland, to Urenui 

in Taranaki, though its current distribution is much smaller (Armstrong & De Lange, 

2005). However, southern populations are hypothesised to be more recent in origin than 

northern populations (Armstrong & De Lange, 2005), suggesting a possible contraction 

to the refuge of the northern North Island during the LGM and expansion south from 

there at the end of this period.  

 

In contrast to these examples of survival in glacial refugia, genetic diversity of 

Asplenium hookerianum, a fern associated with lowland forests, appears to indicate the 

species survived in situ through the LGM (Shepherd et al., 2007). Support for this claim 

comes from multiple widely-dispersed populations with endemic haplotypes, in regions 

other than those postulated to be glacial refugia (Shepherd et al., 2007). Similarly, 
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Pseudopanax ferox, another predominantly lowland tree species, occurring in both 

islands, also appears to have persisted during the LGM in situ (Shepherd & Perrie, 2011). 

Nuclear microsatellite data from P. ferox detected four distinct genetic clusters 

(Northland, Auckland and Moawhango; Rimutaka; Durville, Takaka and Wairoa Valley; 

rest of South Island), each containing private alleles. Evidence from beetle fossil 

assemblages near Westport on the South Island suggests the traditional view, based on 

pollen diagrams, that shrub and grasslands dominated the South Island, is not robust 

(Labate et al., 2009). The beetle evidence challenged the interpretation of LGM flora 

based on pollen diagrams and suggested closed canopy woodlands could have been more 

prolific during the LGM. However, McGlone et al. (2005) argue such a clear existence 

of woodland could not have gone un-noticed in the pollen records and suggests the 

beetle evidence supports, rather than challenges, his and his colleagues’ hypothesis of the 

widespread survival of small and patchy wooded areas. 

 

 
2.4.3 What was the pre-human distribution of karaka in New 

Zealand, based upon what is known of other lowland species? 

Uplifting of the southern end of the Norfolk Ridge during the Oligocene extended the 

New Caledonia landmass to 32˚S and land connections via island chains (Herzer et al., 

1997) could have facilitated dispersal of the ancestors of karaka into New Zealand from 

New Caledonia (Stowe, 2003).  Fossilised karaka-like kernels were discovered at Landslip 

Hill in Southland, New Zealand, dating to the early Miocene (24 mya4) (Campbell, 

2002) which may indicate the arrival in New Zealand in the mid-Tertiary. However, no 

definite identification of these fossils was made beyond the possible genus level. 

Macrofossil remains of the other species (Avicennia, Pomaderris, and Pouteria) found at 

Landslip Hill indicate a deltaic-coastal ecosystem similar in nature to the vegetation of 

modern northern New Zealand and New Caledonia (Campbell, 2002). In the late 

Oligocene-Early Miocene, the area around Gore, Southland, would have been at a 

latitude of more than 50˚S (Cook et al., 1999). It is unlikely that these plants would 

survive a similar modern day latitude, suggesting global temperatures were warmer in 

the Mid-Cenozoic (Campbell, 2002). The mid-Pliocene saw a gradual reduction in the 

number of taxa of tropical and subtropical affinities in the northern South Island and by 
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the Pleistocene most of these taxa had disappeared from the flora (McGlone, 1985; Lee 

et al., 2001). 

 

Species that are present in the pollen record do not necessarily correspond to the 

diversity of the actual composition of the historical flora. Wind-pollinated 

(anemophilous) plants can produce somewhere in the region of between 10,000 and 

70,000 grains of pollen per anther, resulting in their dominance of the pollen fossil 

record (Olsen, 2004). Animal-pollinated and insect-pollinated (zoophilous and 

entomphilous) plants produce only about 1000 grains per anther and are often 

contribute a minor component of the pollen fossil record because of their numbers, but 

also because they are often covered in oils and remain stuck to the anther until picked 

up by an animal or insect (Olsen, 2004). Karaka is an entomophilous tree and its pollen 

is severely under-represented in the palynological record (Dodson, 1976). Mildenhall 

(1994) suggests karaka was either a recent introduction to Chatham Islands, or karaka 

pollen simply does not preserve well. Trees with fragile pollen that is easily degraded will 

always be under-represented or even missing entirely from the fossil record (Hicks, 

2006). Holt (2009) noted that pollen of karaka was not recorded from any sampling site 

on Chatham Islands during their palynological study, even though karaka is now a 

major part of lowland broadleaf woodlands on the island group.  The most suitable sites 

for pollen studies are often in peatlands, lake beds and basins where sediments have been 

accumulating for much longer (Macphail & McQueen, 1983). Firstly, these sites may 

not be areas where karaka was naturally found. Secondly, the detection of pollen 

depends upon the proximity of the source plants to the site, or to a water source for 

transport (Macphail & McQueen, 1983).  

 

Karaka pollen was found in pollen cores at two sites in the Mimi and Waitoetoe 

catchments in Taranaki (Wilmshurst et al., 2004). Its sudden appearance in the sections 

of the cores corresponding to the deforestation period and early Māori settlement period 

suggests karaka did not grow historically in Taranaki, and was probably brought to the 

region by Māori and planted in recently deforested clearings (Wilmshurst et al., 2004). 

In the Mimi and Waitoetoe catchments, karaka are still present in small groves today 

(Wilmshurst et al., 2004). Karaka pollen was also found in the Coromandel by Byrami 

(2002), corresponding to the same deforestation period previously mentioned.  
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Karaka’s association with the species found at Landslip Hill (Avicennia, Pomaderris, and 

Pouteria) (Campbell, 2002), which are now confined to Northland, suggests that the 

range of karaka prior to human arrival in New Zealand was probably also Northland 

(Stowe, 2003). Stowe (2003) used a combination of climate profiling, and the 

association of karaka with archaeological sites, to uncover the extent to which the 

current distribution of karaka is determined, 1) by the environment, and 2) by human-

mediated dispersal. His comprehensive study grouped karaka accessions into two types: 

cultural and unknown. Cultural karaka were those strongly associated with 

archaeological sites such as pa, middens, kumara pits, terraces and walls, and found 

growing (or recorded as growing at the time of the archaeological study) within 500 m 

of a registered archaeological site. Of 805 records of the occurrence of karaka, 82% were 

classed as cultural and the remainder was unknown. In Northland, the putative natural 

range of karaka, cultural and non-cultural karaka occurred with the same frequency, 

whereas elsewhere in the country, the cultural trees far outnumbered those classed as 

unknown, with the largest difference being in Auckland (~250:25). This adds weight to 

the suggestion that Northland could be the natural range for karaka, although Stowe 

(2003) suggests it could be as far south as Taranaki and Wanganui, and as far east as the 

Coromandel, due to the number of unknown karaka occurring across this region. This 

correlates with the postulated 38-39˚S phytogeographic boundary of Wardle (1985). 

Stowe (2003) attributes the high level of spatial association between karaka and 

archaeological sites as an indicator of settlement and the cultivation of food.  

 

Climate profiling was also used to determine the natural and translocated range of the 

species (Stowe, 2003). There were significant differences in the climate profiles of 

cultural and unknown karaka accessions with the climate profile of cultural accessions 

being similar to that of kumara, and the climate profile of unknown accessions 

comparable to other broadleaved trees of tropical affinities currently restricted to the 

northern North Island (eg. Litsaea calicaris, Weinmannia silvicola, and Beilschmiedia 

tarairi). Stowe (2003) concluded that prior to the arrival of humans in New Zealand, 

karaka probably occurred from the mid to northern North Island and since human 

settlement has been translocated to all other regions where it now occurs. 

 

Karaka is a climax broadleaf forest species often found growing with puriri (Vitex 

lucens), taraire (Beilschmiedia tarairi) and kohekohe (Dysoxylum spectabile). Platt 
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(2003) considers it reasonable to assume that where these four trees co-exist karaka trees 

are natural components of the surrounding flora (though this is not necessarily 

supported by our own observations). Today, karaka grows mainly in coastal regions 

from Cape Reinga to Banks Peninsula although populations do occur inland, particularly 

in the North Island (see Figure 1).  

 

 
2.4.4 Molecular systematics of karaka 

 

Wagstaff and Dawson (2000) reported the first molecular systematic study of karaka 

and closely related species, specifically undertaking phylogenetic analysis of nuclear 

DNA (nrDNA) marker ITS (internal transcribed spacer) and chloroplast marker rbcL. 

Only ITS sequences provided phylogenetic resolution between karaka and other species 

within the genus Corynocarpus. Both chloroplast DNA (cpDNA) markers such as rbcL 

and nuclear ITS have proven useful for interspecific phylogenetic reconstruction of 

several plant genera (Wagstaff & Garnock‐Jones, 1998; Mitchell & Heenan, 2000; 

Stöckler et al., 2002; Hörandl et al., 2005; Knapp et al., 2007). However, they are often 

at their limit for phylogenetic resolution in some genera, as suggested by the analyses on 

Corynocarpus reported by Wagstaff and Dawson (2000).  

 

An alternative to the ITS region are low-copy nuclear genes such as the granule-bound 

starch synthase gene WAXY, arginine decarboxylase gene (Adc) and coenzyme A ligase 

(4CL) (Sang, 2002). In this chapter, we tested the phylogenetic origins of karaka further 

with analyses that included additional accessions of karaka for ITS and rbcL (including 

the Three Kings Islands (hereafter The Three Kings) as well as sequences determined for 

the chloroplast trnL-trnF region and WAXY. The trnL-trnF region was chosen because 

previous experience of others has suggested it’s wide application in plant systematics 

(Shaw et al., 2005). 

 

A second aim of this chapter was to sequence the same chloroplast and nuclear loci in 

karaka in order to test their utility for examining dispersal hypotheses for the 

distribution of the species in New Zealand. 
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2.5  Methods 
 

2.5.1 Sample collection 

 

One accession from each of the five species and subspecies of Corynocarpus endemic to 

regions outside New Zealand (C. cribbianus, C. dissimilis, C. similis, C.rupestris ssp 

rupestris and C. rupestris ssp arborescens) was available from Wagstaff and Dawson 

(2000): Forty-two accessions of Corynocarpus laevigatus were sampled for sequence 

analysis of the ITS region. Ten of these 42 accessions were used for sequence analysis of 

the nuclear gene WAXY that encodes a granule-bound starch synthase; the chloroplast 

gene ribulose 1, 5-bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase (rbcL); and the chloroplast 

intergenic region of trnL-trnF (the trnL intron, trnL 3′- exon and trnL-trnF intergenic 

spacer). These accessions encompass the known range of C. laevigatus in New Zealand. 

Herbarium samples and DNA leaf samples were collected in the field, except for a C. 

laevigatus accession (1162), which was a seed-propagated tree sampled in cultivation. 

DNA was obtained from silica-dried or fresh leaf tissue. The remainder of each branchlet 

was kept as a voucher specimen, with representatives accessioned into the Wellington 

(WELT) and Auckland (AKL) herbaria.  

 

 
2.5.2 DNA extraction, polymerase chain reaction amplification and 

sequencing 

 

Fresh or silica-dried leaf tissue from C. laevigatus samples was snap-frozen in liquid 

nitrogen and powdered using a disposable grinder or milled from silica-dried leaves 

using a MagnaLyser with 2 mm zirconia beads (Biospec, Bartlesville, USA). Total 

genomic DNA was extracted from leaf tissue using a modified CTAB protocol (Doyle & 

Doyle, 1987) and re-suspended in de-ionized H2O.  

 

To characterise polymorphisms in the cpDNA of the genus Corynocarpus, parts of the 

cpDNA genome were amplified using conserved primers. DNA sequences for the plastid 

locus rbcL, 1324 bp in length and corresponding to position 59919-60842 of the karaka 

chloroplast genome, were determined for each of the species in using the primers 

rbcLAsF1 and rbcLAsR1 (Hasebe et al., 1994). A section of the plastid locus trnL-trnF, 

1019 bp in length, corresponding to position 51410-52428 of the karaka chloroplast 
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genome, was amplified using the primers TabC and TabF (Taberlet et al., 1991), and 

analysed for sequence variation. Sequences of nuclear genes were also analysed, 

including WAXY, using the primers WAXY 10F and WAXY 13R (Olmstead, 

unpublished), and ITS using primers ITS5 (White et al., 1990) and ITS28cc (Wagstaff & 

Garnock-Jones, 1998),  

 

Polymerase chain reactions (PCRs) of chloroplast loci were performed using the 

protocols outlined in Shaw et al. (2005) on a T3 Thermocycler (Biometra) in 10 μl 

reactions containing ~50 ng DNA, 2.5 mM MgCl2, 0.5 U Red Hot Taq DNA 

polymerase (Thermo Fisher Scientific), 2.5 μl 10× Reaction buffer, 200 μM of each 

dNTP and 0.5mM of both forward and reverse primer. PCR were carried out using the 

following protocol: template denaturation at 94°C for 3 min followed by 35 cycles of 

denaturation at 94°C for 30 s, primer annealing at 50°C for 30 s, and primer extension 

at 68°C for 45 s per kb of sequence; followed by a final extension step of 10 min at 

68°C. Amplification products were purified by digestion with 0.2 U shrimp alkaline 

phosphatase (SAP, USB Corp.) and 1 U exonuclease I (ExoI, USB Corp.) at 37°C for 30 

min, followed by inactivation of the enzymes at 80°C for 15 min.  

 

Sequencing was performed in both directions with the ABI Big Dye™ Terminator 

Version 3.1 Ready Reaction Cycle Sequencing kit in a Biometra thermal cycler 

following the manufacturer’s protocol. Unincorporated fluorescent dNTPs were 

removed using CleanSEQ (Agencourt) following the manufacturer’s protocol, and 

capillary separation was subsequently undertaken at the Massey Genome Service, 

Palmerston North. Sequences were edited and aligned using Sequencher 4.9 

(GeneCodes Corporation). 
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2.5.3 Data analysis 

 

Sequences were trimmed at the 3’ and 5’ ends to remove ambiguous sequence, primers 

sequences and the ends of sequences that extend beyond the assembled reference 

sequence. ITS, WAXY, rbcL and trnL-trn-F sequences were trimmed to 624 bp, 449 bp, 

1140 bp and 854 bp respectively. The sequences were aligned using MUSCLE 

(www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/muscle) and converted to a nexus file using CLUSTALX 

(Larkin et al., 2007). Indels and ambiguous bases were removed using PAUP* V4.0 

(Swofford, 2003), resulting in a 555 bp sequence for further analysis. 

 

 
2.5.4 Dating ITS sequence divergence between the Three Kings and 

mainland karaka 

 

Distance analyses were performed on the ITS dataset. The ITS nexus alignment of 555 

bp was manually converted to a PHYLIP file. PHYML 3.0 (Guindon et al., 2010) was 

then used to reconstruct a maximum-likelihood tree of Corynocarpus accessions 

assuming a Jukes-Cantor invariable sites model (Steel et al., 2000), with the proportion 

of variable sites estimated from the data. This model was chosen as it is the simplest and 

better suited when there is very little genetic diversity between sequences. The Jukes-

Cantor model assumes all sites can vary and when unvaried sites are present in two 

sequences it will underestimate the amount of change that has occurred at variable sites. 

SplitsTree4 (Huson & Bryant, 2006) was used to calculate the number of substitutions 

per site between the Three Kings and mainland New Zealand karaka. 

 

Kay et al. (2006) studied rates of substitution for ITS sequences in plants. For woody 

perennials, the substitution rate varied between 0.38×10-9 – 7.83×10-9 substitutions per 

site, per year. The divergence time between the Three Kings and New Zealand karaka 

was calculated from evolutionary distance and mutation rate.  

 

δ = μ × τ  

where ∂ = the patristic distance in the PHYML maximum likelihood tree between the 

Three Kings and mainland New Zealand; μ = rate; t = time. 
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2.6 RESULTS 

 
2.6.1 ITS sequences  

 

ITS sequences were determined for all Corynocarpus species from Wagstaff and Dawson 

(2000) and a further 42 accessions of karaka, including accessions from the Three Kings, 

the Kermadec Islands and the Chatham Islands. Fifty variable sites were present in the 

alignment of 42 sequences (Table 2.1). Figure 2.2 shows a NEIGHBORNET splits graph 

(Huson & Bryant, 2006) indicating the inferred relationships. The graph is largely tree-

like, with a small amount of internal reticulation. It shows that for Corynocarpus the 

greatest diversity occurs between recognised species. Midpoint rooting (not shown) 

indicates that C. laevigatus is derived form the ancestor of extant species currently 

found in New Caledonia and Vanuatu (C. dissimilis in New Caledonia and C. similis in 

Vanuatu). Within the species C. laevigatus (karaka), the greatest divergence is between 

the Three Kings Islands accessions and mainland New Zealand/Chatham/Kermadec 

Island accessions. 

 

 
2.6.1.1 Dating ITS sequence divergence between Three Kings and 

mainland karaka 

 

From the alignment data, PHYML (Guindon et al., 2010) computed the estimated 

number of variable sites in the ITS region of karaka to be 0.35. SplitsTree4 (Huson & 

Bryant, 2006) was used to calculate the number of substitutions per site, which was 

0.0086. 

 
 

0.0086

7.38 ×10−9
=11.65mya   

0.0086

0.38 ×10−9
= 22.63mya   
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2.6.2 WAXY sequences  

 

Sequences for the WAXY locus were determined for five accessions of karaka including 

representatives from the Three Kings (RA154), mainland New Zealand (RA84 and 

RA517), Chatham Islands (RA83) and Kermadec Islands (RA117) and all other species of 

Corynocarpus. Twenty four variable sites were present in the alignment of nine 

sequences (Table 2.2). 

NEIGHBORNET analyses using SplitsTree4 (Huson & Bryant, 2006) indicates that the 

Three Kings Islands karaka is genetically distinct from karaka from mainland New 

Zealand, Chatham and Kermadec Islands Islands (Figure 2.3). 

In this case, the mainland New Zealand, Chatham Islands and Kermadec Islands 

haplotype appears ancestral to the type found in Three Kings Islands. The relationships 

inferred between karaka and the other Pacific species were very similar for both the 

WAXY and ITS loci. For WAXY, as with ITS, assuming a mid point root, the closest 

relative of karaka is C. dissimilis, and the greatest genetic diversity is between 

Corynocarpus species. 
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2.6.3 rbcL sequences 

Sequences for the rbcL locus were determined for nine accessions of karaka including 

representatives from the Three Kings (RA154), mainland New Zealand (RA82, RA84, 

5002, RA517), Chatham Islands (RA83) and Kermadec Islands (RA117, 1162, 96.160 

(Wagstaff & Dawson, 2000)) and all other species of Corynocarpus. Twenty-eight 

variable sites were present in the alignment of 21 sequences (Table 2.3). 

 

 

A NEIGHBORNET split graph that includes all available rbcL sequences is shown in Figure 

2.4. This includes those determined by Wagstaff and Dawson (2000) as well as earlier 

sequences by Martin and Dowd (1994) and Savolainen et al. (1994). Excluding the 

sequences by Martin and Dowd (1994) and Savolainen et al. (1994) greatly simplified 

the splits graph (Figure 2.5), suggesting that the substitution pattern in these sequences 

were anomalous with respect to one another. As reticulations still existed after their 

removal, the sequences previously sequenced by Wagstaff and Dawson (2000) were re-

sequenced, which confirmed they were correct. Thus the reticulation present in Figure 

2.4 cannot be easily explained as a sequencing artifact. Table 2.5 shows the nucleotide 
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sites in the data that are incompatible and which lead to the reticulations shown in 

Figure 2.4. As discussed, a multiple substitution, possibly at site 814, leads to the 

reticulate splits graph. This occurrence explains why ITS and rbcL trees reconstructed by 

Wagstaff and Dawson (2000) differed. No intraspecific variation was observed within C. 

laevigatus for rbcL. 

 
2.6.4 trnL-trnF sequences 

 

To test inferences from the nuclear and rbcL markers, a cross section of accessions were 

sequenced for the trnL – trnF region of the chloroplast genome. Sequences for the trnL-

trnF locus were determined for one accessions of karaka (96.160 (Wagstaff & Dawson, 

2000)) and all other species of Corynocarpus. Twelve variable sites were present in the 

alignment of nine sequences (Table 2.4). 

 

 

 

Figure 2.6 shows a tree-like NEIGHBORNET splits graph. Within this graph there is no 

intraspecific variation among C. laevigatus and with this marker the most genetically 

similar species to Corynocarpus laevigatus  is Corynocarpus similis. 

 

NEIGHBORNET splits graphs (Huson & Bryant, 2006) for these loci appear on the 

following pages. 
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2.5.3 rbcL sequences 

 

 

A NEIGHBORNET splits graph that includes all available rbcL DNA 

sequences is shown in Figure 3. This includes those determined by 

Wagstaff and Dawson (2000) as well as earlier sequences determined 

by Martin and Dowd (1994) and Savolainen et al. (1994).  Exclusion 

of the sequences from Martin and Dowd (1994) and Savolainen et 

al. (1994) greatly simplified the splits graph (Figure 4), suggesting 

that the substitution pattern in these sequences were anomalous with 

respect to the other sequences. It may be necessary to resequence the 

Martin and Dowd (1994) and Savolainen et al. (1994) accessions to 

exclude the possibility of these sequences containing errors. As 

reticulations still existed after their removal, we re-sequenced the 

accessions previously sequenced by Wagstaff and Dawson (2000) 

which confirmed they were correct. Thus, the reticulation present in 

Figure 4 cannot be easily explained as a sequencing artifact. Table 1 

shows the nucleotide sites in the data that are incompatible and which 

lead to the reticulation shown in Figure 4. As discussed, a multiple 

substitution, possibly at site 814, leads to the reticulate splits graph. 

This occurrence explains why ITS and rbcL trees reconstructed by 

Wagstaff and Dawson (2000) differed.  No intraspecific variation was 

observed within C. laevigatus for rbcL. 
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2.7 Discussion 

 

2.7.1 ITS and WAXY sequences  

 

The analyses of ITS reported here extend the findings of Wagstaff and Dawson (2000), 

most significantly by including accessions from the Three Kings Islands. An unexpected 

finding was that sequencing accessions from this island group uncovered genetic 

variants of karaka not previously recognised. This was observed in both ITS and Waxy 

sequences. Based on our limited sampling these variants appear to be confined to karaka 

from the Three Kings Islands, indicating that they have been genetically isolated from 

karaka in the rest of New Zealand. This observation suggests the ancestral nuclear 

genotype of karaka is not extant (which is often not the case with closely-related 

species), but existed in northern New Zealand or on a landmass to the north of New 

Zealand.  
 

The archipelago of the Three Kings Islands (also known as Ngā Motu Karaka) 

comprises 13 islands ranging from small rock stacks to four main islands, of which the 

largest is Manawatāwhi (also known as Great Island, King Island and Ohau) at just over 

4km2. Manawatāwhi was inhabited in 1642 when Tasman visited New Zealand 

(Cheeseman, 1887) and uninhabited until the early 19th century, when members of the 

iwi (tribe) Te Aupouri, of Northland, moved to the islands. They were noted as living in 

a state of destitution in 1836 (Cheeseman, 1887), though the exact date the islands 

became uninhabited is not certain. In a list of plant species growing on Three Kings 

Islands, karaka is not mentioned by Cheeseman (1887). 
 

The Three Kings flora and fauna has a long history of isolation. The divergence time 

between insect lineages on The Three Kings Islands and sister groups in the rest of New 

Zealand range from 2.24–24 mya (Buckley & Leschen, 2013). These dates were obtained 

from comparative phylogenetic analysis of six insect lineages occurring both on the 

Three Kings Islands and widespread in New Zealand. Buckley and Leschen (2013) 

suggest there has been emergent land on the Three Kings Ridge since the Miocene, 24 

mya. The lower divergence time of 2.24 mya suggests there was no land connection 

between the Three Kings Islands and New Zealand during the Pleistocene, when sea 

levels were lower due to glaciation (Buckley & Leschen, 2013). 
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The genetic variation detected within karaka allowed calculation of a preliminary 

estimate for the time of a common karaka ancestor using ITS sequences. The occurrence 

of four substitutions between the Three Kings Islands and mainland New Zealand 

haplotypes suggests they diverged 11.65-22.63mya, suggesting that karaka already 

existed in New Zealand long before humans settled here. Therefore the hypothesis that 

karaka was introduced to New Zealand from New Caledonia and Vanuatu by the 

ancestors of Māori (Stevenson, 1978) can be rejected. The oldest dates, using the ITS 

region for dating, is consistent with the fossil evidence of Campbell (2002) which 

suggested the presence of karaka in New Zealand ~24 mya and with the recent findings 

in insect lineages for divergence of some insect taxa from their mainland New Zealand 

sister taxa (Buckley & Leschen, 2013). Interestingly, accessions from the Kermadec 

Islands and the Chatham Islands exhibit ITS haplotypes identical to those of mainland 

New Zealand. 

An important point of interest concerns the identical nuclear genotypes found on the 

Chatham Islands, Kermadec Islands and mainland New Zealand, for both ITS and Waxy 

analyses. While preliminary analyses (not shown) showed it was problematic to 

outgroup root ITS (as well as chloroplast phylogenies) using the Coriaria and Tetrameles 

sequences available on Genbank, the identical haplotypes in the above locations suggests 

that recent long distance dispersal links plants in these localities. Whether or not this has 

been the result of human mediated translocation or natural process cannot be 

determined from the markers analysed. Recent transoceanic dispersal from New Zealand 

to outlying landmasses has been a feature of NZ plant biodiversity and natural processes 

(Winkworth et al., 2002; Gardner et al., 2004; Heenan et al., 2010). 

2.7.2 rbcL and trnL-trnF sequences 

The results reported here help explain the rbcL tree polytomies reported in the study by 

Wagstaff and Dawson (2000). Multiple substitutions within the rcbL gene between very 

closely related taxa suggests this marker is not ideal for reconstructing Corynocarpus 

relationships. More promising is trnL-trnF which produced a tree-like splits graph of 

phylogenetic relationships. It may be necessary to resequence the rbcL sequences to 

exclude the possibility of sequencing errors. 
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2.8 Conclusion 

Nuclear markers suggest a closer relationship between Corynocarpus laevigatus and 

Corynocarpus dissimilis whereas the interpretation from chloroplast markers is less clear. 

This is indicated by the rbcL and trnL-trnF networks, which both show a reticulation 

suggesting both Corynocarpus laevigatus and Corynocarpus similis being more closely 

related and Corynocarpus laevigatus and Corynocarpus dissimilis being more closely 

related. Differences in the results obtained using nuclear ITS and Waxy and those 

obtained using chloroplast rbcL and trnL-trnF may be explained by the mode of 

transmission of the two genomes, each of which has a different effect on population 

structure. Chloroplast genomes are generally inherited maternally in angiosperms and 

are moved only by seed dispersal. The effective population size of chloroplast genomes is 

much smaller than that of the nuclear genome of the same organism (Hamilton, 2009). 

The reduction of the effective population size is caused by two factors: chloroplast 

genomes are haploid, that is, there is only one copy of the genome in a single 

chloroplast. Added to this, chloroplasts are only inherited maternally resulting in half the 

effective population size of the genomes inherited from all possible parents. Thus, 

chloroplasts have one quarter (0.5 × 0.5) the effective population size of the nuclear 

genome of the same organism.  

Nevertheless, in all cases, all markers suggest a close relationship between Corynocarpus 

laevigatus and Corynocarpus species to the north of New Zealand (Corynocarpus 

dissimilis in New Caledonia and Corynocarpus similis in Vanuatu), which supports the 

work carried out by Wagstaff and Dawson (2000). 

All the standard makers employed in this chapter displayed limited phylogenetic 

resolution. Intraspecific variation within karaka was found to be too low for studying 

translocation histories within New Zealand. However, based on the data presented in 

this chapter, these investigations can exclude the Three Kings Islands karaka as a source 

population for translocated karaka in New Zealand.  

 

Additional sampling and reanalysis of ITS and analysis of WAXY and trnL-trnF 

sequences provided further support for the hypothesis of Wagstaff and Dawson (2000) 

that karaka is derived from the ancestor of more northern Corynocarpus species. 
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Consistent with the findings of Campbell (2002), the findings estimate an age of 11-

22my for the ancestor of Three Kings and mainland New Zealand karaka. 

Multiple substitutions in rbcL appear to make this marker less useful for analyses of 

Corynocarpus phylogeography. 

These standard markers indicated limited intraspecific resolution suggesting they would 

not be suitable for studying translocation histories in New Zealand. For this reason, 

work described in subsequent chapters of this thesis sought to develop and investigate 

other chloroplast DNA markers, as well as a rapid means for their assessment. 
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3 
Whole genome sequencing of enriched 

chloroplast DNA using the Illumina 

GAII platform 

 
 

Preamble 

 

The standard makers employed in the previous chapter displayed limited phylogenetic 

resolution. Intraspecific variation within karaka was found to be too low for studying 

translocation histories within NZ. However, based on the data presented in this chapter, 

these investigations can exclude the Three Kings Islands karaka as a source population 

for translocated karaka in New Zealand. For this reason, work described in subsequent 

chapters of this thesis sought to develop and investigate other chloroplast DNA markers, 

as well as rapid means for their assessment.  

 

3.1 Utility/evaluation of chloroplast as a molecule for a high-

resolution study of translocation 

 

Molecular markers are used to characterize the basis of genetic variation in or between 

taxa and the application of this data provides answers to ecological, historical, 

evolutionary or phylogenetic questions. Molecular markers have long been used to 

investigate the process of plant domestication and for resolving genetic relationships 

between domesticates and their wild progenitors. The number of domestication events 

and their location(s) can also be inferred from molecular data. Common markers used 

for these studies include microsatellites (SSRs) (Howe et al., 2003; González-Jara et al.), 

single nucleotide  polymorphisms (SNPs) (Olsen, 2004; Labate et al., 2009), amplified 

fragment length polymorphisms, (Allaby & Brown, 2003; Spooner et al., 2005) and 

inter simple sequence repeats markers (ISSRs) (Clarke, 2006). 
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As already discussed, the natural range of karaka may have been restricted to Northland 

and all populations growing south of this region could be the result of translocation by 

humans. It is likely only a small subset of the natural population would have been 

translocated as part of the cultivation of karaka, resulting in population bottlenecks, 

which reduce genetic variation. To determine the nature of these translocations and 

their effect on the population structure of the species it is necessary to develop molecular 

markers. These markers are derived from sequence changes in small stretches of DNA 

that show polymorphisms between individuals and are used to infer relationships 

between organisms. 

 

Plants contain three genomes: nuclear, mitochondrial and chloroplast. Each has a 

different mode of transmission, which influences their pattern of population 

structuring. Nuclear genes follow Mendelian inheritance and are usually biparentally 

inherited. Chloroplasts and mitochondria have non-Mendelian inheritance, also known 

as extranuclear or cytoplasmic inheritance (Röhr et al., 1999). The effective population 

size of chloroplast genomes is much smaller than that of the nuclear genome of the same 

organism (Hamilton, 2009). The reduction of the effective population size is caused by 

two factors: chloroplast genomes are haploid, that is, there is only one copy of the 

genome in a single chloroplast. Added to this, chloroplasts (generally) are only inherited 

maternally resulting in half the effective population size of the genomes inherited from 

all possible parents. Thus, chloroplasts have one quarter (0.5 x 0.5) the effective 

population size of the nuclear genome of the same organism. This can be useful for 

studies of recent divergence in species due to genetic drift where a large effective 

population size in the nuclear genome would show much less divergence (Hamilton, 

2009). 

 

The use of organellar DNA is universal in phylogenetic studies and for data to be 

correctly analysed and interpreted, the mode of inheritance of chloroplasts needs to be 

known (Harris & Ingram, 1991). However, in most cases, because a lack of published 

data exists for most species, assumptions must be made on the mode of inheritance 

based on available knowledge of closely related species or genera. The mode of 

inheritance of chloroplasts is varied in seed plants, ranging from strictly maternal 

(inherited through the female parent) to strictly paternal (inherited through the male 
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parent) (Harris & Ingram, 1991; Reboud & Zeyl, 1994; Mogensen, 1996; Röhr et al., 

1999). 

 

It is assumed that chloroplast genomes are generally uniparentally inherited, 

predominantly maternally, in angiosperms (Corriveau & Coleman, 1988; Reboud & 

Zeyl, 1994; Birky, 1995) and are thus moved only by seed dispersal. Although maternal 

inheritance of chloroplasts is more common in angiosperms, there is some evidence of 

paternal transmission in some species, e.g., kiwifruit (Chat et al., 1999) and Turnera 

ulmifolia (Shore & Triassi, 1998), Passiflora (Hansen et al., 2007) and Medicago sativa 

(Schumann & Hancock, 1989). Documentation of chloroplast heteroplasmy is rare, 

perhaps due, in part, to the dogma of strict maternal inheritance in angiosperms (Ellis et 

al., 2008). It is therefore advisable to check the chloroplast inheritance if such markers 

are to be used for analyses assuming strict maternal inheritance of this genome. (Raspé, 

2001).  

 

Although the inheritance of cpDNA has not yet been investigated in the 

Corynocarpaceae and published data on chloroplast inheritance in Corynocarpaceae are 

non-existent, it has been assumed to be maternal. Chloroplast inheritance in a closely-

related family, Cucurbitaceae, has shown maternal inheritance (Havey et al., 1998).  

 

Historically, molecular diversity studies have used markers such as allozymes, isozymes, 

AFLP, RAPD and SSRs, the choice of marker depending upon the organism and the 

question being asked. However, the advent of high-throughput second-generation 

sequencing has shifted the focus to nucleotide-based surveys detecting patterns of 

polymorphisms across whole genomes. Nuclear DNA sequences have the advantage of 

providing evidence of both the maternal and paternal lineages. Levels of polymorphism 

for genomic DNA can be more suitable for analyses of intraspecific variation than 

organellar DNA (Doebley, 1992). However, the size and complexity of chloroplast 

genomes means they can contain structural and point mutations that can be used to 

study population-level processes (Cronn et al., 2008). Conservatism of cpDNA 

generally can result in low levels of intraspecific variation, often reducing its usefulness 

for studies at this taxonomic level (Doebley, 1992).  
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Plastids are generally maternally inherited in angiosperms and, therefore, moved by 

seeds only. Because translocation of karaka was mainly by seed (there is one example of 

whole tree dispersal in Taupo) cpDNA markers would provide information on the 

natural distribution of karaka and the magnitude of bottlenecking in the translocated 

populations. cpDNA markers provide information on past changes in species 

distribution that is unaffected by subsequent pollen movements. Intraspecific 

polymorphisms in the chloroplast genome can be difficult to discover in recently 

diverged populations (McCauley, 1995). One way to search for polymorphisms is by 

comparative sequencing of stretches of PCR-amplified non-coding cpDNA (Weising et 

al., 2005) to mine for single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs). SNPs, as their name 

suggests, are single base change differences between homologous DNA sequences 

usually with two possible nucleotides at a given position. Mutation mechanisms result 

either in transitions or transversion. Transitions are either purine-purine (A G) or 

pyrimidine-pyrimidine (C T) exchanges. Transversions are either purine-pyrimidine or 

pyrimidine-purine exchanges (e.g. A C, A T, G C, G T) exchanges (Vignal et 

al., 2002). 

 

The first step in the development of cp markers was characterisation of the chloroplast 

genome as a reference for different strategies in molecular marker identification. This 

chapter describes a protocol developed for the isolation of chloroplasts and the 

sequencing of their genomes using the Illumina Genome Analyser II. This protocol was 

also shown to be effective in the characterisation of chloroplast genomes in other 

elements of the New Zealand flora. Two papers were published which made use of this 

protocol: Zhong et al. (2011) (Appendix 5) and Goremykin et al. (2012) (Appendix 6). 

The protocol, which follows section 3.2, was published in Plant Methods in September 

2010: 

 

Atherton, R. A., McComish, B. J., Shepherd, L. D., Berry, L. A., Albert, N. W., and 

Lockhart, P. J. 2010. Whole genome sequencing of enriched chloroplast DNA using the 

Illumina GAII platform. Plant Methods 6:  
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4 
 

SNP markers for karaka assayed using 

high resolution melt analysis 

 

4.1 Chapter Overview 

This chapter is presented in the format of a scientific journal paper, ready for submission 

in Molecular Ecology. It begins by briefly discussing the study species, karaka 

(Corynocarpus laevigatus Forst & Forst) and then outlines the considerations and 

approaches for developing appropriate species-specific molecular markers for the 

particular scientific questions being asked. The focus is on the use of high-throughput 

sequencing as a method for scanning the whole chloroplast genome to uncover SNP 

variation in a species where genetic variation is low. This is followed by the application 

of high resolution melting (HRM) analysis to genotype an initial 60 accessions of karaka 

for multiples SNP markers, followed by a further 288, once the method was established.  

In the context of these considerations, an evaluation of molecular methods for 

elucidating the history of karaka in Aotearoa/New Zealand (hereafter New Zealand) is 

given. A brief section on the relationships of karaka within New Zealand completes this 

chapter. 

4.2 A note on attribution 

This chapter is mostly my own work. However, the work was undertaken in 

collaboration with several researchers. This collaborative research includes the following 

people: 
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1. David Chagné, Plant and Food Research, Palmerston North.  

David Chagné is a researcher at Plant and Food Research in Palmerston North. David is 

experienced in the use of HRM analysis for genotyping fruit trees of economic 

importance, such as apple. David and I worked together to optimise the HRM PCR 

conditions for 19 SNP markers. David’s guidance was invaluable for the development of 

this method, and particularly with troubleshooting, manual binning of the results and 

determining profiles of individual markers. 

2. Trish McLenachan, PLEB Lab Manager, Massey University, 

Palmerston North.  

Trish McLenachan is the Laboratory Manager for the PLEB Laboratory in the Institute 

of Fundamental Sciences at Massey University in Palmerston North. Trish provided 

invaluable assistance during the testing stages of this method. Trish carried out some of 

the PCR reactions to test the validity of the HRM SNP calls and helped with preparation 

of amplicons for Sanger sequencing1. 

4.3  Abstract 

The sequence variability of the karaka chloroplast genome was investigated as a potential 

source for seed dispersal markers.  The markers were then evaluated in terms of their 

potential for elucidating the history of karaka translocation during Māori settlement of 

New Zealand. Long-range polymerase chain reaction (LRPCR) products were amplified 

from the chloroplast genome of 22 individuals and subsequently sequenced using 

Illumina next-generation sequencing2 technology, which enabled the identification of 

48 putative chloroplast single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs). Sanger sequencing on 

the same 22 accessions validated 16 of these detected SNPs. This chapter evaluated the 

high resolution melting (HRM) technique as an accurate, sensitive and fast PCR-based 

method to screen SNP variations in the chloroplast genome of karaka. The newly 

developed HRM assays were validated and compared to traditional Sanger sequencing 

on a subset of 60 accessions before applying HRM assays to a larger sample set. A set of 

six SNP markers defined five haplotypes in 348 accessions, and a seventh SNP defined a 
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further haplotype when tested against a smaller subset of accessions. Geographic 

distribution of these six haplotypes was evaluated to provide insight into the extent of 

human-mediated dispersal of karaka in New Zealand. 

4.4 Introduction 

4.4.1 Background 

New Zealand was the last substantial landmass to be settled by prehistoric people 

(Anderson, 1991) approximately 800-1000 years  ago (Wilmshurst et al., 2008) by the 

ancestors of Māori. Māori are known to have transported valuable goods such as 

obsidian and greenstone, which has led to the inference of linkages between some 

regions (Anderson & McFadgen, 1990; Belich, 1996). However, knowledge of pre-

European interactions between iwi (tribes) of different regions is far from complete. 

Around the world, molecular studies of human-dispersed organisms have proved 

invaluable for tracing human migration patterns (Matsuoka et al., 2002; Matisoo-Smith 

& Robins, 2004). Similarly, genetic relationships between populations of karaka have the 

potential to be used as additional indicators for prehistoric movement of Māori and 

Moriori (the latter being the indigenous inhabitants of Rekohu/Chatham Islands, 

hereafter Chatham Islands) around New Zealand. 

 

Pacific voyagers cultivated and translocated a number of crop species around the region 

(Whistler, 1991). However, owing to New Zealand’s cooler climate, it is unlikely many 

of these tropical crops survived (Leach & Stowe, 2005). Compensating for the loss of 

introduced crops, Māori cultivated a number of plants they discovered in New Zealand. 

This study focuses on one such plant: karaka (Corynocarpus laevigatus), an important 

staple winter food. The family Corynocarpaceae consists of five species of trees found in 

tropical to warm temperate areas in the southwest Pacific. Karaka is confined to 

mainland New Zealand and its offshore islands, Chatham Islands and the Kermadec 

Islands (Molloy, 1990). Karaka is a tall, spreading evergreen tree growing to a height of 

approximately 15 m found mainly in coastal regions throughout New Zealand (Clarke, 

2007). The fruit are small drupes, up to 5 cm in length, with smooth skin that turns 

orange when ripe. The flesh of the drupe covers a tough fibrous endocarp, inside which is 

a highly prized seed.  
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Karaka is an entomophilous3 tree whose pollen is severely under-represented in the 

palynological record (Dodson, 1976). Mildenhall (1994) suggests karaka was either a 

recent introduction to Chatham Islands, or it simply does not preserve well. Holt (2009) 

noted that pollen of karaka was not recorded from any sampling site on Chatham 

Islands during their palynological study, even though karaka is a major part of lowland 

broadleaf woodlands on the island group. Karaka pollen was found in pollen cores at two 

sites in the Mimi and Waitoetoe catchments in Taranaki (Wilmshurst et al., 2004). Its 

sudden appearance in the sections of the cores corresponding to the deforestation period 

and early Māori settlement period, suggest karaka did not grow historically in Taranaki, 

and was probably brought to the region by Māori and planted in recently deforested 

clearings (Wilmshurst et al., 2004). In the Mimi and Waitoetoe catchments karaka are 

still present in small groves today (Wilmshurst et al., 2004). Karaka pollen was also 

found in the Coromandel by Byrami (2002), corresponding to the same deforestation 

period in Taranaki. 

 

Karaka was of great importance as a food to Māori in regions of New Zealand where 

introduced cultivated crops, such as kumara (sweet potato, Ipomoea batatas) and other 

sub-tropical plants foods such as hue (bottle gourd, Lagenaria siceraria), aute (paper 

mulberry, Broussonetia papyrifera), taro (Colocasia esulenta), uwhi (yam, Dioscorea 

species) and tī pore (Pacific cabbage tree, Cordyline fruticosa) were difficult to grow 

(Leach & Stowe, 2005).  

 

Originally karaka was thought to have been restricted to the northern North Island. 

However, its occurrence in the southern North Island, the South Island, Chatham and 

Kermadec Islands is strongly associated with Māori and Moriori archaeological sites and 

considered to have resulted from translocations as part of its cultivation (Leach & Stowe, 

2005). Traditional oral histories exist regarding the origins of some of these plant 

populations (Smith, 1893, 1900). The study of karaka phylogeography and past 

colonisation is therefore a useful tool to understand human migration during the 

settlement of New Zealand by Māori and Moriori in the last ten centuries.  
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4.5   Translocation of karaka 

Intentional translocations of karaka, in addition to natural range expansion of the 

species makes it difficult to infer the direction of movement and timing of dispersal 

events. Historic records are not available for a species that was likely the subject of 

several human-mediated dispersal events over the last 800-1000 years, which is the time 

ancestors of modern Māori arrived in New Zealand (Wilmshurst et al., 2011). However, 

in New Zealand, there are oral histories that tell of the movement of karaka and of its 

importance as a food source for these founding people. Māori korero (oral histories) talk 

of the arrival of karaka in New Zealand on waka (voyaging canoes). The Aotea waka 

purportedly brought karaka to New Zealand (Smith, 1891), planting it at Aotea 

Harbour. More specifically, korero tells the story of the Aotea translocating karaka to 

Taranaki on the west coast of New Zealand’s North Island, with Turi4 planting a karaka 

grove in Patea (Smith, 1900). In another account written by Houston (1965), Turi 

made the final part of his journey from Aotea to Patea, in Taranaki, by foot. He sent 

Pungarehu ahead and instructed him to plant karaka seeds [brought on the Aotea canoe] 

all along the route to provide a plentiful supply of food. There is korero that mentions 

Kupe5, too, brought karaka to Taranaki, planting the seed at Patea on the west coast and 

also at Mahia on the east coast of the North Island (Whatahoro, 1915 ).  

 

The grove planted at Patea was of a type of karaka known as ‘Oturu’, the same type 

occurring at Nuhaka near Mahia, believed to have been taken there by Kupe. The 

Kurahaupo waka, too, claims to have brought the karaka tree to New Zealand and “the 

tree became the parent of all the East Coast trees.” (Mitira, 1972). Buick (1903) 

mentions the karaka brought in the Kurahaupo canoe was a smaller kind than the kind 

the Aotea brought with them. The Nukutere waka brought specimens of karaka and tī 

(Cordyline sp.) with them (Best, 1902) and planted them at Waioeka in the Bay of 

Plenty region (Best, 1972). Similarly, the Takitumu waka introduced the tree, and 

Ruawharo took them to locations on Mahia Peninsula: Nukutaurua, Table Cape (Best, 

1976) and Mahia (Best, 1977) (see Figure 1.9, Chapter 1 for mapped locations).  
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In Moriori oral tradition, Rangimata, one of the founding canoes, landed on the north 

coast of Chatham Islands at a place called Wairarapa and there karaka, which they also 

called wairarapa, was planted (Shand, 1896). 

4.5.1 Genetic study  

If the current karaka distribution was entirely natural, we would expect one of two 

scenarios, depending on the phylogeographic history of the species: 1) There would be 

many isolated karaka populations, widely-dispersed and with endemic6 haplotypes, in 

regions other than those postulated to be glacial refugia (if there was widespread survival 

of karaka outside refugia during the last glacial maximum (LGM)); 2) levels of genetic 

diversity would be highest in the postulated refugia areas of Wardle (1963) (if karaka was 

restricted to refugia then expanded its distribution following the end of the LGM). If the 

karaka population was made up of translocated trees, the scene would be quite different. 

If the karaka currently south of 38ºS derive solely from translocations then these 

populations would likely show reduced genetic variation compared to the putative 

natural populations further north, and not only would the translocated populations be 

less diverse than the source population, they would also be a subset of the genetic 

diversity of the source.  However, because the northern North Island refugium occurs in 

the same region as the suggested natural range of karaka, it may be difficult to 

distinguish between a translocation origin and natural dispersal from a northern 

refugium following the LGM. 

 

Additionally, if oral histories were accurate, i.e. multiple translocations, then a mixed 

distribution would be expected, reflective of those histories.  

4.5.2 Molecular methods 

The approach taken for this work has been to examine single nucleotide polymorphisms 

(SNP) variation in the chloroplast genome of karaka. The aim was to elucidate the 

genetic relationship between trees growing in the natural range of karaka and putative 

translocated trees. A further aim of this work was to determine the extent to which 

karaka was domesticated, if at all. Karaka is an excellent model for studying this process 

of settlement because of its significance in the Māori diet.  
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Nuclear DNA sequences have the advantage of providing evidence of both the maternal 

and paternal lineages. Levels of polymorphism for genomic DNA can be more suitable 

for analyses of intraspecific variation than organellar DNA (Doebley, 1992). However, 

the size and complexity of chloroplast genomes means they can contain structural and 

point mutations that can be used to study population-level processes (Cronn et al., 

2008).  

Assessing genetic diversity in plants has become more sophisticated with the advent of 

high-throughput sequencing techniques. Although microsatellites are often the favoured 

option for these studies due to their multi-allelic states, development and genotyping of 

large numbers of accessions can be expensive. Other marker types have been used to 

study plant variation including amplified fragment length polymorphisms (AFLP), 

restriction fragment length polymorphisms (RFLPs), random amplified polymorphic 

DNA (RAPD), diversity arrays technology (DArT) and allozymes.  However, an optimal 

marker for this study was one suitable for tracing seed dispersal. Organellar DNA such as 

chloroplast DNA (cpDNA) can be used to study population-level processes (Cronn et al., 

2008). cpDNA sequence variation is also a major source of data for inferring plant 

phylogenies (Shaw et al., 2005). The (predominantly) maternal inheritance of cpDNA 

(see Chapter 3.1) is useful to trace gene flow in populations, such as seed dispersal. 

Therefore, cpDNA markers provide information on past changes in species distribution 

that is unaffected by subsequent pollen movements.  

The chloroplast genome has been used to search for markers for the study of 

domestication in apple (Malus) (Coart et al., 2006), cowpea (Vigna unguiculata) (Feleke 

et al., 2006), Brassica oleracea (Zhang et al., 2012), sunflower (Helianthus annus) (Wills, 

2006) Cucurbita (Zheng et al., 2013) and Linum (Fu & Allaby, 2010) amongst many 

others. However, the work in this chapter could be used to determine whether the karaka 

chloroplast genome has the resolving power and suitability for the study of recent events 

of a plant species’ early domestication history.

The advent of high-throughput second-generation sequencing has enabled surveying 

the set of nucleotide variations within whole genomes, including cpDNA (Cronn et al., 

2008). A method to detect polymorphisms is by comparative sequencing of stretches of 

PCR-amplified non-coding cpDNA (Weising et al., 2005) to mine for single nucleotide 
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polymorphisms (SNPs) among accessions of the same species. SNPs are single base 

change differences between homologous DNA. SNPs are a common DNA sequence 

variation occurring in both plant nuclear (Newcomb et al., 2006) and plastid genomes 

(Diekmann et al., 2008), making them ideal for molecular marker development for 

phylogenetic analysis and genetic diversity studies.  

Using SNPs, chloroplast haplotype variation can be detected in individual populations 

of a species ultimately identifying cytoplasmic gene pools (Diekmann et al., 2008). 

However, intra-specific polymorphisms in the chloroplast genome can be difficult to 

identify in recently diverged populations (McCauley, 1995). Even once SNPs have been 

discovered, methods for large-scale genotyping of hundreds of samples must be 

developed. High resolution melting (HRM) analysis is a PCR-based technique useful for 

the genotyping of individuals for base mutations such as SNPs. The technique is based 

on the melting behavior of the double-stranded DNA PCR product, using high fidelity 

intercalating dyes. Differing melting curves are the result of a different sequence of 

bases, or a mutation at one or more base positions. It has been popular in studies of 

humans and been used successfully for genotyping crops of economic importance such 

as apple (Birky, 1995; Chagné et al., 2008), cherry (Miller & Gross, 2011), and almond 

(Wu et al., 2008). Whilst HRM has been used for genotyping using nuclear markers, it 

has only recently been applied to chloroplast markers where it was used as a screening 

method to detect SNP variants in the atpB gene and the upstream intergenic spacer in 

Brassica (Yan et al., 2012). HRM was used to identify haplotypes in Arenaria ciliata and 

A. norvegica for phylogeographic analysis using the chloroplast rps16 intron (Petersen et 

al., 2012) and alongside nuclear SNPs to distinguish between species of Capsicum for 

the purpose of species classification (Allaby & Brown, 2003).  

Atherton et al (2010) (Chapter 3 in this thesis) sequenced the chloroplast genomes of 

two accessions of karaka using Illumina GAII technology. Whilst the two accessions 

were from distant offshore locations in New Zealand (Kermadec Islands and Chatham 

Islands), they only showed two sequence differences (in the ndhA intron and the psbB 

gene). This finding might suggest either little or no sequence variation among extant 

karaka or a recent history of translocation between these populations and mainland 

populations. The research in this chapter sought to distinguish these alternative 

hypotheses by assaying for sequence variation in a greater cross-section of karaka 
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accessions from New Zealand. It describes results obtained by comparing long-range 

PCR products from multiple accessions. This approach identified additional 

polymorphisms, which were validated using Sanger sequencing. Having done this, the 

potential of HRM profiling was evaluated as a method of rapid, low-cost screening of 

karaka accessions. Initially, 60 accessions were tested and once established, the method 

was applied to a further 288 accessions, which resulted in six genotyped chloroplast SNP 

markers. 

 

Figure 4.1 provides an overview of the methods developed and used in this chapter. 
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4.6 Materials and methods 

4.6.1 Sample collection and DNA extraction 

 

To determine the distribution of this species, and thus select representative sampling 

sites, karaka distribution was mapped using information from Stowe (2003) and the 

herbarium records of The Auckland Museum, Landcare Research, Waikato University, 

Victoria University, Massey University and The Museum of New Zealand Te Papa 

Tongarewa (Fig. 4.2). Further information was gathered from meetings arranged with 

iwi (Māori tribe) leaders.  

 

Samples were obtained from populations of karaka throughout its distribution in the 

North and South Islands of New Zealand (Table A2.1 in Appendix 2). Herbarium 

samples and DNA leaf samples were collected in the field. In some cases, samples were 

collected on private land with permission from the landowners, and from known 

provenance trees in cultivation at native plant garden, such as Otari Native Botanic 

Garden/Wilton’s Bush in Wellington (sample 1162). An initial sampling targeted 60 

karaka accessions that were a good representation of the species’ distribution, including 

two large offshore island groups (Kermadec and Chatham Islands, ~800 km and 680 km 

from mainland New Zealand, respectively). Once the method was established, sampling 

was broadened to include a further 288 accessions. 

 

DNA was obtained from silica-dried leaf tissue or fresh leaf tissue. The fresh leaf tissue 

was snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen and powdered and silica-dried leaves were milled 

using a MagnaLyser with 2 mm zirconia beads (Biospec) and genomic DNA extracted 

using a modified CTAB protocol (Doyle & Doyle, 1987). The remainder of each 

branchlet was kept as a voucher specimen, with representatives accessioned into the 

Wellington (WELT) and Auckland (AKL) herbaria. 
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4.6.2 Preparation of short-range amplicons for Sanger sequencing 

using universal primers 

Prior to assaying the chloroplast genome using long-range polymerase chain reaction 

(PCR), regions of hypervariability studied by others (Taberlet et al., 1991; Hasebe et al., 

1994; Demesure et al., 1995; Shaw et al., 2005; Shaw et al., 2007) were first examined 

using primers found to be conserved across angiosperms (Table A3.1, Appendix 3). 

Sequences of the chloroplast regions rpl32-trnL, trnQ-5’-rpS16, 3’trnV-ndhA, psbD-

trnTGCU-R and trnfM-trnS were obtained from six geographically isolated samples (Table 

4.1) using the universal primers rpl32-trnL, trnQ-5’-rpS16, 3’trnV-ndhA and psbD-

trnTGCU-R (Shaw et al., 2007) and trnfM-trnS and PCR programmes in (Shaw et al., 

2005). Amplification products were purified by digestion with 0.2 U shrimp alkaline 

phosphatase (SAP, USB Corp.) and 1 U exonuclease I (ExoI, USB Corp.) at 37°C for 30 

min, followed by inactivation of the enzymes at 80°C for 15 min. Sequencing was 

performed in both directions with the ABI Big Dye™ Terminator Version 3.1 Ready 

Reaction Cycle Sequencing kit in a Biometra thermal cycler following the 

manufacturer’s protocol. Unincorporated fluorescent dNTPs were removed using 

CleanSEQ (Agencourt), following the manufacturer’s protocol, and capillary separation 

was subsequently undertaken at the Massey Genome Service, Palmerston North. 

Sequences were edited and aligned using Sequencher 4.9 (GeneCodes Corporation). 
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4.6.3 sequencing using species-specific primers 

 

Given the low variation detected using Sanger sequencing and universal primers, a 

long-range PCR approach was adopted, similar to that used by Goremykin et al. (2003) 

and Cronn et al. (2008) to mine for SNPs.  This method involved amplifying large 

portions of the non-repetitive components of the karaka chloroplast genome. Although 

this process can be uneconomical for multiple samples (Cronn et al., 2008), an attempt 

was made, nevertheless, to amplify the large single copy (LSC) and small single copy 

(SSC) regions of the chloroplast genome from a discovery panel of 22 individuals 

chosen to broadly sample the geographic diversity of the species (denoted in Table A2.1 

in Appendix 2). High molecular weight total DNA was isolated using a DNeasy® Plant 

Mini Kit (Qiagen).  Long-range PCR primers ranging from ~3-12 kilo bases (kb) were 

designed using Primer3 (Rozen & Skaletsky, 2000), from the consensus chloroplast 

genome sequence from karaka accession RA83 (GenBank accession number 

HQ207704.1) (Atherton et al., 2010). Primer pairs were designed to cover the large 

single copy (LSC) and small single copy (SSC) regions of the chloroplast genome with 

overlaps of ~500 bp (Table A3.1, Appendix 3).  

Using the Expand Long-Range DNTPack PCR system (Roche), according to the 

manufacturer’s protocol, and ~100ng starting DNA, amplifications were performed in 

10 μL total reaction volumes, with the following thermocycler conditions: 93°C 

denaturation 2 min (1 cycle) followed by 93°C denaturation for 30 s, 60°C annealing 

for 30 s, and 68°C extension for 45 s per kb of sequence (10 cycles). This was followed 

by 93°C denaturation for 30 s, 60°C annealing for 30 s and 68°C extension for 45 s/kb 

with an increase of 20 s per cycle (24 cycles) followed by 68°C final extension step for 

11 mins.  

Reactions were confirmed by gel electrophoresis and PCR products were purified using 

SAP-EXO (USB Corporation, Cleveland, OH) as described above. PCR products were 

quantified using a NanoDrop ND-1000 spectrophotometer (ThermoScientific) and 

equimolar amounts were pooled for each accession to generate 1-5 μg of DNA.  
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4.6.4 Illumina sequencing, Mapping and visualisation of SNPs  

 

Pooled DNA was prepared for sequencing by Massey University Genome Service 

(Palmerston North, New Zealand) using the Illumina sample preparation kit (Illumina 

Inc., San Diego, CA). A 100-bp paired-end read run was performed, in a single lane, on 

an Illumina Genome Analyser GAII (Illumina Inc., San Diego, CA), according to the 

manufacturer’s instructions. The resulting images were analysed with the proprietary 

Illumina pipeline (software version 1.4). This resulted in approximately 13.2 million 

reads. Reads were subjected to dynamic trimming with a cut-off value of p=0.01 (Cox et 

al., 2010). Dynamic trimming crops each read to its longest contiguous segment based 

on quality score for those reads. 

The reads were aligned to the reference genome using the Burrows-Wheeler Algorithm 

(BWA) (Li & Durbin, 2009) using default settings (two mismatches permitted and a 

seed length of 32). BWA is a gapped aligner that allows for short insertions/deletions 

(indels) when matching the assembled contigs to the reference genome. The reference 

genome chosen was the full chloroplast genome sequenced as part of the research for 

Chapter 3 (Atherton et al., 2010). As per standard procedure using BWA, first the 

reference genome is indexed, whereby repetitive patterns and locations are stored in a 

database format. This database is held in the memory and the reads are compared against 

it. The output is an SAI formatted file, which is then converted to the more 

conventional SAM format. The resulting SAM files can be read by Tablet (Milne et al., 

2010) a graphical viewer for next-generation sequence assemblies and alignments. 

Putative SNPs in the mapped reads were visualised using this software. However, this is 

not a recommended viewer for SNP detection, though for the small number of SNPs in 

this study, it was sufficient for this purpose.   

For the mix of karaka accessions, the SNP sites were determined based on the number of 

reads supporting that base call. SNPs were classified according to minor allele frequency 

(MAF) (the fraction of the total alleles of the given marker that are minor alleles, which 

is presented as a fraction: MAF = minor allelic count/total allelic count).  
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4.6.5 Sanger-based SNP validation  

Sanger sequencing was used, for the same discovery suite of 22 accessions, to confirm 

the identity of true SNPs and to identify false-positive SNPs, as described in Whittall et 

al. (2010). Primer pairs flanking putative SNPs were designed using Primer3 (Rozen & 

Skaletsky, 2000) (Table A3.1, Appendix 3). Primer pairs amplifying multiple putative 

SNPs within amplicons <1 kb in length were preferentially selected. Individual PCR 

amplifications were performed in 10 μl volumes using the following PCR protocol: 

template denaturation at 94°C for 3 min followed by 35 cycles of denaturation at 94°C 

for 30 s, primer annealing at 50°C for 30 s, and primer extension at 68°C for 45 s per kb 

of sequence; followed by a final extension step of 10 min at 68°C. Sequences were 

edited and assembled using Sequencher 4.9 (GeneCodes).  

4.6.6 High resolution melting PCR design and optimisation  

Primer pairs were designed for HRM (Table A3.1, Appendix 3). SNPs validated by 

Sanger sequencing were subjected to an HRM validation trial using the same 22 

accessions as used in section 4.6.3 to determine suitability of the marker for HRM 

genotyping.  

DNA stocks were diluted using a Nanodrop ND1000 spectrophotometer 

(ThermoScientific) and DNA template samples were diluted to 10 ng/μl. Pairs of 

primers flanking each SNP were designed to amplify DNA fragments 50-150 bp using 

Primer3 (Rozen & Skaletsky, 2000). For primer searching, the length of the primers was 

set between 18 and 25 bp, the primer annealing temperature (Ta) was set at 57.0 ± 5.0°C 

and with a minimum GC content of 27%. All primer pairs amplifying a single product 

of 150 bp or less were used to test for polymorphism between the two SNP variants 

using HRM analysis methodology as described in Chagné et al. (2008) but with minor 

modifications as follows: PCR was performed in a total volume of 10 μl containing ~10 

ng of template DNA, 1× HRM master mix (Roche Applied Science), 2.5 mM MgCl2, 

300 nM forward and reverse primers. HRM were performed on a Roche LightCycler® 

480 (Roche Applied Science). The PCR parameters used were an initial denaturation step 

of 95°C for 5 min, followed by 45 cycles of 95 for 10 sec, 55°C for 30s and 72°C for 15s. 

Following amplification, the samples were heated to 95°C for 1 min (ramp rate 4.4°C/s) 

and then cooled to 40°C for 1 min.  
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Melting curves were generated with continuous fluorescence acquisition during the final 

ramp from 65°C to 95°C at 1.0°C/s with a 40°C cooling 30 sec, and the resultant 

fluorescence data were processed using the LightCycler480® software (version 1.5.0.39; 

Roche Applied Science) (Anderson & McFadgen, 1990). Six markers produced 

distinctive HRM profiles and these were then screened against 60 karaka accessions, 

chosen for their geographic location or cultural importance (Table A2.1, Appendix 2). 

HRM genotyping results were validated by Sanger sequencing, performed with the ABI 

PRISM Big Dye Terminator cycle sequencing kit version 3.1 on an ABI 3730 DNA 

sequencer at Massey Genome Service, Palmerston North. These SNP regions were also 

sequenced in all other species and subspecies of Corynocarpus previously studied 

(Wagstaff 2006). 

4.6.7 Phylogenetic analyses 

HRM profiles for each accession at each of six loci were tabulated and converted to a 

nexus file (Appendix 9 on CD). Data from genotyped accessions were analysed using 

NEIGHBORNET in SplitsTree (v4.0) (Huson & Bryant, 2006). Conflict in the data, 

potentially indicating genotyping errors, was visualised in this network, with conflict 

represented as a reticulation in the network. Sanger sequencing was used as the gold 

standard for the detection of SNPs in this study as it has the advantage of being able to 

identify the exact mutation. Therefore, where potential errors existed, Sanger 

sequencing was used to check HRM base calls.  

4.6.8 Using previously discarded SNPs for further resolution in the 

data set 

A subset of the accessions selected for HRM analysis was used to determine the utility of 

a further SNP that was not suitable for HRM due to amplification difficulties. A section 

of the ndhA gene was amplified using the primers CorLaeSNP002F and 

CorLaeSNP002R. PCR conditions followed those in Shaw et al. (2005). Sanger 

sequencing was used to further distinguish between chlorotypes 1, 2 and 3, with the 

intention of increasing the resolution in the HRM data set. A subset of the 348 

accessions (Table A6.1, Appendix 6) was selected for genotyping with SNP2. Amplicons 

were sequenced using Sanger sequencing, performed with the ABI PRISM Big Dye 

Terminator v.3.0 cycle sequencing kit version 3.1 on an ABI 3730 DNA sequencer at 

Massey Genome Service, Palmerston North, according to the manufacturer’s protocols.  
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4.6.9 Comparison with spatial and climate data of the distribution of 

karaka 

Stowe (2003) used a combination of climate profiling, and the association of karaka 

with archaeological sites, to uncover the extent to which the current distribution of 

karaka is determined 1) by the environment, and 2) by human-mediated dispersal. His 

comprehensive study grouped karaka accessions into two types: cultural and unknown. 

Cultural karaka were those strongly associated with archaeological sites such as pa, 

middens, kumara pits, terraces and walls, and found growing (or recorded as growing at 

the time of the archaeological study) within 500 m of a registered archaeological site. Of 

805 records of the occurrence of karaka, 82% were classed as cultural and the remainder 

was unknown.  

Climate profiling was also used to determine the natural and translocated range of the 

species (Stowe, 2003). There were significant differences in the climate profiles of 

cultural and unknown karaka accessions with the climate profile of cultural accessions 

being similar to that of kumara, and the climate profile of unknown accessions 

comparable to other broadleaved trees of tropical affinities currently restricted to the 

northern North Island (eg. Litsaea calicaris, Weinmannia silvicola, and Beilschmiedia 

tarairi).  

Data from Stowe (2003) were plotted onto a map of New Zealand and compared to 

chloroplast haplotype distribution (Figures 4.6 and 4.7, respectively). 

4.7 RESULTS 

Sequencing and subsequent analysis of long-range PCR products, across 22 karaka 

accessions, showed low sequence variation but identified six SNPs and five distinct 

chlorotypes. All Chatham Island accessions assayed were identical and matched 

accessions from several mainland locations. The Kermadec Island was also only 

represented by one chlorotype. HRM analyses provided a rapid approach, however, in 

some cases assignments were not unambiguous.  
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4.7.1 Initial chloroplast investigations using universal primers 

Three of the six universal primer pairs successfully amplified the regions rpl32-trnL, 

trnQ-5’-rps16 and psbD-trnTGCU-R in the test accession (accession number 1035). The 

rpL32-trnL region was discarded owing to long mononucleotide runs.  The psbD-

trnTGCU-R and trnQ-5’-rps16 intergenic regions were tested against five further 

geographically isolated karaka samples. One SNP was found in the trnQ-5’-rps16 

intergenic region at position 7418 in the karaka chloroplast genome. The psbD-trnTGCU-R 

showed no variation. 

4.7.2 SNPs 

In total, 48 putative SNPs were discovered using long-range PCR followed by Illumina 

GAII sequencing (Figure 4.3). Of the 48 SNPs, 24 were classified as very common 

(MAF 0.5), seven as common (MAF 0.1) and ten as rare SNPs (MAF < 0.1). Fourteen 

SNPs were discovered in three regions: the psbE-petL intergenic region (5), rpl32-trnL 

gene (5) and ycf1 gene (4). Twenty-six SNPs were located in intergenic regions and 22 

SNPs were located in genes (see Table 4.1, Appendix 4). In total, 16 SNPs were 

validated using Sanger sequencing. The petL-petG region contained what appeared to be 

six common putative SNPs. Upon amplification with universal primers (Shaw et al., 

2007) against 14 accessions, this region did not contain the variation suggested by the 

Illumina data. Sixteen SNPs were validated using Sanger sequencing and selected for 

HRM testing along with the three SNPs from our initial chloroplast investigations. Of 

the nineteen SNPs selected for HRM analysis, fifteen were transversions7 and four were 

transitions. Of the fifteen transversions, twelve had an minor allelic frequency8 (MAF) 

of >1.0, one of 0.5 and two of <0.1, when visualised in Tablet. Of the four transitions, 

two had an MAF of >1.0, one of 0.5 and one of <0.1.  

4.7.3 HRM marker optimisation  

Of the nineteen SNPs subjected to HRM amplification, six showed distinct melting 

profiles. The remaining thirteen were excluded for two reasons: either the marker was 
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uninformative, or there was inconsistent or low PCR amplification and presence of 

primer-dimers interacting with the amplicon melting profiles. The inconsistencies in 

PCR amplification could be attributed to DNA quality or quantity. The six SNPs were 

SNP1, 3, 8, 16, 41 and 49, which mostly corresponded to very common SNP (MAF > 

0.5) in the detection set. DNA of all 60 accessions were ‘spiked-in’ 50:50 with one 

accession (RA123) to allow the formation of heteroduplexes, which usually exhibit a very 

distinctive shape and therefore melt curves would be easier to distinguish between. This 

was the method used for SNPs 3, 8, 16 and 49.   
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4.7.4 HRM screening of the karaka population  

High resolution melting analysis of short PCR (<150 bp) products was used to genotype 

six SNPs in the karaka chloroplast genome. HRM was used effectively to identify single 

SNP differences in DNA sequences, which were assessed by viewing changes in the 

shape of their melting curve profiles. High-resolution melting variants were as follows 

(Figures 4.4a and 4.4b). SNP1 was a G A transition and the G allele melted at 0.5˚C 

higher than the A allele. SNP3 was an A C transversion, with a temperature difference 

of 0.5˚C. The spiking-in for this SNP was successful as the A allele, which was spiked 

with a C allele, displayed a typical heterozygous double melting peak. SNP8, was a G A 

transition, with a temperature difference of 0.55˚C. The spiking-in for this SNP was 

successful as the G allele, which was spiked with an A allele was heterozygous, as above.  

SNP016 was a T G transversion. HRM melting curves suggested four possible 

sequence variations. These were not confirmed by Sanger sequencing, which 

distinguished only two possible bases, T or G. Upon further investigation, those melting 

curves grouped as variant 1 and 3 were verified by Sanger sequencing to be a G and 

those grouped as variant 2 and 4 were a T. The spiking-in method for this SNP was 

successful as the T allele, which was spiked with a G allele, was heterozygous. SNP041, an 

A C transversion, displayed two clear HRM profiles when viewed in the difference 

plot, however, profiles were difficult to distinguish using melting peaks data. Although 

temperature difference between the two melting types was very small (0.25˚C), the use 

of the difference plot was sufficient to manually bin SNP results. SNP049 displayed two 

clear profiles in both the difference plot and the melting peaks plot, with a temperature 

difference of 0.5˚C. The spiking-in for this SNP was successful, as the A allele, which was 

spiked with a T allele was heterozygous.  

 

HRM data was unavailable for analysis for several accessions due to the failure of some 

of the PCR or ambiguities in the analysis of melting peaks. Of 2088 PCR reactions 

carried out for the HRM analysis, 199 (9.53%) failed to amplify and 186 (8.9%) gave 

dubious results for some loci, placing them in false haplotypes. Missing data and errors 

were resolved using Sanger sequencing. Table A5.1 in Appendix 5 compares HRM and 

Sanger sequencing results for each of 60 accessions using all 6 SNPs. Table 4.2 

summarises these results. 
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4.7.5 HRM method compared with Sanger sequencing 

 

HRM genotyping is a well-developed method for the analysis of nuclear sequence data 

but has had little application in chloroplast sequence analysis. Sanger sequencing is 

considered the ‘gold standard’ in molecular biology, generating accurate and reliable 

sequence data (0.001% errors per bp of sequence) and was therefore used as a standard 

against which the efficacy of HRM genotyping could be measured. Where HRM data 

was unavailable or suspected to be a mis-call, Sanger sequencing was used to determine 

the correct base-call. The extent of concordance between Sanger sequencing and HRM 

genotyping differed with each marker. The highest (98.08%) and lowest (75.44%) 

success rates were achieved with SNP16 and SNP3 respectively (Table 4.2). A full set of 

the data comparing HRM with Sanger sequencing for 60 accessions can be found in 

Table A5.1, Appendix 5. 
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4.7.6 Exploring the distribution of karaka in New Zealand 

4.7.6.1 Chlorotypes and their relationships 

Table 4.3 shows a summary of polymorphisms for karaka at seven chloroplast loci. Table 

6.1 in Appendix 6 contains the full data set. Figure 4.4 displays the relationship between 

accessions of karaka and the chlorotype found in other species of Corynocarpus studied 

by Wagstaff and Dawson (2000). C. cribbianus, C. similis, C. dissimilis, C. rupestris ssp. 

rupestris and C. rupestris ssp. arborescens were all identical at the six loci tested and 

together make up the species at the ancestral node in the network.  

Karaka appears to have separated into two major groups: the first consisting of 

chlorotype 6 (yellow) and the second of chlorotype 1 (red), which in turn has given rise 

to chlorotype 2 (black), 3 (blue), 4 (purple) and 5 (orange). 
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4.7.6.2 Distribution of haplotypes in NZ 

The six characterised SNPs and the additional SNP2, which was added in with a small 

number of accessions, were used for a phylogeographic study of karaka in New Zealand. 

The combination of these seven SNPs identified six chlorotypes across New Zealand  

(Figure 4.6). Chlorotype 1 (red) occurs on the Three Kings Islands, mid to northern 

Northland and one accession in Tauranga Harbour. Chlorotype 2 (black) is represented 

by a single accession on Waiheke Island. Chlorotype 3 (blue) appears to be restricted to 

northern Northland. Chlorotype 4 (purple) occurs from Kaitaia in Northland then south 

along the western side of the North Island to Taranaki. South of here, it grows along the 

west coast of the Wellington region. Other than these locations, it was sampled from 
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trees growing at Mount Maunganui in the Bay of Plenty, inland from Papatea Bay in 

northern Gisborne, and near Wairoa in Hawkes Bay. It is the only chlorotype 

represented on the Chatham Islands. Chlorotype 5 (orange) is found in Whangaruru 

and Matapouri (northeast of Whangarei), Kaipara, Tauranga Harbour and the 

northeastern Bay of Plenty. It is also the only chlorotype detected from the Kermadec 

Islands. Chlorotype 6 (yellow) has a very wide distribution across the North Island. It 

also occurs in several locations in the South Island (refer to Figure 1.9 in Chapter 1 for 

locations). 

4.7.6.3 Comparison between chlorotype distribution and spatial, and 

climate data of karaka in New Zealand 

The comparison between the karaka chlorotype distribution (Fig. 4.6) and the spatial 

and climatic work of Stowe (2003) (Figure 4.7) highlights that many of the trees 

sampled in this study occur in the vicinity of many of the putative cultural trees in 

Stowe’s study.  Figure 4.7 contains the plotted distribution of cultural and unknown 

trees. A comparison of Figures 4.6 and 4.7 suggests that there are specific haplotypes 

showing a geographic association with many putative cultural sites. These are chlorotype 

1 (yellow) in the lower North Island and South Island; chlorotype 4 in the lower North 

Island, South Island and the Chatham Island, and to a lesser extent, chlorotype 1 (red) 

in Northland. 

4.8 DISCUSSION 

 

4.8.1 SNP discovery and verification 

Reasons why putative SNPs were not confirmed following independent Sanger 

sequencing could be deemed probable Illumina sequencing errors or PCR artifacts. 

Other potential reasons include the SNP location, either they were located too close to 

an indel or occurring before long run of mononucleotides (SNPs 4, 5, 11-14). In several 

cases, the Illumina sequencing coverage was too low (<25 reads), this was the case for 

SNPs 018-022 and 028-036. SNPs 38-40 and SNP42 are situated in the rpl32-trnL 

intergenic region of the chloroplast genome, which is known to have high variability in 

other species (Shaw et al., 2007). Although they were rare (MAF < 0.1) these SNPs were 

tested further. 
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4.8.2 Effectiveness of HRM profiling 

This study examined the reliability of HRM as a method for screening SNP variants in 

the chloroplast genome of karaka. In order to screen a series of SNPs in a large number 

of accessions, a cost-effective yet high-throughput method of genotyping was required. 

The HRM platform proved to be an efficient and reasonably accurate method for 

genotyping SNPs from chloroplast regions in a large number of karaka accessions. The 

utilisation of HRM as a screening technique for chloroplast SNPs has been shown to be 

successful for the majority of the markers characterised for this species. However, it is 

not without its limitations.  

A disadvantage of HRM technique is that interpretation of melt curves can potentially 

be difficult where chloroplast mutational dynamics are complex. This has been suggested 

to be the case for some fast-evolving chloroplast genome regions. Ahmed et al. (2012) 

have suggested that there is a genome-wide association between repeats, indels and 

substitutions, and for some of the fastest evolving regions, characterisation for PCR and 

even sequencing can be problematic (Ahmed et al., 2013). For such cases, HRM profiles 

are also expected to be complex and more difficult to interpret. This was apparent for 

SNP8, for which there were only data for 56% of accessions and for SNP3, for which 

there was only 75% concordance between HRM and Sanger sequencing. 

Our initial investigations using HRM to screen chloroplast SNPs revealed that the melt 

curves of some amplicons were difficult to distinguish from one another due to the small 

differences in melting temperature (Tm˚). Single base changes can be difficult to 

distinguish, the largest temperature change being from a G C and the smallest from 

A T. This is because G-C base pairings have three hydrogen bonds between them while 

A-T base pairs have only two. 

Chloroplast sequence appears as a homoduplex when using HRM and can differ only in 

the temperature shift, not the shape of the curve. To remedy this, total DNA of all 60 

samples were ‘spiked-in’ 50:50 with one accession (RA123) to allow the formation of 

heteroduplexes, which usually exhibit a very distinctive shape and would therefore be 

easier to distinguish between. This was the method used for SNPs 3, 8, 16 and 49.   
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AT-rich sequences in both coding and non-coding regions are a feature of plastid 

genomes (Howe et al., 2003). The AT-rich sequence poses significant challenges to 

finding suitable priming sites compatible with HRM, limiting this as a method of 

screening for SNPs in the chloroplast genome, particularly in low diversity species with 

few SNPs available. For HRM analysis, it is typically preferable to design primers to 

amplify regions <150 bp. Wittwer (2003) found HRM analysis could distinguish 

melting curves up to 304bp, however, this ability decreased as amplicon size increased as 

HRM analysis is more sensitive when there is less flanking DNA (Liew et al., 2004; Reed 

& Wittwer, 2004). Primers were designed to amplify sequences of length 75-150 bp. 

This limited the search for suitable primers within an already GC poor sequence and 

several of the designed primers had high primer-dimer scores. Of nineteen primer pairs, 

thirteen were discarded after the initial testing stage.  

Success of our HRM reactions relied upon the quality of the extracted genomic DNA. 

Dang et al (2012) found the sensitivity of their analysis may have been affected by the 

DNA template quality which had also been extracted using a modified CTAB protocol.  

Whilst CTAB is a very simple and effective method of DNA extraction, the resulting 

DNA can be of varying quality between accessions, and with plants such as karaka, the 

presence of secondary compounds can decrease the quality of DNA. The potentially 

uneven and low quality of our DNA template may thus have had an impact on 

subsequent melting analysis, generating system errors between melting temperature 

(Tm) readings of HRM assays. A more robust DNA extraction protocol could have been 

developed, however, at this stage of the project, it was more financially viable to correct 

HRM errors using Sanger sequencing, rather than re-extracting sample DNA. However, 

our results show that HRM, followed by Sanger sequencing, can be an effective two-step 

strategy for the detection of SNP mutations in the chloroplast genome of karaka. 

4.8.3 Evolution and distribution of karaka chlorotypes in New 

Zealand 

Karaka appears to exhibit very little chloroplast variation across its distributional range. 

It is unlikely that universal chloroplast markers alone would have provided the level of 

variation detected using high-throughput sequencing. However, genetic variation is 

sufficient to draw some preliminary conclusions. The extant distribution of karaka 

comprises at least six chlorotypes, five of which are closely related. The ancestral 
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haplotype, inferred as such because of its presence in out-groups, has not been found in 

New Zealand. These observations raise a number of interesting questions, including 

whether the ancestral type has gone extinct in New Zealand, or rather it was confined to 

a more northerly landmass, or whether there have been multiple dispersal events into 

New Zealand, one lineage giving rise to five chlorotypes, and then a second founding 

event giving rise to another chlorotype, which is now widely-distributed in New 

Zealand. 

This study suggests the biogeographical history of karaka is complex and is consistent 

with human-assisted dispersal. However, the extent to which this has happened was not 

resolved with the current level of resolution in our genetic data. The data presented in 

this thesis alone are insufficient to distinguish between recent natural dispersal of karaka 

and translocations from northern refugia. These results point to the possibility that 

karaka was restricted to Northland, which served as a refugium during the Last Glacial 

Maximum (LGM) in New Zealand, from ca. 29 ka9 to ca. 19 ka. (Newnham et al., 

2007). The presence of chlorotype 5 (orange) in the Bay of Plenty may also suggest 

karaka could have been restricted to this region too during the LGM. These results are in 

concordance with Garnier (1958), who suggested the southern limit of many of the 

species restricted to the northern North Island is approximately 38°S; this boundary is 

where the warmer climate of the northern region meets the cooler climate of the 

southern region.  

The geographic distribution of the haplotypes suggested that the dispersal of haplotypes 

is very restricted - consistent with restricted seed dispersal (natural and or human 

mediated). The chlorotype distribution pattern may also occur if cpDNA was 

transmitted through karaka pollen and it was poorly dispersed. There is not enough 

genetic resolution to distinguish between these possibilities. 

All six chlorotypes occur in karaka populations from the region north of this boundary, 

whereas in the southern North Island and northern South Island, only two of the 

chlorotypes (4 and 6) are represented. However the distribution and observed levels of 

chlorotype diversity suggest directions for future analyses. Chlorotype 4 and chlorotype 

6 in particular appear to be candidates for testing hypotheses on translocations further 

due to their association with putative cultural trees. However, higher resolution markers 
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are needed to test between hypotheses of natural and human assisted dispersal. At the 

moment it is not possible to distinguish between natural and human dispersal, but 

candidate chlorotypes for human dispersal are suggested because of their association with 

many of the cultural trees described in Stowe (2003). Analyses with higher resolution 

markers, in particular for chlorotypes 4 and 6, are needed to test for the occurrence of 

more significant non-random patterns that might indicate translocation. 

4.9 Alternative approaches 

Given that translocation is likely to have occurred within the last 1000 years, and given 

observed levels of chlorotype diversity, translocated karaka is likely to be identical 

between points of translocation for chloroplast markers; e.g. the Chatham Island 

accessions exhibit the purple chlorotype associated with several locations across New 

Zealand. Further analysis of uncharacterized chloroplast regions is required. Currently, 

64.73% (69817 kb/107854 kb) of the karaka chloroplast genome (not including 

inverted repeats) has been studied; of this, 16500 bp are predicted hotspot regions 

(Figure 4.6) and 14500 bp predicted regions remain unstudied. Nuclear microsatellites 

could be utilised to match Chatham Island accessions to a specific mainland locality or 

source of origin. Microsatellites have had a long history of use in ecology and 

evolutionary biology, but require time and money to develop for each species. In 

addition, the locus number can be limiting, and levels of polymorphism must remain 

below the threshold at which problems arise due to homoplasy (Grover et al., 2012). 

Additional sequence data, obtained by increasing the number and type of molecular 

marker, combined with a geological or molecular calibration method will be useful for 

illuminating not only the timing of the movement of accessions, but also the direction. 

Did karaka enter New Zealand through the Three Kings Islands as ITS data suggests? 

Was karaka already growing on the Chatham Islands before human occupation?  

We have interesting candidate plants relevant to translocation history; however, further 

genetic characterisation is required to develop a clearer picture of the dispersal and 

translocation history of karaka in New Zealand. Our method suggests while HRM 

analysis of short amplicons containing SNPs was not without its limitations, it enabled a 
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large number of accessions to be broadly partitioned into chlorotypes that could be 

verified by Sanger sequencing (Table A5.1, Appendix 5). 

An alternative approach could have made use of sequencing tags added to the PCR 

product before Illumina sequencing. This would have been preferable to Sanger 

sequencing all individuals to determine which accessions have a given mutation. This 

approach may have made the detection of rarer SNPs easier too. Despite long-range 

PCR products being pooled in equimolar amounts, one individual may have been 

represented in greater quantity than others, making it appear as though the SNP is rare, 

when in fact the individual(s) carrying the mutation are simply under-represented in the 

reads. In future work, with the recent developments in indexing, more use could be 

made of these for SNP validation. 

Preliminary results using the RepliphiTM PHI29 DNA polymerase reagent kit (Epicentre 

Technologies Corp., Chicago), which utilises AT-rich hexamers to preferentially amplify 

organellar DNA (Howe et al., 2003) suggests this is a promising direction for future 

work. RepliphiTM can be used to amplify single copy regions of the chloroplast genome 

of other accessions in chlorotype 4 (purple) followed by Illumina sequencing. Twelve 

SNPs could not be amplified using HRM (Table A4.1, Appendix 4) for several reasons, 

including PCR failure and the formation of primer dimers. These SNPs have the 

potential to be informative and increase resolution within chlorotype 4. This could help 

determine the source location of trees growing on the Chatham Islands. 
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4.10 Conclusion 

This genetic study of karaka, coupled with the spatial and climatic distribution data of 

Stowe (2003), sheds yet more light on the complex history of the karaka tree in New 

Zealand. It is not possible with the present genetic data of this resolution to precisely 

illuminate individual translocation events. 

The results presented in this chapter show the potential of the chloroplast genome to 

study recent events in plant history, and the use of HRM to assay several hundred 

accessions for a suite of chloroplast SNPs. They show an interesting relationship between 

Kermadec Island and mainland karaka, and between Chatham Islands and mainland 

karaka. Kermadec Island karaka are represented by chlorotype 5, which is found in a few 

locations on the mainland. Chatham Islands karaka all demonstrate chlorotype 4, a 

chlorotype found in accessions growing throughout the mainland from Northland, 

through the Bay of Plenty, the East Cape (northwestern coast of the Gisborne region), 

to Taranaki and the Kapiti Coast (east coast of the Wellington region). These results 

suggest the karaka on the Chatham Islands (or their ancestors) were translocated from 

the mainland, though when, how and by whom is not determinable from our data. 

Karaka haplotypes on the Kermadecs matched to a handful of accessions on the 

Northland coast between Whangaruru North Head and Matapouri. This could be 

explained by a translocation to New Zealand, consistent with oral histories (Smith, 

1891). However, a translocation from New Zealand to the Kermadecs and natural 

dispersal cannot be ruled out with the chloroplast data. To be able to pinpoint the 

location of the source for Kermadec and Chatham Islands karaka, more genetic work is 

required.  

However, these results are promising in their ability to trace the translocation of one of 

New Zealand’s most important ethnobotanical species. By developing a more detailed 

picture of the genetic variation of karaka, this work has the potential to be the 

foundation for a deeper study into the translocation of the species. This has implications 

for further understanding the level of domestication in karaka, which at present cannot 

be ascertained.  
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5 
 

Thesis summation and Future 

directions 

 

 

 

The objectives of this study were fivefold: 

 

1. What are the evolutionary relationships of the species within the genus 

Corynocarpus? 

2. Can whole genome sequencing of chloroplast genomes of a non-model species 

provide a sufficient number of molecular markers for a phylogeographic study? 

3. Is there a cost-effective method of genotyping multiple markers in a large number 

of accessions? 

4. Does the karaka chloroplast genome variation provide sufficient phylogenetic 

resolution to elucidate the history of its translocation and therefore Maori 

settlement in New Zealand/Aotearoa? 

5. Is there enough resolution in the data to determine whether karaka was brought 

into cultivation once or multiple independent times? 

 

5.1 Thesis summary 

 
5.1.1 General summary 

 

The approach taken for this work has been to examine single nucleotide polymorphisms 

(SNP) variation in the chloroplast genome of karaka to elucidate the genetic relationship 
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between trees growing in the natural range of karaka and putative translocated trees and 

the extent to which karaka was domesticated, if at all.  

 

Assessing genetic diversity in plants has become more sophisticated with the advent of 

high-throughput sequencing techniques. Although microsatellites are often the favoured 

option for these studies due to their multi-allelic states, development and genotyping of 

large numbers of accessions can be expensive. Chloroplast DNA sequence variation is a 

major source of data for inferring plant phylogenies (Shaw et al., 2005). The chloroplast 

genome has been used to search for markers for the study of domestication in apple, 

(Coart et al., 2006), cowpea (Feleke et al., 2006), Brassica oleracea (Wills, 2006), 

sunflower (Zhang et al., 2012), Cucurbita (Zheng et al., 2013) and Linum (Fu & Allaby, 

2010) amongst many others. However, evolution in the chloroplast genome can be so 

slow, which leads to very little per-nucleotide variation (Zurawski & Clegg, 1987), 

(Palmer, 1985) and thus the variation may be too low to investigate intraspecific 

variation. 

 

Our initial investigations of chloroplast sequence diversity, using six loci amplified with 

universal primers, suggested diversity across the entire chloroplast would be high enough 

to develop a suite of chloroplast SNP markers. However, our genome-wide assessment of 

SNP variation in the karaka chloroplast revealed very low levels of genetic variation and 

structure.  

 

 
5.1.2 Chloroplast isolation 

 

To develop chloroplast SNP markers for this study, a number of protocols to isolate 

chloroplast DNA from nuclear DNA were investigated.  One of the primary issues was 

obtaining sufficient chloroplasts in the isolate, the second was carry through of nuclear 

DNA during the chloroplast DNA isolation process. Whilst it is possible to use a DNAse 

enzyme to remove nuclear DNA, our chloroplast yield was too small to subject the 

sample to further possible destruction through enzymatic activity on the chloroplast 

molecules. Because the chloroplast yield was not sufficient to use with the Illumina GAII 

instrument, i.e., less than 5ug, samples were subjected to rolling circle amplification 

(RCA) to increase the amount of DNA. RCA using the RepliG kit (Qiagen) appears to 
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preferentially amplify nuclear DNA, which is due to the sequence composition of the 

primers in the kit reagents. However, RepliG amplified DNA contained fewer 

contaminants than non amplified DNA, making it more suitable for Illumina 

sequencing. 

 

Whole genome sequencing (WGS) of the enriched chloroplast DNA showed that just 

21% of the isolated DNA mapped to the chloroplast genome, however, depth of 

coverage was sufficient enough that this was not an issue. The WGS project produced a 

complete chloroplast genome for two geographically isolated accessions (RA83, 

Rekohu/Chatham Islands and 1162, Kermadec Islands) and highlighted two single 

nucleotide polymorphisms, one in the ndhA intron (SNP2) and another in the psbB  

gene (SNP3) between the two. This approach to sequencing the chloroplast genome of 

karaka provided a fast and efficient protocol for obtaining whole chloroplast genome 

sequences for seed plants. This protocol has since been used to sequence chloroplast 

genomes in Trithuria inconspicua (Goremykin et al., 2012) and Halocarpus kirkii, 

Podocarpus totara, and Agathis australis (Zhong et al., 2011) (these articles form part of 

the appendices for this thesis) and ongoing work on Pachycladon species. The method 

has applications for sequencing the chloroplast genomes of other angiosperms and 

gymnosperms in New Zealand and beyond. The article detailing this method, presented 

as chapter two, was published in BMC Plant Methods (IF 2.83) and has been cited 20 

times (Web of Science, accessed 15th July 2014). 

 
5.1.3 HRM screening 

HRM has the capacity as a method for screening accessions for SNPs and mutations can 

be detected without direct sequencing (Dang et al., 2012; Yan et al., 2012). HRM 

screening of close to 350 karaka accessions to assist in the determination of chlorotypes 

was a fast and efficient method. However, it was not without its limitations. 

 

Success of our HRM reactions relied upon the quality of the extracted genomic DNA. 

Whilst CTAB is a very simple and effective method of DNA extraction, the resulting 

DNA can be of varying quality between accessions, and with plants such as karaka, 

several secondary compounds can add to the range of quality of DNA. The potentially 
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uneven and low quality of our DNA template may thus have had an impact on 

subsequent melting analysis, generating system errors between melting temperature 

(Tm˚) readings of HRM assays. For this study, Sanger sequencing was used to obtain 

data where HRM data was missing or incorrect). 

 

When all marker data were combined, just six chloroplast haplotypes could be defined. 

Whilst this allowed for some of our research questions to be answered, the resolution was 

not high enough to elucidate the exact location of the source of Chatham Islands karaka 

nor determine the natural range of the tree. Our data suggests the karaka on Chatham 

Islands could come from a number of locations across New Zealand, including. 

 

The sequence variability of the karaka chloroplast genome was investigated as a potential 

source for seed dispersal markers. Sufficient resolution in the data enabled an evaluation 

of the phylogeographic distribution of karaka to provide insight into the extent of 

human-mediated dispersal of the tree in New Zealand.  

 

The results of the analysis of species-specific markers show the potential of the 

chloroplast genome to study recent events in plant history. They show an interesting 

relationship between Kermadec Island karaka and mainland karaka, and between 

Chatham Islands karaka and mainland. To be able to pinpoint the location of the source 

for Chatham Islands karaka, more genetic work is required. However, these results are 

promising in their ability to trace the translocation of one of New Zealand’s most 

important ethnobotanical species.  

 

By developing a more detailed picture of the genetic variation of karaka, this work has 

the potential to be the foundation for a deeper study into the translocation of the 

species. This has implications for further understanding the level of domestication in 

karaka, which at present cannot be ascertained.  
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5.2 Future directions 

 

The work presented in this thesis raises some interesting questions which have the 

potential to broaden the study of the karaka tree in New Zealand: 

 

1. Is it possible to find more genetic variation in karaka by looking at different 

marker systems? 

2. Was karaka brought into cultivation and if so, was it once or multiple 

independent times? 

3. Do the locations of the initial domestication sites, inferred from patterns of 

karaka chloroplast, or nuclear, sequence variation, correspond to known early 

settlement sites? 

4. Do routes of karaka translocation correlate with oral traditions of linkages 

between iwi? 

5. Did Māori select for desirable characteristics in cultivated karaka? And if so, to 

what extent? 

 

 

5.2.1 Development of microsatellite markers 

 

As well as providing chloroplast sequence data, Illumina GAII sequencing of the 

chloroplast genome also generated nuclear sequence data (discussed in Chapter Three). 

Although it was considered a contaminant in the chloroplast data, it has the potential to 

provide additional useful information. These nuclear ribosomal DNA (rDNA) reads were 

used to search for microsatellite markers for further studies. Of 13 microsatellites 

discovered, six amplified DNA from karaka. These six will be tested further to begin to 

develop a suite of microsatellite markers. Second-generation sequencing technology 

could be used to develop a further set of microsatellite markers and use these to test 

hypotheses relating to determining the natural range of karaka in New Zealand, 

following a similar methodology to Avery et al. (2013) when determining whether 

Bermuda songbirds achieved their current distributions via direct or indirect human 

actions. 
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Ribosomal DNA (rDNA) is multicopy, and as such requires much lower coverage than 

single copy nuclear genes (Kane et al., 2012). The whole rDNA repeat evolves in a 

concerted way and polymorphisms in concerted sequences are found within, rather than 

between species (Hillis & Davis, 1988). This makes rDNA a suitable source for further 

molecular marker development with the potential to be highly informative at the 

population-level (Kane et al., 2012) 

 

 
5.2.2 Double-Digest Restriction Associated DNA sequencing 

(DDRadSeq) 

 

Restriction Associated DNA sequencing (RADSeq) is a form of reduced-representation 

sequencing providing an efficient genotyping method for a large number of accessions. 

The approach allows oversequencing of those nucleotides adjacent to restriction sites and 

the detection of SNPs (Baird et al., 2008). Choice of restriction enzyme determines the 

size of the fragments and therefore the number of potential markers, and multiple 

enzymes can be employed (Baird et al., 2008). The RADSeq approach is a relatively 

simple concept: restriction enzymes are use to shear the genome into random 

fragments, P1 adapters are then ligated to the sticky overhanging ends which contains 

forward amplification and sequencing primers sites specific to the Illumina platform 

along with a 4-5 bp nucleotide barcode which is used to identify individuals within the 

pooled sample (Baird et al., 2008).  

 

Once adapters have been ligated to the fragments and the fragments pooled, randomly 

sheared and size selected the DNA is then ligated to the second (P2) adapter on the 

Illumina flowcell (Baird et al., 2008) (Figure 5.1). Further development of this reduced-

representation method has led to the use of two restriction enzymes resulting in a five-

fold reduction in the cost of library production (Peterson et al., 2012). Peterson, et al 

(2012) report the cost of library production as US$5 per sample, some US$20 cheaper 

than traditional RADSeq, further evidence of the cost-effectiveness of the method, 

especially for smaller research groups. 
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5.2.3 Circos plots and hotspot regions 

 

In Chapter 4 it was suggested that more could be made of chloroplast genome variation. 

A cost effective way forward would be to specifically characterise chloroplast hotspot 

regions. Following Ahmed et al. (2012), these can be predicted by the distribution of 

repeats sequences. Primers have already been developed for these regions, which will be 

used to genotype and attempt to bring more resolution to purple and yellow haplotypes 

that might then allow testing the specific oral histories mentioned in Chapter 4. 

 
5.2.4 Amplifying chloroplast genomes using RepliphiTM PHI29 DNA 

polymerase 

 

Using similar methodology to RepliG (Qiagen), RepliphiTM PHI29 DNA polymerase 

reagent kit (Epicentre Technologies Corp., Chicago) utilises hexanucleotides, which 

preferentially amplify AT-rich sequences. Karaka chloroplast DNA for a Chatham Island 
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accession has already been amplified using the Replify kit and sequenced using the 

Illumina MySeq (Illumina, San Diego, USA). Six accessions sharing the same haplotype 

as Rekohu/Chatham Island karaka will be sequenced using this method to pinpoint the 

exact location of the source for trees on this island group. 

 
5.2.5 Exome capture 

 

Exome capture is another form of high throughput reduced representation sequencing. 

Exome capture is targeted sequencing that sequences just the exome, the mRNA-coding 

portion of the whole genome. Next generation sequencing (NGS) has the capacity to 

sequence many of regions of interest, some of which, in plants, is highly repetitive. 

Therefore, much of the resulting NGS data, while interesting, is, ultimately, of no use or 

irrelevant (Grover et al., 2012). Exome capture of barley (Hordeum vulgare) had the 

ability to reduce the nuclear genomic complexity more than 50-fold, which, in turn, 

dramatically reduced the sequencing and analysis workload for this species (Mascher et 

al., 2013). Reducing the sequencing space using this strategy has several benefits: 

because sequences are reduced, sample multiplexing becomes possible, which further 

reduces the costs; the complexity of analysis is reduced by targeting only the portion of 

the genome that is necessary for the study; and finally, the sequencing depth afforded 

by targeted NGS increases the likelihod of identifying both the orthologs, and its 

paralogs, in population and infraspecific genomics assays (Grover et al., 2012). 

 

 
5.2.6 Oral histories 

 

Māori and Moriori korero have played a role in recording the history of karaka in New 

Zealand. Māori oral histories make mention of the arrival of karaka in New Zealand with 

different waka. A full and in depth study of oral histories has the potential to 

compliment this genetic study further elucidating the cultural history of karaka in New 

Zealand. 

 

The additional techniques presented as future work will add important temporal, spatial, 

genetic and cultural dimensions to a future study of karaka in New Zealand. 
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Permission to work on New Zealand taonga
1
 

 
1. Resource consent - Before beginning research on karaka it was appropriate 

to begin a cross-cultural dialogue with tangata whenua (native inhabitants) of 

New Zealand. As part of the consultation process it was important to recognise 

the kaitiaki (guardian) status of the different iwi (tribes) and hapū (subtribes) 

around the country. Our consultation with Māori iwi and hapū was more than a 

process to comply with moral obligations or simply asking for permission to 

conduct research, it also provided an open forum in which to raise and discuss 

any issues regarding possible benefits or risks the proposed research may have on 

Māori culture and well-being. Additionally, it brought a whole new dimension to 

our research objectives, as we were able to utilise and record valuable Mātauranga 

Māori (Māori traditional knowledge). The research does not affect Māori culture 

and traditions or the relationship tangata whenua have with their ancestral lands, 

water, sites, wahi tapu (sacred places), valued flora and fauna, mahinga kai (food 

gardens) or other natural resources or taonga. During these meetings, both 

researcher and iwi representatives had an opportunity to discuss the pros and 

cons of such research and each party suggested the conditions of consent that 

could be applied once consent was granted. 

 

2. Consultation process – In the first instance it was necessary to determine 

whether the proposed research had the potential to directly affect iwi or hapū. 

Often it is the tangata whenua who know whether this is an issue or not, but 

because it involved taonga, a consultation process was necessary (Wilcox et al., 

2008). We contacted the regional Department of Conservation (DOC) office for 

advice and they gave us contact details for iwi and hapū in whose rohe (tribal 

boundary) populations of karaka occurred. On our behalf DOC sent out details 

of the project to all iwi and hapū requesting contact be made should there be any 

reason to refuse to grant the permit. From this initial mail-out we made contact 

with several iwi and hapū across the country to discuss our project in greater 

detail. As a result, I attended thirteen meetings with iwi and hapū to discuss our 

proposed project. 
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Motivation for sampling strategy 

 

Sample sites were identified to represent the key characteristics of the populations being 

studied. Effective sampling allows the determination of the levels and distribution of 

genetic variation in the natural distribution of karaka. Whilst an idea of the genetic 

variation in a natural population is helpful before sampling it is often the case that the 

population structure for the target population is unknown in advance of sampling 

(Gapare et al., 2008).  

 

1. Target population - To select initial sampling sites we used the appendix 

from the MSc thesis by Chris Stowe (2003), Auckland Museum records, 

Landcare Research, Te Papa Tongarewa Museum of New Zealand, Victoria 

University Herbarium and information gathered from iwi meetings. Samples 

were collected from Department of Conservation (DOC) scenic reserves with 

permission from DOC (permit numbers WA-23814-FLO, NO-23360-FLO and 

BOP-23814-FLO). Collections took place in QE2 covenants with permission 

from QE2 National Trust and the relevant landowners. In some cases samples 

were collected on private land with permission from the landowners and from 

native plant garden such as Otari Native Botanic Garden/Wilton’s Bush  (permit 

number 145) in Wellington. We chose populations across the country that were 

easily accessible and a good representation of the distribution. 

 

2. Accessible population - For collecting in scenic reserves, those individuals 

within easy reach of a known thoroughfare and those whose branches were low 

enough were sampled.  A maximum of eight randomly chosen samples were 

taken per population in a reserve to adequately sample variation present in the 

population.  

 

3. Eligibility criteria - Samples were taken from trees of mature size showing 

no signs of disease or pest attack. Leaf material had to be young, fresh and supple 

and there needed to be enough material for both DNA extraction and a 

herbarium sample.  
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Samples consisted of small 5-8cm2  pieces of young, fresh, healthy leaf material placed 

immediately in clean labelled plastic bags with a herbarium specimen approximately 

25cm in length and representative of the sampled tree. At the end of a collection day 

the small leaf pieces are placed in silica gel and labelled with a collection number. 

Herbarium specimens were pressed in newspaper in a plant press with a label. The 

newspaper was periodically changed as necessary and replaced with dry newspaper.  

Once the plant press and herbarium specimens arrived at Massey University they were 

oven dried for three days at 40ºC to dry up any residual dampness. 
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! ! 8N?@$ $ M3'G)3+*$-3$%4*,/4$8*1*+=*2$S)&<*2$;)3.3(3,*$ %$ ?A$ !E$ ?>@D$ C$ @AA$ D$ @?>"@$ B$ 6 

  8N??$ $ T31(9*<&/,($%4*,/4$8*1*+=*$ %$ D"$ !!$ ?>!!$ C$ @AH$ @?$ @H>"I$ @@!$ 6 

 ! 8N?#$ $ T31(9*<&/,($%4*,/4$8*1*+=*$ %$ D"$ !!$ !>?H$ C$ @AH$ @?$ @!>@?$ @DI$ 6 

  8ND@$ $ S.3/,1$L3Q2$<+/=3(*$93,7$&G,*7$KQ$O'++3Q$M)34.*+$ %$ D?$ D@$ !D>AA$ C$ @A?$ D$ @#>H?$ @#$ 4 
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  !"#$% % &'()*+%,(-.%/0)1(23%4(*5%67*35%8-%9:00(-%;<(='30% >% #?% #@% A#BCD% E% @D?% #% @FBGG% H% 4 

  !"##% % &'()*+%,(-% >% #?% #@% A?BG?% E% @D?% #% @IBF#% $A% 4 

  !"#C% % J6*K%J66'6:2%L6)*2.%*3(0%!(:/M%,(-.%,(*'+%L3*)*+:4(% >% #?% ?C% ?GB@A% E% @D?% @% ?GBII% D@% 4 

 ! !"AG% % %J6*K%J66'6:2%L6)*2.%*3(0%!(:/M%,(-.%,(*'+%L3*)*+:4(% >% #?% ?C% ?GBGC% E% @D?% @% $CBD$% FF% 4 

  !"AF% % N602<%+)53%6O%J6*K%J66'6:2%L6)*2.%*3(0%!(:/M%,(-.%,(*'+%L3*)*+:4(% >% #?% ?C% @@BA@% E% @D?% $% IBAD% H% 4 

 ! !"I#% % P<(*K(0:0:%N602<%Q3(5% >% ?A% $@% #ABG#% E% @D#% $@% ?IBD?% $A% 5 

  !"IA% % ;(:0(*K(%,(-% >% ?A% G% $ABG$% E% @D?% #I% AABDA% @A% 4 

 ! !"D$% % &2)26%>=3*)=%!3+3013% >% ?A% ??% ##BDF% E% @D#% $C% ADBF$% @A% 5 

  !"DC% % 9(*K(7<()%Q3(5+%!3+3013% >% ?I% ?% $FB#C% E% @D#% ?A% $IB?A% @#% 6 

  !"F$% % >3354)*K%O06R%9:00(-%;<(='30%&'()*+%,(-% >% #?% #$% ?DBCIS% E% @D?% $% $CBG$% H% 4 

! ! !"F?% %
>3354)*K%O06R%T<(2<(R+%UQ(0645%L)30=3%!3+3013V%=6443=235%8-%LW%53%

J(*K3%
>% #?% AA% A@BI#% E% @DI% ?G% A$BG@% H% #%

 ! !"F#% % X(*(4%Y+4(*5.%Q(:0(')%Z:4O% >% ?A% AI% $IB@$% E% @DA% F% #CBCF% H% 6 

 ! !"FI% % L(/()26*K(%>=3*)=%!3+3013% >% #G% ?F% A?B#D% E% @DA% @?% AGBF@% D% 4 

  !"CG% % L(/()26*K(%>=3*)=%!3+3013% >% #G% ?F% A#BG$% E% @DA% @?% AFBC$% @C% 6 

  !"CF% % L:'30:(%>=3*)=%!3+3013.%*3(0%P344)*K26*% >% #@% @% #FB?D% E% @D#% A$% ?FB$D% @#% 4 

 ! !"CC% % L:'30:(%>=3*)=%!3+3013.%*3(0%P344)*K26*% >% #@% @% #FBG?% E% @D#% A$% ADB?I% $% 4 

  !"@GG% % &(0:%,(-.%*3(0%[()'6:0(% >% #$% ?@% #IB#D% E% @D?% ?G% ABD$% A% 4 

  !"@G@% % &(0:%,(-.%*3(0%[()'6:0(% >% #$% ?@% #IB@A% E% @D?% ?G% AB#A% @% 4 

! ! !"@G?% % &(0:%,(-.%*3(0%[()'6:0(% >% #$% ?$% IB?@% E% @D?% ?G% @$B?@% ?% 6 

  !"@@@% % "7(/:*)%!(=3=6:0+3.%L(4R30+26*%N602<% >% #G% $$% ACB$$% E% @DA% ?#% $#BD?% F% 4 

  !"@@?% % "7(/:*)%!(=3=6:0+3.%L(4R30+26*%N602<% >% #G% $$% ADBCI% E% @DA% ?#% $#BD?% F% 4 

 ! !"@@D% "[?GAID$% [30R(53=%Y+4(*5+%N(2:03%!3+3013.%!(6:4%Y+4(*5.%!(1)*3%F.%SQ383%>)23S% >% $C% @A% H% E% @DD% AI% H% H% 5 

 ! !"@@C% "[?GAID#%
[30R(53=%Y+4(*5+%N(2:03%!3+3013.%!(6:4%Y+4(*5.%X)+<)*K%!6='%!6(5.%

T0(230%P(44%*3(0%"RR:*)2)6*%>2603%T4)OO+%
>% $C% @A% H% E% @DD% AA% H% H% 5 

! ! !"@$?% % Q62%P(230%,3(=<% >% ?I% A?% $#BCG% E% @DA% #C% @CBID% H% 6 

! ! !"@$#% % X4(2/6)*2.%/0)1(23%4(*5%UX4(2/6)*2%>2(2)6*V% >% #@% @#% $#B#D% E% @DA% AD% ??BF?% ?% 6 

  !"@?@% % X4(2/6)*2.%/0)1(23%4(*5%UX4(2/6)*2%>2(2)6*V% >% #@% @A% #$B?F% E% @DA% A?% ##BG#% @G% 6 
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#"2&

*)'3('145&
#"2&67)')&
(8(19(39)&

!"0(91-:&;)-(19.& !(-1-4<)& !"#$1-4<)& /9-& =79"'"-:>)&

 ! !"#$$% % &'()*+,-).%*/,0()1%'(-2%3&'()*+,-)%4)(),+-5% 4% 6#% 7% $89$:% ;% #<=% 6<% :<9$6% $:8% 6 

  !"#$6% % &'()*+,-).%*/,0()1%'(-2%3&'()*+,-)%4)(),+-5% 4% 6#% 7% $89$:% ;% #<=% 6<% :<9$6% $:8% 6 

  !"#$>%
%

"?$8<=@7%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
;(A)%+B%C+D()+D(.%E(F-G(/(H+%!+ID%4I1-,I%!1A1/01% 4% $>% #% :$988% ;% #<$% =@% $:988% #:8% 6 

  !"#$<% "?$8<=7#%%%%%%%4)()1%J,GHK(L%:.%I9#%DM%K1A)%+B%E(F-G()F/+)+% 4% $>% <% ##988% ;% #<6% :8% #<988% 68% 6 

  !"#$@% "?$8<>##% N(,M(M(DF%!,01/.%?(,D(,%O1(IH% 4% $=% $=% :=988% ;% #<$% :6% =8988% #8% 4 

 ! !"#$7% "?$8<>#$%%% E(/+*,F.%C1%?(K(%4)/1(M% 4% $=% 6@% 6=988% ;% #<$% 6$% 68988% #8% 4 

  !"#6#% "?$86:@=%%%% PHFM()(+.%Q/F(/(-G,%R/11D% 4% $>% =7% 7988% ;% #<6% 6>% <988% 6% 4 

  !"#6=% "?$86:7>% N(,)1M()(%J(/S+F/.%?1-2(''%O(L.%?(F/,%T+,-)%%% 4% $>% 67% $@988% ;% #<6% 6:% $=988% #8% 4 

  !"#6>% "?$8<#@:%%%%%
R+/+M(-21'%T1-,-AF'(.%4)()1%J,GK(L%:=.%C(,/F(.%!,01/%;A)F(/L.%U/11-%T)%
3T(%4,)15%

4% $<% :% @988% ;% #<=% 67% =<988% #8% 6 

  !"#6<% "?$8<#@$%%%%%%%R+/+M(-21'%T1-,-AF'(.%T(F(-F,%N('DK(L%)+%E)%T(F(-F,% 4% $<% :% :$988% ;% #<=% =:% 66988% :88% 6 

  !"#6@% "?$8<#<<%%%%%%%C(,/F(.%T(DF%J,''% 4% $<% @% 8988% ;% #<=% =:% :988% #<7% 6 

  !"#67% "?$866@=%%%% C1%"D(F.%C1%"D(F%4+F)H%!+(2% 4% $<% 66% $@988% ;% #<6% =:% #8988% >8% 4 

  !"#=8% "?$8667>%%%% C1%"D(F%R+(A)%!+(2.%(S+01%N(,M(,%4)/1(M% 4% $<% $@% 6<988% ;% #<6% 67% 6@988% :8% 4 

  !"#=#% "?$86=8:%% N(,D()+%!,01/.%VFA)%-+/)H%+B%CF(D(F%!+(2%O/,2G1% 4% $<% #=% #8988% ;% #<6% ==% :8988% =% 6 

  !"#=:% "?$86=8$% OFID'(-2%!+(2% 4% $<% #=% #8988% ;% #<6% ==% :8988% :8% 6 

  !"#=$% % N1A)%PA'(-2%E(-(K()(KH,%W%C(AM(-%4)/1(M% 4% $6% #8% #797>% ;% #<:% @% $$96<% W% 1 

  !"#=6% % N1A)%PA'(-2%E(-(K()(KH,%W%C(AM(-%4)/1(M% 4% $6% #8% #797>% ;% #<:% @% $$96<% W% 1 

! ! !"#==% % N1A)%PA'(-2%E(-(K()(KH,%W%C(AM(-%4)/1(M% 4% $6% #8% #797>% ;% #<:% @% $$96<% W% 1 

  !"#=@% "?$86:8>%%% O+MS(L%J,''A.%4)()1%J,GHK(L%#% 4% $<% #$% #@988% ;% #<=% #% 8988% #68% 6 

  !"#>8% "?$86:8@% JF-)'L%O(A,-.%X(D1%N(,D(/1.%1(A)1/-%4H+/1',-1% 4% $<% :=% 6#988% ;% #<=% #$% #7988% :8% 6 

  !"#>#% "?$86:#$% JF-)'L%O(A,-.%4)()1%J,GHK(L%#.%E1/1M1/1%-1(/%N(,D()+%!,01/% 4% $<% #7% :$988% ;% #<=% $% ==988% #% 6 

  !"#>:% "?$86:#6%% JF-)'L%O(A,-.%X(D1%NH(-G(*1.%-+/)H1/-%AH+/1',-1% 4% $<% :6% $#988% ;% #<=% :% =:988% :8% 6 

  !"#>$% "?$86:#=% JF-)'L%O(A,-.%X(D1%?,M,H,(% 4% $<% $#% :@988% ;% #<=% ##% :@988% :8% 4 

! ! !"#>=% "?$86::6%% C1%"/+H(.%CF,%4)/1(M% 4% $<% $#% :=988% ;% #<=% 6:% =@988% #68% 6 

  !"#>>% "?$86::=% J(F/(D,%T'(,-A.%C,/+H,(.%N(,H+F%!,01/% 4% $<% :<% #=988% ;% #<=% $@% :@988% =% 6 

  !"#><% "?$86::>% C+)(/(.%C+)(/(%T(% 4% $<% #8% $988% ;% #<=% $$% :>988% #8% 6 
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#"2&67)')&
(8(19(39)&

!"0(91-:&;)-(19.& !(-1-4<)& !"#$1-4<)& /9-& =79"'"-:>)&

  !"#$%& "'()*++$& ,--./0112&3456&'50/464& 7& (8& +#& 9$:))& ;& #89& +9& %:))& *)& 6 

  !"#$<& "'()*+()& =5>65?0&@15032A&B>2/&!-5CA&3456&'-D>565/0& 7& (8& #*& 99:))& ;& #89& (#& 8:))& (& 6 

  !"#8#& "'()*+(*& !-5C& 7& (8& 9& #+:))& ;& #89& #%& *:))& #& 6 

  !"#8+& "'()*+(9& E6464&@-03.A&E6464&7.645F& 7& ($& 98& (<:))& ;& #89& #*& 9+:))& +& 6 

  !"#8(& "'()<(8<& 7.5.4&=0G/H5I&#$A&H42.&-J&'0H0.5/0&!-5C& 7& ($& **& +9:%%& ;& #8*& +$& (#:+9& ++& 6 

  !"#8*& "'()<(<+& '5>?5D5?5D5&!0K46A&!5D2-32&!-5C&B60CG4& 7& ($& (8& 99:%+& ;& #8*& (#& #+:%#& #)& 6 

  !"#88& "'()<(%(& 7.5.4&=0G/H5I&#$A&3456&'5?53>0& 7& ($& (+& %:8+& ;& #8*& +8& #<:<*& +)& 6 

  !"#8<& "'()*()#& L5654.50A&L5G5M034&B5I& 7& ($& 9(& 8:))& ;& #89& (& +%:))& #)& 4 

  !"#%)& "'()*()+& =5>65?0&N>1JA&L-.>?565?5&O2153C& 7& ($& 9+& *#:*$& ;& #8*& 9%& *(:8%& #)& 6 

  !"#%#& "'()*(+<&
P4&"3G5A&L56-?-D5&!0K46A&QG5/>03G5&B1>JJ2&7R430R&!4246K4A&!-R?&
7/41.46&

7& (%& #9& +<:))& ;& #8*& 9)& $:))& *)& 4 

  !"#%+& "'()*(()& P4&'5>60&7R430R&!4246K4A&S4K0103&P65R?&!-R?&7/41.46& 7& (%& *& #<:))& ;& #8*& 9%& *#:))& #))& 4 

 ! !"#%(& "'()*((#& '0/0&!-5CA&@>?43>0& 7& (%& $& (<:))& ;& #8*& 9%& #+:))& ++)& 4 

  !"#%*& "'()*((+& '5H/05&=56T->6&!-5CA&=5>.5D>& 7& (%& $& ++:))& ;& #8*& 99& #9:))& #))& 4 

  !"#%9& "'()*(((& U50/565?4?4A&N64I&!-5CA&B1>JJ2&5T-K4&./4&"H55H56-5&7.645F& 7& (%& %& ):))& ;& #8*& 9+& #:))& %)& 4 

  !"#%$& "'()*((*& P5>F5.5.-.565&!53G4A&U/43>55D-&!-5CA&U/43>55D-&@45?& 7& (%& %& 9*:))& ;& #8*& 9(& #+:))& +*)& 4 

  !"#%8& "'()*((9&
U50.-F-A&!>5?>60&V5K42&53C&B>2/&7R430R&!4246K4A&F503&.->602.&
43.653R4&.-&!>5?>60&

7& (%& #$& (:))& ;& #89& *& *8:))& %)& 4 

  !"#%<& "'()*((8& '5H/05&=56T->6A&QG5.-?5?506060&O2153C&W@5X& 7& (%& (& +$:))& ;& #8*& 9+& 9#:))& #)& 6 

  !"#<)& "'()*((%&
'5H/05&=56T->6A&"H56-5&7R430R&!4246K4&WV-52.51XA&L->./&-J&./4&
"H56-5&!0K46A&'-.-3G56405&@-03.&

7& (%& 9& #:$#& ;& #89& 9*& #(:($& #)& 4 

  !"#<9& "'()*(**& !>5D>?4A&U/553G5&!-5CA&U50.5?4&7.645F& 7& (8& 9*& #%:(*& ;& #8*& 9*& #(:($& $)& 4 

  !"#<8& "'()**%$& P4&"?5>&U/56J&!-5CA&3456&P4&"?5>&U/56J& 7& (8& *8& ((:))& ;& #8*& 9+& ):))& #)& 4 

 ! !"+)#& & V565K53&B>2/A&@0..&O2153CA&V/5./5F&O2153C2& 7& **& #*& ++:+#& ;& #8$& #+& 9(:+(& Y& 4 

 ! !"+)*& & Q0?5>&B>2/A&V/5./5F&O2153C2& 7& *(& 9#& (%:)$& ;& #8$& (+& *:))& Y& 4 

  !"+)<& "'()**<(& N143&L>665I&Y&!53G06060&!-5CA&Z[-H6I&'5>60&,-642.Z&5T-K4&P0?-.0?-&!-5C& 7& (8& +$& (8:))& ;& #8*& 9%& 9%:))& #))& 6 

  !"+#)& "'()**<+& @-6.&U50?5.-&Y&U50?564.>&!-5C& 7& (8& +$& 9+:))& ;& #8*& **& **:))& #*)& 4 

! ! !"+##& "'()**<*& @-6.&U50?5.-&!-5CA&U50?5.-&!0K46A&E?5/>& 7& (8& ++& +:))& ;& #8*& *9& *+:))& +& 6 

  !"+#+& "'()*9)*& V-6-F53C41&@43032>15A&'-D>Y=0?>50&!-5CA&'060?060&7.645F& 7& (8& #)& *$:))& ;& #89& (9& <:))& *)& 4 
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!"0(91-:&;)-(19.& !(-1-4<)& !"#$1-4<)& /9-& =79"'"-:>)&

  !"#$%& "'()*+,,& -./01/2/3/4&5/63676&89:/7;<=&>=:/0?@& A& (+& $#& BBC))& D& $+B& B(& #,C))& $)& 6 

  !"#$B& "'()*+*#& -./01/2/3/4&-.E06/;67/&>=:/0?& A& (+& $(& $%C))& D& $+B& B(& %+C))& #)& 6 

  !"#$,& "'()*+F*& -./01/2/3/4&5/7GH67&IH63.&8JH73.&AK?E@4&LE&'/7/;/&MHK03& A& (+& $#& $)C))& D& $+B& B(& (C))& $)& 4 

  !"#$+& "'()*$+)& 9H7H2/0?E:&ME0K0=6:/4&N2/76OH3K;K&MHK03& A& (+& $)& $)C))& D& $+B& B#& BFC))& $)& 6 

! ! !"#$*& "'()*$,,& 9H7H2/0?E:&ME0K0=6:/4&!/GGK3&>=:/0?&8HPP&M/6/06K&9H/=3:K0E@& A& (+& %& $FC))& D& $+B& BB& (%C))& %)& 6 

  !"#$F& "'()**)$& M/;/7H/&!/01E4&LE&IK7H4&Q7/R&!H/?4&0E/7&!676&5K::& A& (+& %+& %FC))& D& $+B& ((& $$C))& #%)& 6 

  !"##)& "'()**)#& I3&'/;EO6;64&I3&'/;EO6;6&ASE0KS&!E=E7TE& A& (*& %& #(C))& D& $+B& $%& B)C))& #%)& 6 

  !"##%& "'()*F)%& U7E/2&U/R4&!6/;/;/& A& (B& B%& ((C))& D& $+%& #+& FC))& (& 6 

  !"##B& "'()*F),& U7E/2&U/R4&-/KO6&9HTE& A& (,& $& B$C))& D& $+%& ()& ()C))& %& 6 

  !"##+& "'()*F$#& U7E/2&U/R4&V/01=&UE/S.4&9HTE&!H/?&8/GHTE&IS'E0WKE&9HTE@& A& (,& #& BBC))& D& $+%& (#& $FC))& $)& 6 

  !"##*& "'()*F$%& I/01/X./K&5E/?=&!H/?4&I/01/X./K&!KTE7&0E/7&I/01/X./K&5E/?=& A& (,& %& BBC))& D& $+%& (B& B(C))& #)& 6 

  !"##F& "'()*F$,& -./01/7EK&5/7GH674&I/7=?E04&N0E&L7EE&MHK034&MR:E&!H/?&-E=3& A& (B& %F& (BC))& D& $+%& #,& B)C))& %& 6 

  !"#($& "'()*F##& U7E/2&U/R4&A3/3E&5K1.X/R&N0E4&!6/;/;/&!KTE74&Y:R1E7&!H/?& A& (B& B#& $#C))& D& $+%& #%& $%C))& $)& 6 

  !"#(#& "'()*F%(&
!KOK7H&UE/S.4&'/KKXK&L7/S;&/GHTE&GE/S.4&SC%CB&;2&=H63.&HP&"7/01/&UE/S.&
AE33:E2E03&

A& (B& %*& %*C))& D& $+(& (,& B)C))& #)& 4 

 ! !"#((& "'()*F%%&
"7/01/&UE/S.&AE33:E2E034&I/601/06K&U:6PP&ASE0KS&!E=E7TE4&I/601/06K&
U:6PP&

A& (B& %,& +C))& D& $+(& (%& #BC))& *)& 4 

  !"#(%& "'()*FB%& !KOK7H&UE/S.4&IH7E2H06K&Q6::R4&ZL.E&IH062E03Z& A& (B& B(& %*C))& D& $+(& %$& %)C))& #)& 4 

  !"#(B& "'()*FBB& A3/3E&5K1.X/R&$#4&SC$&;2&0H73.&HP&IK3K3/K& A& (,& )& #FC))& D& $+(& BB& (FC))& #& 6 

  !"#(,& "'()**((& -/KH3/2/4&-.E;K&[/::ER4&-.E;K&A37E/2& A& (B& %*& BC))& D& $+%& +& (+C))& #)& 6 

 ! !"#(+& "'()*F,#& '/KO/7/4&A3/3E&5K1.X/R&$,4&\6=3&0H73.&HP&-HH?.K::4&'/KO/7/&!KTE7& A& (,& %%& #*C))& D& $+%& #,& %)C))& #)& 4 

  !"#(F& "'()*F+)& AH63.&5E/?&!H/?4&V/;E&N3H3H/&ASE0KS&!E=E7TE4&V/;E&N3H3H/& A& (,& ($& (C))& D& $+%& $%& (#C))& *)& 4 

  !"#%)& "'()*F+#& AH63.&5E/?&!H/?4&V/;E&N3H3H/&ASE0KS&!E=E7TE& A& (,& #F& (BC))& D& $+%& $%& %#C))& $#)& 4 

  !"#%$& "'()*F+,& '/KO/7/4&AH63.&5E/?4&LE&!H;H3/K4&6OOE7&'/X/6&97EE;& A& (,& #F& ,C))& D& $+%& $%& B(C))& $))& 6 

 ! !"#%#& "'()*F+F&
'/KO/7/4&AH63.&5E/?4&IH=]6K3H&U/R&8'/X/6&97EE;&2H63.@4&0E/7&LE&
'/X/&MHK03&

A& (,& #+& $FC))& D& $+%& $B& #%C))& $)& 5 

  !"#%(& "'()*F*$& '/KO/7/4&AH63.&5E/?4&V/1HH0&!H/?4&-/KH06K& A& (,& #+& %C))& D& $+%& $#& %+C))& $#)& 4 

  !"#%%& "'()*F*#& '/KO/7/4&-HH?.K::&YH7E=34&0H73.&HP&!K22E7&!H/?& A& (,& %$& ##C))& D& $+%& #(& $FC))& ,)& 6 

  !"#%,& "'(),B,B& N;/.6;67/&ME0K0=6:/4&0E/7&!60&!H/?&^&U672/&!H/?4&5K;K&A37E/2&ASE0KS& A& (,& ##& B%C))& D& $+%& ##& $#C))& #)& 6 
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! "#$!

!"#$%&
'(#$)&

*+,&
-).-&

/00)..1"#&
#"2&

*)'3('145&
#"2&67)')&
(8(19(39)&

!"0(91-:&;)-(19.& !(-1-4<)& !"#$1-4<)& /9-& =79"'"-:>)&

!"#"$%"&

  !'()*& '+,-).)/& 0123414$2&5"676#4829&:243;2&<&5;$=&'8>"$=&!;2?9&@326217&!7%"$& A& ,)& (-& B.C.*& D& *EB& (.& B*C*(& *& 6 

  !'(),& '+,-F,F/& 0123414$2&5"676#4829&0$42G32$;&!7%"$9&6"2$&5;$=&'8>"$=& A& ,)& *)& (.C./& D& *EB& ()& ECE*& *& 6 

  !'())& '+,-FB-/& 541"=;=2$2&5"676#4829&06"$7$7& A& ,)& *E& (BC//& D& *EB& (*& -C,E& (-& 4 

 ! !'()F& '+,-FB*,& 52379&5237&!;2?& A& ,)& F& *C(/& D& *EB& *,& ((C(B& (-& 6 

  !'(E(& '+,-FB,*& +27H2$2&I2$>;4$9&:"&+72172&J2K9&+27G37=4&L#826?& A& ,)& *B& (EC*/& D& *EB& **& (-C-/& (-& 6 

  !'(E,& '+,-FB,B& :76;H27&!;2?9&I412="$"&AM"67M&!"#"$%"& A& ,)& **& *)CEF& D& *EB& F& .(C)(& *(.& 6 

  !'(EB& '+,-FB,)& :76;H27&!;2?9&4HH"$&:"&:24N2=212&O$""1& A& ,)& *-& **CE,& D& *EB& *-& ECBE& (-& 6 

  !'(E.& '+,-FB,E& @27$;2&!7%"$&P"2#=&>261Q9&A=2="&I7R3G2K&*(9&S;6;%26T#&J84UU& A& ,)& B& *.CFE& D& *E,& ./& (.C/.& *-& 6 

  !'(EE& '+,-FBB-& V;6=R;N"$K&AM"67M&!"#"$%"& A& ,)& -& ,FC--& D& *E,& .E& B)C)*& (-& 6 

  !'(E/& '+,-FBB*& 5;4=;&5"676#4829&5;4=;& A& ,)& ((& .C-B& D& *EB& *-& BBC*/& (-& 4 

  !'(/-& '+,-FB.*& 5;4=;&5"676#4829&+"88K#&J2K&!;2?9&:26R7=717&J2K& A& ,)& *B& .C/-& D& *EB& B& ,.C(,& (& 6 

  !'(/*& '+,-FB..& 5;4=;&5"676#4829&W4K#&!;2?& A& ,)& B& *-C--& D& *E,& .)& **C--& (-& 6 

  !'(/(& '+,-FB.)& 5;4=;&5"676#4829&:"&+;H4$4& A& ,)& *& ,(C.B& D& *E,& .B& .FC)/& (-& 6 

  !'(/,& '+,-FB./& +27H2$29&A=2="&ILR3G2K&*(9&!42G27&X82=#9&Y24N27& A& ,)& .& (,C)B& D& *E,& .F& *-C/B& ,& 6 

  !'(/.& '+,-FB)(& @27H4&W;$R"9&@27H4&W;$R"&AM"67M&!"#"$%"9&'34$;2&!7%"$& A& ,)& ,& ,.C),& D& *EB& (,& (,C),& B-& 6 

  !'(/E& '+,*--(*& @273"1"&L#826?9&V2=72=72&J2K9&6;$=3&;U&G32$U& A& ,)& B)& B/C*B& D& *EB& .F& ,(C,*& *& 4 

  !'(F)& '+,*--E)& @273"1"&L#826?9&Y;$=3&"6?&;U&I;;1#&J2K& A& ,)& BB& ,BC)-& D& *E.& *-& (.C--& (& 2 

  !',--& '+,*--/F& @273"1"&L#826?9&0$2H74&J2K& A& ,)& .-& ,/C--& D& *E.& /& BFCB-& (.& 6 

  !',-(& '+,*-*-(& @273"1"&L#826?9&06"=26R7& A& ,)& BE& ,-C(-& D& *E.& B& .,CB-& *F& 6 

  !',-B& '+,*-.B(& @2737&J"2M39&!2H2=7;=7;&5;76=& A& ,E& (,& ,EC.-& D& *E.& .)& (-CF-& F& 6 

! ! !',-.& '+,-F/,B& :"&52179&:;N;126R29&Z:;N;126R2&A=$"2NZ& A& ,B& (.& B,C--& D& *E(& .E& B*C--& <& 1 

  !',-)& &
@27=;N;&=;&V2$21;H2&!;2?&6"2$&:"&'6R2&OS:&O84>&#3"?#&26?&U7#376R&
#32M1&64N>"$&**-.(&&

A& ,/& *E& ,)CEB& D& *EB& BB& .BC*E& )& 4 

  !',-E& &
@27=;N;&=;&V2$21;H2&!;2?&6"2$&:"&'6R2&OS:&O84>&#3"?#&26?&U7#376R&
#32M1&64N>"$&**-.(&&

A& ,/& */& (C.)& D& *EB& BB& EC*.& ,,& 4 

  !',**& & @27=;N;&=;&V2$21;H2&!;2?& A& ,/& */& -C,(& D& *EB& BB& -CE*& *-& 3 

  !',*(& & 5$7%2="&826?9&V2$21;H2&!;2?& A& ,/& *E& .(C.F& D& *EB& BB& *,C)*& *-& 4 
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! "#$!

!"#$%&
'(#$)&

*+,&
-).-&

/00)..1"#&
#"2&

*)'3('145&
#"2&67)')&
(8(19(39)&

!"0(91-:&;)-(19.& !(-1-4<)& !"#$1-4<)& /9-& =79"'"-:>)&

 ! !"#$%& & '()*+,-&.+,)*-&(-/-(*-0&1+(+234+&!3+5& 6& #7& $8& %#98:& ;& $8%& %<& $9==& 7& 4 

  !"#$<& & '()*+,-&.+,)*-&(-/-(*-0&1+(+234+&!3+5& 6& #7& $8& %%9%$& ;& $8%& %<& $9$$& $=& 4 

  !"#$>& & ?+*-(@-A&,3&?+.B+.C)&!3+5&D6,+,-&E)BFG+A&#H& 6& #>& %>& #I9=I& ;& $8%& <=& <%9>7& $:<& 4 

! ! !"#=:& & ?+*-(@-A&,3&?+.B+.C)&!3+5&D6,+,-&E)BFG+A&#H& 6& #>& %>& #<98=& ;& $8%& <=& <I9$%& >=& 6 

  !"#==& & E+4C4C&!-/-(*-0&JF+,F+K&L/@+.5/& 6& %#& %7& 89=:& ;& $8I& =$& $:9<:& $#& 4 

 ! !"#=%& & E+4C4C&!-/-(*-0&JF+,F+K&L/@+.5/& 6& %#& %7& #9:I& ;& $8I& =$& $#9=I& ==& 4 

 ! !"#=<& & E-.B+&!-/-(*-&.-+(&JF+,FK+&M35B-0&JF+,F+K&L/@+.5/& 6& %#& <$& I9$=& ;& $8I& ##& $I9<I& <7& 4 

 ! !"#=7& &
N@).5&O)KP/&N-+QF0&3.&,F-&?-/,-(.&6F3(-&3R&S-&?F+.B+&M+B33.0&
JF+,F+K&L/@+.5/&

6& %#& %8& :9=%& ;& $8I& ##& $=9$7& $7& 4 

 ! !"##$& & T3(,FU-+/,&Q3(.-(&3R&S+)+&V+(K0&JF+,F+K&L/@+.5/& 6& %#9:& %>9:& %89<:& ;& $8I9:& ==9:& %=9%<& U& 4 

 ! !"###& & '()*+,-&@+.5&+,&?+)F)0&JF+,F+K&L/@+.5/& 6& %#& %I& %9%%& ;& $8I& %7& =>9%I& 7& 4 

 ! !"##<& & '()*+,-&@+.5&+,&?+)F)0&JF+,F+K&L/@+.5/& 6& %#& %I& %:9<I& ;& $8I& %7& %79<%& $I& 4 

 ! !"##8& & 13C.,&JFC5@-)BF0&JF+,F+K&L/@+.5/& 6& %#& %#& %89<7& ;& $8I& #%& 79<7& <=& 4 

 ! !"##7& & T)2+C&NC/F0&JF+,F+K&L/@+.5/& 6& %#& %<& <%987& ;& $8I& ##& <I9==& #:& 4 

! ! !"#%:& & "/FFC(/,&W3K+).& 6& %:& $7& $:9=<& ;& $8<& %<& =<98>& I#& 6 

  !"#%$& & "/FFC(/,&W3K+).& 6& %:& $7& I9%#& ;& $8<& %<& #:98=& I7& 6 

  !"#%=& & "/FFC(/,&W3K+).& 6& %:& $7& <9$7& ;& $8<& %<& #$9%8& 8:& 6 

 ! !"#%%& & E3(/-/F3-&N-.5&6Q-.)Q&!-/-(*-0&S323K+(C& 6& %:& =>& =I9>7& ;& $8<& #$& #<9I$& #:& 6 

  !"#%<& & E3(/-/F3-&N-.5&6Q-.)Q&!-/-(*-0&S323K+(C&& 6& %:& =>& =%9I8& ;& $8<& #$& ##9>=& =#& 4 

  !"#%I& &
S-&X+(+2+&Y(3*-&DS-&23F+&3&,-&GF-.C+H0&'@+.,&Y(3G,F&Z.),0&V),[F-(\-(,&
6Q)-.Q-&J-.,(-&

6& %:& ==& #>9$8& ;& $8<& #I& %898$& =#& 6 

  !"#%8& & ?+)2+(-,C&]+@@-A&!3+5& 6& #8& ##& 797%& ;& $8%& %8& <=9#>& #<& 4 

  !"#%>& &
T+,)*-&\C/F&\-@3.B).B&,3&"..&+.5&'F)@)4&?335G+(50&T)2+C&J+*-/&J+R^&
3.&?+)2+(-,C&]+@@-A&!3+5&

6& #8& #=& %<9#I& ;& $8%& %7& ##9$7& 7<& 6 

  !"#<:& &
?+)2+(-,C&]+@@-A&!3+5&<::K&.3(,F&R(3K&/G).B&\()5B-&3.&6G).B\()5B-&
?+@2G+A&

6& #8& #=& <$9I>& ;& $8%& %7& %:9I7& <8& 4 

  !"#<$& & M)K-/,3.-&W3G./&3.&,(+Q2&,3G+(5/&1+//-A&\C/F&-_4-()K-.,@+&/),-& 6& #8& =7& <9%I& ;& $8%& %I& $%9%%& $$I& 4 

  !"#<I& &
?+)2+(-,C&]+@@-A&!3+50&M)K-/,3.-&W3G./&G+,-(R+@@0&$2K&R(3K&
M)K-/,3.-&W3G./&/)B.&,3G+(5/&'3(,&?+)2+,3&

6& #8& =7& =:9%<& ;& $8%& %<& #%98I& 87& 4 

  !"#I:& & ?+)2+(-,C&]+@@-A&!3+50&B(3G).B&3.&4@+).&+,&*+@@-A&\3,,33K&+@3.B& 6& #8& =8& #I9>I& ;& $8%& %%& %977& $#& 6 
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! "#$!

!"#$%&
'(#$)&

*+,&
-).-&

/00)..1"#&
#"2&

*)'3('145&
#"2&67)')&
(8(19(39)&

!"0(91-:&;)-(19.& !(-1-4<)& !"#$1-4<)& /9-& =79"'"-:>)&

!"#$"%"#&'()*"+&(,%")-.&(/*&,0*"1&

  23456& &
7,)(&!"#$"(,&2,"-&8&9:"$":&;)#-<*&2,"-&1*")&7,)(&!"#$"(,=&>:.(&"?(*)&
@*1-&@*?,)*&A")<*&B#1*&BA"1("(#,1&

'& 4C& D4& 6E=FE& G& 6CH& HH& 6I=FE& 6E& 6 

  23455& & 3%/#(:&7*1#1.:A"& '& 4C& F& J4=4D& G& 6CH& 4J& HF=DH& FE& 4 

  2345C& & 3%/#(:&7*1#1.:A"& '& 4C& F& H4=JI& G& 6CH& 4J& HF=DH& FE& 4 

  2345F& & 3%/#(:&7*1#1.:A"& '& 4C& F& H4=JI& G& 6CH& 4J& HF=EH& FE& 4 

  234C6& & >:.(&1,)(/&,?&7:$*):"&,1&(/*&*-<*&,?&'("(*&K#</%"L&6& '& H6& 6& H=5F& G& 6CH& JH& J6=EH& H& 6 

  234CD& & >:.(&1,)(/&,?&7:$*):"&,1&(/*&*-<*&,?&'("(*&K#</%"L&6& '& H6& 6& H=II& G& 6CH& JH& JE=5E& J& 4 

  234CH& & ;*(%**1&7":"("/"1:#&"1-&7A#++*)(,1&,1&M)"LN.&2-& '& H6& J& 66=DE& G& 6CH& J4& DJ=J4& 6I& 6 

  234CJ& & ;*(%**1&7":"("/"1:#&"1-&7A#++*)(,1&,1&M)"LN.&2-& '& H6& J& 66=E4& G& 6CH& J4& D5=E6& 6E& 6 

  234C5& & 3,)"1<#&O,)*.(&7")$P&QA-&9*&$RB#&)"1<*)&.("(#,1& '& H6& D5& H5=D5& G& 6CJ& 64& C=HH& 6J& 6 

  234CC& & 3,)"1<#&O,)*.(&7")$P&QA-&9*&$RB#&)"1<*)&.("(#,1& '& H6& D5& H5=6H& G& 6CJ& 64& 5=IE& 6J& 4 

  234CF& & S"B*&7"AA#.*)P&,1&T<U(#&K#1*%"$"&A"1-& '& H6& 45& 6D=DH& G& 6CJ& 6I& 46=4D& 64& 4 

  234F6& & S"B*&7"AA#.*)P&,1&T<U(#&K#1*%"$"&A"1-& '& H6& 45& I=45& G& 6CJ& 6I& 44=CF& 6D& 4 

  234FH& & ;,((,+&,?&!/")*$":/":&2,"-&& '& H6& DD& 4F=5H& G& 6CJ& H& 4I=FH& 5& 4 

  234F5& & ',:(/&,?&;"((*)L&K#AA&B"&.#(*&,1&!*.(*)1&V"$*&2,"-& '& H6& DE& 4F=IH& G& 6CJ& F& I=E5& I& 6 

  234FF& &
!#A-*)1*..&;:.$&3W3&W")"$"&;:./P&.,:(/&,?&!"#),1<,&+"#&2#X*)P&
.,:(/*)1&!"#)")"B"&

'& H6& 6C& DD=CH& G& 6CJ& F& JJ=DE& 6D& 6 

  234ID& &
!#A-*)1*..&;:.$&3W3&W")"$"&;:./P&.,:(/&,?&!"#),1<,&+"#&2#X*)P&
.,:(/*)1&!"#)")"B"&

'& H6& 6C& 64=5F& G& 6CJ& I& 5=6F& H& 4 

  234IF& & !"#B,:"&;)#-<*P&!"#B,:"&2#X*)&2,"-P&!"#B,:"&O,)*.(& '& 4J& 4I& 6J=6D& G& 6C4& 44& J6=IE& ID& 6 

  23HEE& 3W46EJHJ& S,),+"1-*A&7*1#1.:A"P&1,)(/&,?&!"#/#&;*"0/P&9*&7:):&S)**$& '& 4C& DD& 4F=JE& G& 6CJ& J5& 6H=CE& 6D& 6 

  23HE6& 3W46EJH5&
S,),+"1-*A&7*1#1.:A"P&1,)(/&,?&!"#/#&;*"0/P&Q),$"%"&;"L&9)"0$P&
"@,X*&Q:$,)#&'()*"+&

'& 4C& D4& D6=4E& G& 6CJ& J5& DD=DE& HD& 6 

  23HED& 3W46EJHI& S,),+"1-*A&7*1#1.:A"P&1,)(/&,?&!"#/#&;*"0/P&Q),$"%"&;"L& '& 4C& D4& 66=EE& G& 6CJ& J5& DE=EE& I& 6 

  23HE4& 3W46EJ54&
S,),+"1-*A&7*1#1.:A"P&S,),+"1-*A&7*1#1.:A"P&K,+:1<"&;"LP&O)".*)&
S)**$&

'& 4C& D6& HD=DE& G& 6CJ& J5& 66=5E& 6E& 4 

  23HEH& 3W46EJ55& 9":)"1<"&K")@,:)P&3(/*1)**P&W,:(:1:#&2,"-P&!"#":&G.(:")L& '& 4C& D5& DH=4E& G& 6CJ& JC& H6=DE& 6J& 1 

  23HEJ& 3W46EJCJ& 9":)"1<"&K")@,:)P&Q1<")*&7,#1(& '& 4C& DI& HJ=CE& G& 6CJ& JC& HI=FE& 4& 6 

  23HE5& 3W46EJCF& 9":)"1<"&K")@,:)P&;,%*1(,%1P&31Y"0&;"LP&1*")&7"B"(:&7,#1(&7"& '& 4C& DC& JF=HE& G& 6CJ& JI& 6D=EE& 6J& 6 
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! "#"!

!"#$%&
'(#$)&

*+,&
-).-&

/00)..1"#&
#"2&

*)'3('145&
#"2&67)')&
(8(19(39)&

!"0(91-:&;)-(19.& !(-1-4<)& !"#$1-4<)& /9-& =79"'"-:>)&

 ! !"#$%& "'()$*%+& ,-./-01-&2-/34./5&6478094705&647809470&28-:;&!4-:& <& (%& =%& #)>($& ?& )%*& *@& *(>($& )(& 5 

  !"#$@& "'()$*@$& A-BCB&68-DC5&ABE;40&!4-:& <& (%& =#& (@>)$& ?& )%*& *F& ==>($& )#& 4 

  !"#)=& "'())=)$& G9&G-.01-0.B5&G-.-4&HG9&G-.01-0.BI& <& (%& (@& (>@$& ?& )%F& )$& =*>=$& )$& 4 

  !"#)#& "'())=)F& G9&G-.01-0.B5&G49./BJB&K;E-0:& <& (%& (%& #+>F$& ?& )%F& ))& F>%$& )$& 4 

! ! !"#)F& "'())==%& 6-L&4M&NE809L5&NBJ47-B& <& (%& *)& =+>=$& ?& )%F& #$& *>=$& =$& 4 

  !"#)%& "'())==+& 6-L&4M&NE809L5&OC4P85&OC4P8&<-0:;PB9& <& (%& *+& =*>#$& ?& )%%& @& )>$$& )& 6 

  !"#)+& "'())=((& 6-L&4M&NE809L5&A-B49-CB&68-DC& <& (%& *+& ()>=$& ?& )%%& )#& )>$$& =$& 6 

 ! !"#=$& "'())=(*& 6-L&4M&NE809L5&OP49BJB5&,-3E8E-0:;5&OP49BJB&,/B1& <& (%& *+& (F>F$& ?& )%%& )@& )@>=$& #$& 5 

 ! !"#=)& "'())=(%& 6-L&4M&NE809L5&2BJ.7-B&68-DC5&,B/4C-01-& <& (%& *+& ==>@$& ?& )%%& =$& *(>*$& @& 6 

  !"#=*& "'())($%&
<9-98&2B1C7-L&(*&H?-;9&Q-P8&!4-:I5&ACB9B-01-&6-L5&OJ-7CB9B&<9/8-R&
R4.9C&

<& (%& *$& =(>@$& ?& )%%& (*& *#>+$& )& 5 

  !"#=F& "'())($@& OR-B4&6-L5&O9.7C-/85&N-8/-9-&<9/8-R& <& (%& #@& #$>)$& ?& )%%& (@& ((>($& )& 6 

  !"#=@& "'())())& <9-98&2B1C7-L&(*&H?-;9&Q-P8&!4-:I5&"7-0.B5&-34S8&,8&G.J-&T/.P-& <& (%& #%& =@>+$& ?& )%%& (+& =%>%$& )+& 6 

  !"#=+& "'())()=& <9-98&2B1C7-L&(*&H?-;9&Q-P8&!4-:I5&2-/BJB&68-DC& <& (%& #*& (%>($& ?& )%%& #)& F>)$& )@& 6 

  !"#($& "'())()(& <9-98&2B1C7-L&(*&H?-;9&Q-P8&!4-:I5&N./8R.9-C./B&<9/8-R& <& (%& #*& )>($& ?& )%%& #$& *%>+$& )=& 6 

 ! !"#()& "'())()#& <9-98&2B1C7-L&(*&H?-;9&Q-P8&!4-:I5&,8&'-C-5&AC-/8J./-&N4B09& <& (%& #(& (*>#$& ?& )%%& #)& ((>($& )+& 5 

  !"#(#& "'())(@=&
<9-98&2B1C7-L&(*&H?-;9&Q-P8&!4-:I5&N-P-98-&6-L5&78;9&3-0J&4M&9C8&
!-.J4J4/8&!BS8/&

<& (%& #$& =F>F$& ?& )%%& *=& )*>+$& =$& 6 

 ! !"#(*& "'())(@#& N-P-98-&6-L5&?-;9&6-0J&4M&!-.J4J4/8&!BS8/& <& (%& #$& =#>=$& ?& )%%& *=& ()>*$& )(& 3 

 ! !"#(F& "'())(@%& A-BC-.&6-L5&A-BC-.& <& (%& (%& F>*$& ?& )%%& *#& #(>#$& )& 5 

 ! !"#(%& "'())(+=& ,8&!-01BC-/.&6-L5&O/.-B9B&68-DC5&A-B/./.&<9/8-R& <& (%& (%& +>($& ?& )%%& *F& #F>%$& (& 5 

 ! !"#(@& "'())(+(& N49BJB/.-&!4-:5&TP4J401-/./.& <& (%& (=& *#>*$& ?& )%@& F& #$>F$& )$& 6 

  !"##$& "'())#$%& <9-98&2B1C7-L&(*&H,8&"/-/4-&!4-:I5&24B-& <& (%& (*& =+>@$& ?& )%@& )#& (=>)$& )%& 6 

  !"##=& "'())=*@& 2BDJ;&6-L5&08-/&'-P4J-P4&6-L& <& (%& (#& F>($& ?& )%@& )@& (@>%$& )$& 6 

  !"##(& "'())#=)& 2BDJ;&6-L5&O08P494&6-L& <& (%& (*& (*>+$& ?& )%@& )%& *F>)$& )$& 6 

  !"##*& "'())#()& ?-;9&Q-P85&A-BJ.9-&<9/8-R& <& (%& #=& )(>*$& ?& )%@& (=& )=>@$& (*& 4 

  !"##@& "'())#(F& ,8&"/-/4-&U&?-;9&Q-P8&!4-:5&A-BP-P-&<9/8-R& <& (%& (+& =%>*$& ?& )%@& =+& (F>$$& )+& 6 

  !"##+& "'())#(%&
,8&"/-/4-&U&?-;9&Q-P8&!4-:5&.00-R8:&;9/8-R&04/9C&4M&V4C4R-01-&
<9/8-R&

<& (%& (@& *)>=$& ?& )%@& =+& =>*$& )+& 6 



Appendix 2 – Reference list of accessions 

! "#$!

!"#$%&
'(#$)&

*+,&
-).-&

/00)..1"#&
#"2&

*)'3('145&
#"2&67)')&
(8(19(39)&

!"0(91-:&;)-(19.& !(-1-4<)& !"#$1-4<)& /9-& =79"'"-:>)&

  !"#$%& "'())##$& *+&",-,.-&/&0-12&3-4+&!.-56&*+&7-89-,.-& :& (;& (;& #$<(%& 0& );=& >(& (<#%& )>& 6 

  !"#$#& "'())#?%& "8-@,-&A-B6&"8-@,-&!.-5& :& (=& )$& )<C%& 0& );=& )=& (;<$%& $(& 6 

  !"#$$& "'())#?>& *.D-9-&A-B&EF-G-H6&IDJKK1&-2&8.,2L+,8&+85&.K&M+-IL& :& (=& >)& #(<#%& 0& );=& )=& )=<;%& >#& 6 

  !"#$?& "'())#?#& N.@-G-& :& (=& (?& >%<C%& 0& );=& ))& )><>%& )#& 6 

  !"#$;& "'())#?$& *-2-4.@,J& :& (=& (=& ((<#%& 0& );=& =& ##<;%& )#& 6 

  !"#$=& "'())#??& 7-O.,.,J&A+-IL& :& (=& (C& >;<?%& 0& );=& ?& (;<)%& ?%& 6 

  !"#?%& "'())#;%& PL-O-2-8+&!JQ+,6&!+G-2@&!.-5& :& (=& )& >)<%%& 0& );?& $C& ;<#%& )C& 4 

  !"#?)& "'())#;?& PL-O-2-8+6&N.L-2@,@-&!.IO& :& (;& $;& $<>%& 0& );?& $C& #=<?%& )%& 6 

  !"#?>& "'())#;;& *-L@8-&!.-56&RD5&N-&:J2+&E:.@2L&085H& :& (=& (& #?<;%& 0& );?& #;& $C<=%& (;& 6 

  !"#?(& "'())#=(& !-89J2-JOJ&!JQ+,6&8+-,&*+&7-L.+6&N-&:J2+& :& (=& $& #)<%%& 0& );?& #=& #=<$%& $?& 6 

! ! !"#?#& "'())#=$& &SJ1M.,8+6&*@,-89-8@J&!JQ+,6&8+-,&3..O&7.8@T+82& :& (=& #%& ()<#%& 0& );=& )& ((<?%& );& 6 

  !"#?;& "'())C$?& ".2+-&ES,+-2&A-,,J+,&U1D-85H6&*,B4L+8-&V-,M.@,6&:L.-D&A-B&!.-5& :& (?& )=& $;<#%& 0& );$& >C& >C<;%& >%& 6 

  !"#?=& "'())C$C& ".2+-&ES,+-2&A-,,J+,&U1D-85H6&*,B4L+8-&V-,M.@,6&:L.-D&A-B&!.-5& :& (?& )=& ($<)%& 0& );$& >C& ($<C%& >%& 6 

  !"#?C& "'())C?%&
".2+-&ES,+-2&A-,,J+,&U1D-85H6&PL-89-4-,-4-,-&V-,M.@,6&
PL-89-4-,-4-,-&PL-,K&

:& (?& )#& #%<%%& 0& );$& >(& $><;%& )%& 6 

! ! !"#;%& "'())C=#& ".2+-&ES,+-2&A-,,J+,&U1D-85H6&V-,-2-.89-&A-B6&V-,-2-.89-&:2,+-T& :& (?& )%& )#<(%& 0& );$& >=& #;<C%& )%& 6 

  !"#;(& "'()();#&
W+-,&X-O+&RT-4+,+6&*-,-LJ&VJDD6&!+T@+,-&:+22D+T+82&!.-56&N@89-2+,+&
:2,+-T&

:& ($& >)& #%<#%& 0& );(& $)& >$<%>& >#%& 6 

  !"#;#& & 3-2IL4..D&Y-DD+B& :& #)& >)& )><;?& 0& );#& $#& >;<;;& /& 4 

! ! !"#;$& & A+2G++8&P-J8@J.T-2-&!JQ+,&-85&R,.89.,.89.&!JQ+,& :& #)& >#& #(<((& 0& );#& $(& >;<>%& /& 4 

  !"#;?& "'()?(%$& P-J4.@-&Z.,+126&:2-2+&VJ9LG-B&)>6&P-J4.@-&!JQ+,&& :& ($& (C& C<)(& 0& );(& (#& )><)$& C>& 6 

  !"#;;& "'()?(%=&& W.,2L&.K&P-JT-T-O@&!JQ+,6&N@O.,.O.,.&:2,+-T&& :& ($& (#& #;<;?& 0& );(& >#& =<=)& );& 4 

  !"#;=& "'()?(>?&& P+12&.K&[-,9-QJDD+6&A-BDB1&A+-IL&&& :& ($& $?& $;<(;& 0& );(& ##& #$<>C& #%& 6 

  !"#;C& "'()?(;%&& '-JL@&Y-DD+B6&!.2@&!JQ+,&& :& ($& $>& #)<$$& 0& );(& #;& #$<==& )(& 6 

  !"#=%& "'()=;>(& P-J4@&!JQ+,&3-2ILT+826&W.,2L&!JQ+,6&MB&S,-82&!.-5& :& ($& $;& #?<#;& 0& );#& >%& $%<?;& C=& 6 

  !"#=)& "'()C%#(&
:2-2+&VJ9LG-B&)%6&8+-,&'+,JO+,J6&N@O+2.8-&:I+8JI&!+1+,Q+6&@44+,&
P-J2-89J&!JQ+,&

:& (?& )%& (#<#;& 0& );(& $;& ##<??& )%%& 6 

  !"#=>& "'()C%??& *+&N-OJ6&W.,2L&3-4+6&W.,2L&3-4+&:IJ+82JKJI&!+1+,Q+6&W9-GL+8@-&:2,+-T& :& (#& >#& $<##& 0& );(& %& ?<?(& >#& 1 

  !"#=?& & *+&N-OJ6&W.,2L&3-4+6&W.,2L&3-4+&:I+8JI&!+1+,Q+6&\P-14&:2J89&A@1L\& :& (#& >#& >$<%%& 0& );(& >& C<%%& )))& 1 
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! "#$!

!"#$%&
'(#$)&

*+,&
-).-&

/00)..1"#&
#"2&

*)'3('145&
#"2&67)')&
(8(19(39)&

!"0(91-:&;)-(19.& !(-1-4<)& !"#$1-4<)& /9-& =79"'"-:>)&

  !"#$%& &
'())*+,-&.(/0&1(2)(2(3&1+425&-(6-&2)7-&(&/+(886&98:&)/++&(5:&;9/<+/&
'=9/2&-+))8+<+5)&-2)+&

>& ?#& @& A3B?& C& %A?& %#& D?3#%& %B& 4 

  !"#$D& & ")&)*+&E(-+&9;&'9F5)&G(<+8&(E94+&)*+&F/FH(& >& ?#& @& A3B?& C& %A?& %#& D?3#%& I& 3 

 ! !"#%%& & '(5J()(2H(&!9(:K&L9/)*(5:& >& ?#& %D& ?M3#B& C& %A?& ?%& #D3@$& ?@& 4 

  !"#%M& & N(2,+/(& >& ?@& ?M& %O3%B& C& %AD& DM& %B3DA& #B& 6 

  !"#%?& & N(2,+/(& >& ?@& ?M& @3A$& C& %AD& DM& ?@3@$& B$& 6 

  !"#%D& & '(*2(&.+525-F8(&>P+52P&!+-+/4+K&'(*2(&.+525-F8(K&Q(,0+-&R(6& >& ?O& A& ?M3$$& C& %AA& #M& D?3A%& I& 6 

  !"#%@& & ./24()+&H/9H+/)6K&Q(HH6&S(P0-&!9(:K&'(*(5J(K&Q(,0+-&R(6& >& ?O& $& ?O3A?& C& %AA& #?& %A3AA& A& 4 

  !"#%A& &
N*(5J(,+*2&G9/95()295&!+-+/4+K&N*(5J(,+*2&8(5:25JT/24+/&<9F)*K&
'(*2(&.+525-F8(&

>& ?O& #& ?B3?$& C& %AA& #A& M3MD& %#& 6 

  !"#%B& & "E94+&R8(P07-&R+(P*K&E+),++5&'(*2(&(5:&N(2/9(& >& ?O& ?& ?A3@M& C& %AA& D@& #%3OD& ?D& 6 

  !"#%O& & L+(/&N*(0(02&U(J995K&N*(0(02K&5+(/&N(2/9(& >& ?O& M& %M3AO& C& %AA& ??& %?3AB& %M& 4 

  !"#M?& & VCWW&P94+5(5)&X'2/2(<7-&YF886Z&59/)*&9;&.()+(&5+(/&1(/0(/(<+(& >& ?O& D$& %B3O#& C& %AD& MD& O3M%& AD& 4 

  !"#M#& & Q(,+/(&W5)+/<+:2()+&>P*998K&>)()+&Q2J*,(6&?K&Q(,+/(& >& ?O& ?#& ?A3$A& C& %AD& %@& D?3BM& %$B& 6 

  !"#M@& & Q(,+/(&W5)+/<+:2()+&>P*998K&>)()+&Q2J*,(6&?K&Q(,+/(& >& ?O& ?#& ?O3@#& C& %AD& %@& D@3$D& %%#& 6 

  !"#MA& & [+9&>)/+(<K&>9F)*&!9(:&X>QD#Z&&1(FH9095F2K&&59/)*&9;&Q(,+/(& >& ?O& ?%& DM3?@& C& %A?& #A& #3MM& ?%& 4 

  !"#MB& &
.F5+*9&>)/+(<K&\F-)&-9F)*&9;&N()259&!9(:&95&>9F)*&!9(:&X>QD#Z&&%0<&
;/9<&.(H(0(&]+&!(5J2&*2-)9/2P&-2)+&

>& ?O& MO& D#3BO& C& %A?& #D& M?3%%& M@& 4 

  !"#?$& &
](F5J()(/(&>)/+(<K&\F-)&-9F)*&9;&'()(20(*(,(2&!9(:&95&>9F)*&!9(:&
X>QD#Z&

>& ?O& MB& #M3@%& C& %A?& #?& MO3$#& M#& 4 

 ! !"#??& & N(/+(&!24+/K&>9F)*&!9(:&X>QD#Z& >& ?O& %D& %O3M#& C& %A?& DB& M?3D@& DA& 4 

  !"#?D& & 1(2*2*2&>)/+(<K&>9F)*&!9(:&X>QD#Z& >& ?O& %%& %?3#D& C& %A?& #M& %A3OD& @@& 4 

  !"#?#& & '(2)(*2&>P2+5)2;2P&!+-+/4+& >& ?O& B& ?%3#D& C& %A?& #M& %#3O$& ?& 4 

  !"#?B& & SF5P)295&9;&U+2)*&(5:&.+/)*&!9(:-K&](/(5(02&XH/24()+&;(/<8(5:Z& >& ?O& %$& MB3AB& C& %A?& #?& %@3AD& B?& 6 

  !"#?O& & ]()(/(2<(0(&Q2-)9/2P&!+-+/4+K&U9,+/&.2)95+&!9(:& >& ?O& B& %3#D& C& %A?& #?& M#3#@& M$& 4 

  !"#D$& & ]()(/(2<(0(&Q2-)9/2P&!+-+/4+K&U9,+/&.2)95+&!9(:& >& ?O& B& $3A@& C& %A?& #?& M@3MB& %B& 4 

  !"#DM& & '(5J9/+&.9,+/&>)()295&!+-+/4+K&Q6:/9&!9(:& >& ?O& @& %A3B#& C& %AD& @& #A3MD& %DO& 6 

  !"#D?& & '++)25J&9;&)*+&N()+/-&L()295(8&.(/0& >& ?O& @& %M3B%& C& %AD& @& #D3?@& A#& 4 

  !"#DD& & ]+&Q+5F2&N(80,(6K&L+,&.86<9F)*& >& ?O& D& ?3?O& C& %AD& #& D%3%@& %$& 4 
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! "#$!

!"#$%&
'(#$)&

*+,&
-).-&

/00)..1"#&
#"2&

*)'3('145&
#"2&67)')&
(8(19(39)&

!"0(91-:&;)-(19.& !(-1-4<)& !"#$1-4<)& /9-& =79"'"-:>)&

  !"#$%& &
'()*+&,(&-.(/01&23&4156*.17&!(5(.8(9&"8(/0(&!*3:&/*.6;&*<&-.(/019&&
=636(&41>;+3?&@&

=& @A& #B& $ACDA& E& F%$& G$& G@C#A& F& 4 

  !"#$A& &
,*/>3H*.060&I*/5(.8361*/&".(39&,*/>3H*.060&!18(.9&F#JK&5*06;&*<&
L*J30&

=& @A& $B& GC$%& E& F%$& @#& #MCA%& FD& 4 

  !"#$B& & N/&O3/J5&*<&L*;3J361/*&!18(.9&@JK&5*06;&*<&L*J30C& =& @A& $@& $BCMG& E& F%$& @D& ##C$@& B& 4 

  !"##F& &
=*06;&*<&L*J30&*/&=636(&41>;+3?&@&*HH*516(&(/6.3/7(&6*&,3/101&
P(6(.(&Q*K31/&

=& @A& $G& @MCG$& E& F%$& @%& FDC$B& F& 4 

  !"##G& & =*06;&*<&L*J30&*/&=636(&41>;+3?&@&& =& @A& $@& @DC%G& E& F%$& @%& @CM#& F%& 6 

  !"##@& & ,(&R3+30&23&4156*.17&!(5(.8(9&*<<&=636(&41>;+3?&@&5*06;&*<&L*J30& =& @A& $D& BC%@& E& F%$& @D& @C$%& FM& 4 

  !"##$& & "O*8(&!3H3/01&=6.(3K&*/&=636(&41>;+3?&@& =& @A& $%& #%C%@& E& F%$& @#& @$CFB& FB& 4 

  !"##%& & P;16(&I)1<<&,.37J9&20J(3.0;(&!*3:&*<<&=636(&41>;+3?&@& =& @A& #@& $FCF%& E& F%$& @M& #DC$D& F$& 4 

  !"##A& & 20J(3.0;(&!*3:9&*<<&=636(&41>;+3?&@& =& @A& #$& $AC@%& E& F%$& GB& @MC%G& G@& 4 

  !"##B& &
=*06;&*<&P;16(&I)1<<5&'.(+(.?9&S056&H356&P316*(6*(&!*3:9&=636(&41>;+3?&
@&

=& @A& #A& #AC%M& E& F%$& GD& FMCBA& G@& 6 

  !"#DM& & N/3(.*&!18(.&=7(/17&!(5(.8(& =& @A& #B& $#CGD& E& F%$& GF& $BCAM& FD& 4 

  !"#DG& & =3/>56(.&!*3:9&T3J(&!*6*J3.(&& =& @B& G%& F%CGD& E& F%$& G$& F%CG$& FDA& 6 

  !"#D@& & T3J(&!*6*J3.(&=7(/17&!(5(.8(9&#MMK&:*+/&+3)J1/>&6.37J&*/&)(<6& =& @B& G%& F$CMA& E& F%$& G$& $$CG$& FA@& 4 

  !"#D$& & ,3/>3;*(&!18(.&*<<&Q381:5*/&!*3:& =& @B& @$& GAC@F& E& F%$& GM& GBCFG& @B& 4 

  !"#D#& & ,3/>3;*(&!18(.&*/&N;3/>1&!*3:& =& @B& @$& @MC@#& E& F%$& GM& $DC$M& @@& 6 

  !"#DD& & =4&5*06;&*<&236(3& =& @B& $$& @BCD#& E& F%$& GB& GBC%B& #B& 6 

  !"#DB& & '3.)(?&U)36&!*3:9&,(&P;3.30& =& $F& B& @MC#%& E& F%#& $%& G%C##& V& 6 

  !"#%F& & W)(/O0./&=6361*/& =& $F& FD& FAC#G& E& F%#& #G& @$C$#& V& 6 

!
,;(&<1.56&6+*&7*)0K/5&5;*+&6;(&377(551*/5&05(:&<*.&)*/>V.3/>(&2I!&H.1*.&6*&X))0K1/3&5(Y0(/71/>&3/:&+;17;&+(.(&05(:&6*&65&6;(&4!L&K(6;*:9&
.(5H(7618()?C&
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Appendix 4 – Overview of SNP marker development 

! "#$!

!

!"#$%&'()*+!,-.&/"01%0&2%3%$45/%67&86&79%&:9$4045$";7&<%64/%&4=&1"0"1"!

SNP Location cp region SNP 
type MAF Comments Sanger 

validated 
HRM 

compatible 
Used in final 

suite 

1 7418 rps16 - trnQ 
intergenic region G   n/a discovered in whole genome 

project Y Y Y 

2 125487 ndhA gene C   n/a discovered in whole genome 
project Y N Y 

3 77944 psbB gene A   n/a discovered in whole genome 
project Y Y Y 

4 9033 psbK - psbI intergenic 
region T C >0.1 after indel and long run of As 

and Ts N N N 

5 9035 psbK - psbI intergenic 
region C A >0.1 after indel and long run of As 

and Ts N N N 

6 9502 trnS - trnG intergenic 
region A T >0.5 Conserved with good coverage Y N N 

7 9503 trnS - trnG intergenic 
region T A >0.5 Conserved with good coverage Y N N 

8 10509 trnG intron C A >0.5 Conserved with good coverage Y Y Y 

9 11321 trnR gene - atpA 
intergenic region T A >0.5 Conserved with good coverage Y N N 

10 11331 trnR gene - atpA 
intergenic region T C >0.5 Conserved with good coverage Y N N 

11 11590 trnR gene - atpA 
intergenic region A T <0.1 close to indel N N N 

12 11595 trnR gene - atpA 
intergenic region G A <0.1 close to indel N N N 

13 11596 trnR gene - atpA 
intergenic region A G <0.1 close to indel N N N 

14 11608 trnR gene - atpA 
intergenic region T A >0.5 after indel and long run of As N N N 



Appendix 4 – Overview of SNP marker development 

! "#$!

SNP Location cp region SNP 
type MAF Comments Sanger 

validated 
HRM 

compatible Comments 

15 25000 rpoC1 intron T G >0.5 Conserved with good coverage Y Y N 
16 26452 rpoB gene T G >0.5 Conserved with good coverage Y Y Y 

17 45581 psaA - ycf3 intergenic 
region T G >0.5 Conserved with good coverage Y Y N 

18 47802 ycf3 exon T C >0.1 coverage too low N N N 

19 48293 ycf3 - trnS intergenic 
region A C >0.1 coverage too low N N N 

20 48790 trnS - rps4 intergenic 
region T C <0.1 coverage too low N N N 

21 50878 trnT - trnL intergenic 
region A T >0.1 coverage too low and too close 

to ends of reads N N N 

22 63001 accD - psaI intergenic 
region T A <0.1 coverage too low N N N 

23 69010 psbE - petL intergenic 
region G A >0.5 Conserved with good coverage N N N 

24 69013 psbE - petL intergenic 
region G A >0.5 Conserved with good coverage N N N 

25 69048 psbE - petL intergenic 
region A G >0.5 Conserved with good coverage N N N 

26 69070 psbE - petL intergenic 
region G T >0.5 Conserved with good coverage N N N 

27 69075 psbE - petL intergenic 
region G C >0.5 Conserved with good coverage N N N 

28 70443 petL - petG intergenic 
region A G >0.5 coverage too low N N N 

29 70678 petG - trnW intergenic 
region T C <0.1 coverage too low N N N 

30 70737 in trnW gene G A >0.5 coverage too low N N N 

31 70902 trnW - trnP intergenic 
region A G >0.5 coverage too low N N N 
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! "#"!

SNP Location cp region SNP 
type MAF Comments Sanger 

validated 
HRM 

compatible Comments 

32 70905 trnW - trnP intergenic 
region T G >0.5 coverage too low N N N 

33 70920 in trnP gene G A <0.1 coverage too low N N N 
34 70963 in trnP gene C G <0.1 coverage too low N N N 

35 71004 trnP - psaJ intergenic 
region A G <0.1 coverage too low N N N 

36 71016 trnP - psaJ intergenic 
region A G <0.1 coverage too low N N N 

37 116208 in ndhF gene C T >0.1 Conserved with good coverage Y Y N 
38 118699 rpl32-trnL gene C G <0.1 Conserved with good coverage Y N N 
39 118701 rpl32-trnL gene A G <0.1 Conserved with good coverage Y N N 
40 118702 rpl32-trnL gene T A <0.1 Conserved with good coverage Y N N 
41 118754 rpl32-trnL gene C A <0.1 Conserved with good coverage Y Y Y 
42 118942 rpl32-trnL gene C T <0.1 Conserved with good coverage N N N 

43 123167 ndhE - ndhG 
intergenic region G T >0.5 Conserved with good coverage N N N 

44 123607 ndhG gene A G <0.1 coverage too low N N N 
45 123609 ndhG gene A G <0.1 coverage too low N N N 
46 124129 indhI gene C T >0.5 Conserved with good coverage Y Y N 
47 125079 ndhA exon 2 A T >0.5 Conserved with good coverage Y Y N 
48 128994 ycf1 gene T A >0.1 Conserved with good coverage Y Y N 
49 129260 ycf1 gene T A >0.5 Conserved with good coverage Y Y Y 
50 130659 ycf1 gene A G >0.5 Conserved with good coverage N N N 
51 131245 ycf1 gene A C >0.5 Conserved with good coverage N N N 
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